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Mostly Cloudy

Order Your Copy
World in 1964

Tonight, Wednesday;
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Viet General Raps U.S., Backs Purge
End Racism, 24-Hour Vigil Futile
Pope Pleads in Captain Abandons Ship
un
Yule Message

VATICAN CITY (AP)-Pope
Paul VI, in a stirring Christmas
message to the world , tonight
called for an end to racism,
nationalism, poverty and social
inequality among all mankind.
In what he called "our program, " the Roman Catholic pontiff offered the services of the
Roman Catholic Church "to sustain the efforts of men of goodwill to promote the common
good, to bring about universal
peace, and the brotherhood of
all men. "
BACKYARD LAKE . . . The water wa*
too deep to walk in , so Rob Stanton rowed
into neighbor 's back yard in flooded southwest
Portland, Ore., suburb. Flooding was com-

The Christmas message, the
second in Pope Paul's 18-monthold reign , was recorded for television and radio broadcast by
the Vatican Radio and networks
throughout Europe and elsewhere.
He renewed in his speech the
a p p e a l for disarmament he
made after seeing the poverty
of a Bombay slum earlier this
month.
In that appeal he urged the
world leaders to stop the arms
race and devote part of the
funds saved for a fight on povthe state dropping up to 6 inch- erty.
es on the area. High winds up
Pope Paul's speech was •
to 70 m.p.h. piled up huge
call
for harmony among men
drifts. Highways were impasbased
on a greatly broadened
sable in Hoback Canyon, Atlandemocracy.
He said:
tic City and over the South
"Democracy,
to which all
Pass, south of Lander. Visibilimust
mankind
today
appeals,
ty was poor.
Farther northwest , huge snow take on a more universal asslides closed the main east-west pect, which will transcend all
route from Seattle across the the obstacles that stand in the
Cascade Mountains as storms way of the effective brotherhood
continued to thunder across the of all men."
He referred to> "the obstacles
west coast from California to
which
continue to stand in the
Washington.
The snow slides spilled down way of human brotherhood,"
on the four-lane Snoqualmie and outlined them in this manPass Highway near North Bend, ner :
— "Nationalism . . . Divides
Wash., but no one was hurt. The
slides, believed to have been peoples, putting them in oppocaused by a warm spell, hit on sition to one another . . . this
both sides of the 3 ,000 foot sum- enemy of human brotherhood is
today gaining strength . . . we
mit.
appeal to governments and peoState Highway Department ples to be watchful and to modcrews cleared several smaller erate this facile instinct of presslides west of the summit.
tige and rivalry. For it can once
Whole gale warnings were up again prove fatal. "
as winds of 60 miles an hour
— "Racism . . . Separates and
hit coastal sections of Oregon.
opposes the different branches
Fifty families near Portland constituting the great human
were forced to leave their
resulting in pride, mishomes as rain and strong winds family,
discriminaexclusivism,
trust,
lashed that area.
tion
and
sometimes
even opIn the flood-stricken Eeel Riv"
pression
.
er Valley section in Northern
— Militarism: "We cannot
California , more than 2,000 per- help being alarmed at a milisons were evacuated from their tarism no longer focussed on
homes as heavy rains fell the legitimate defense of the
through the night. Ukiah, Calif., countries concerned or on the
measured more than 4 inches of maintenance of world peace,
rain in 24 hours.
but tending rather to build up
Three inches of additional stockpiles of weapons . . . a
snow were added to a 14-inch process which . .. induces men
to make mutual fear the treach( Continued on Page 13, Col. 5)
erous and inhuman basis of
WEATHER
world peace. "

mon in Oregon as rain and rising temperatures melted heavy snowfall of last week. (AP
Photofax )

Mountain Highway Closed

Colorado Swept by
100 M.P.H. Winds

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
One-hundred mile an hour
winds roared through Colorado
today and caused extensive, but
undetermined, damage to the
university city of Boulder. Two
persons were hurt.
The gale-force winds blew off
roofs, destroyed fences and
knocked out power lines for sev-

eral hours in Boulder and outlying areas. One wall of the University of Colorado cyclotron
building was blown down. Jefferson Airport, east of Boulder,
reported 100 m.p.h.. winds. Denver also had high -winds, but no
damage was reported.
In Wyoming, a snowstorm
moved into the western part of

Mother of Four ,
Fearing Leprosy,
Attempts Suicide
SAN FRANCISCO (AP ) Isabelle Kalnoa , 30-year-old
Oakland, Calif. , housewife and
mother of four, faced a joyless
Christmas.
She would be separated from
her youngsters on Christmas
Day.
There was the chance she
might be pregnant with a fifth
child. She feared pregnancy
would reactivate her arrested
case of leprosy.
Early Monday morning she
slipped out of the house while
her husband slept , got into the
family car, and joined the commuter traffic to San Francisco.
Mid - way across the Bay
Bridge she stopped , sot out of
the car, climbed the railing, and
plunged 232 feet into the chill ,

Goodfellows Fund
Previousl y listed . .$3780.28
David, Susan and
3.fl0
John
From Everyone at
the St. Vincent <i«
50.00
Paul Store
Froedtcrt Malt
Corp. Kmployri . 40,00
In Memory of
tM
Su san Kahmrh ..
Rollingstone Rural
5.00
Rockets «-H Club
2.00
Allum Friend
Officers and

storm-whipped San Francisco
Bay.
Six minutes later a Coast
Guard boat on patrol near the
bridge plucked her alive from
the water.
Within minutes she was taken
to San Francisco Hospital, still
clad in her dripping, bloodstained housecoat. Doctors operated to repair a severe pelvic
laceration and a broken pelvis.
Late Monday ngiht she was In
critical condition, but an assistant administrator at the hospital said she was responding.
Royal Kainoa , 37, a big,
black-haired mechanic, maintained a vigil in the emergency
ward's waiting room. His eyes
filled with tears as he told of the
last few bleak days.
"We didn't do much about
Christmas , " he said, "She told
me what to buy for the kids and
I went out and bought the
presents. I didn't buy a tree for
us. We didn't even send out
Christmas cards this year. She
didn 't want to be reminded
about Christmas. "
His wife , he said, has had leprosy since she was quite young
—an arrested case that flared
up again with the birt h four
years ago of their youngest son.
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CHRISTMAS SEALS lijhtTB and
other INSPIRATORY DISEASES

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Mostl y cloudy tonight and Wednesday. L i t t l e temperature
change . Low tonight 12-18, high
Wednesday 18-30.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations fir the
24 hours ending at 12 m. ioday:
Maximum , 36; minimum , 12;
noon, 19; precipitation , none.

NEW YORK
— For more than 24
hours after most of his crew had abandoned
ship, the captain of the crippled American
freighter Smith Voyager battled to keep her
afloat in the turbulent Atlantic.
There was little he could do for his 7,600ton vessel , however, so Capt. Frederick W.
Mohle took to a rescue ship Monday with
three crewmen who had stood at his side.
The 459-foot ship, its hull cracked at the
seam under the pressure of a shifting grain
cargo, wallowed atop 2,000 fathoms of whitecapped water Monday, 780 miles southeast
of Bermuda.
Mohle was still at the scene, watching
from the Coast Guard cutter Rockaway and
refusing to give up hope that his vessel could
be saved. A tug on the way to try to tow
her and her 10,000-ton cargo to port wasn 't
expected to arrive until Thursday.
Four members of the 42-man crew died

JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP)
— President Johnson meets
with Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara and the military chiefs today for a final review of the Pentagon budget.
Defense spending accounts for
about half of all federal outlays.
McNamara has predicted the
defense budget will not exceed
$50 billion and may even be a
little less. This is about the
same as in the current fiscal
year and may determine whether Johnson holds spending for
the year starting July 1 within
the $10O-billion mark.

on the Interior, Labor and Commerce department budgets. Although figures were withheld,
they apparently stuck closely to
this year's totals.
Secretary of Labor W. Willard
Wirtz predicted his department
will show a cut in spending from
this year 's estimated $511 million.
Secretary of Commerce Luther H. Hodges said, too, that
his department will show a decrease from estimated spending
of $779 million.
But Secretary of the Interior
Stewart L. Udall said spending
in his department would be up
The latest estimate of spend- slightly from this year's estiing this year is $97.2 billion, but
Johnson has said he does not
know if he can keep next year's
budget under $100 billion,
Other visitors to the LBJ
Ranch for budget talks today
included Secretary of the Treasury Douglas Dillon, Director
James E. Webb of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration and Najeeb E. Halaby ,
who heads the Federal Aviation PATERSON, N.J. (AP) - A
stolen car that may have been
Agency .
NASA's spending this year is used by bandits in the half-milestimated at $4.9 billion , There lion-dollar cash robbery of a
has been some talk among gov- bank truck has been recovered,
ernment officials here that police said today.
Johnson is considering cutting Police said the car was found
out some low-priority space proj- Monday night a few blocks from
ects in order to hold down the the church rectory where the
budget.
holdup was staged Monday
In conferences Monday. John- morning by three masked men.
son apparently completed work The vehicle had been report-

F-lll Tested
Successfully
FORT WORTH , Tex. (AP) The sleek fighter plane which
figured in the stormy TFX debate successfully executed an
airborne test Monday although
a minor malfunction cut short
the maiden flight.
The supersonic Fill , a multipurpose craft commonly called
the TFX, made a 21-rninute test
hop from Carswell Air Force
Base and its brief performance
brought praise from many quarters.
Citations came from both the
Air Force and the Navy, for

a- 00

UP AND AxWAY . . . The U. S. Air Force F-lll supersonic fighter known around the world as the controversial
TFX , lifts off the runway at Carswell Air Force Rase in

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) — Lt. Gen. Nguyen
Khanh, commander of South
Viet Nam's armed forces, threw
down the gauntlet to Washington tonight in an 'order solidly
backing the young generals who
purged the High National Council Sunday.
warned
pointedly
Khanh
against foreign intervention in
Vietnamese affairs and made it
clear he would not go along with
American demands that the
purge be undone.
"We make sacrifices for the
country's independence and the
Vietnamese people's liberty, but
not to carry out the policy of
any foreign country," Khanh
said in a radio address to the
nation.
The ex-premier pledged the
continued support of the armed
forces for civilian Chief of State
Phan Khac Suu and Premier
Tran Van Huong, but reserved
the right of the armed iorces to
change governments if they felt
things were getting out of .hand.

mated $1.7 billion. He attributed
This was a direct challenge to
this to higher spending on water
American
demands that the Saidesalting
and
conservation
gon civilian government have
projects.
supreme authority o-ver the
Wirtz said his prediction of armed forces, and that the
lower spending in his depart- armed forces should cot have
ment did not take into account the right to upset the governthe effect any new programs ment whenever they see fit.
that might be added.
Khanh's speech presumably
Hodges, Wirtz and Udall ap- was broadcast partly to allay
pealed to Johnson against var- rumors sweeping Saigon that he
ious slashes proposed by Budget had been arrested. Normally reDirector Kermit Gordon.
liable sources reported earlier
"You win some and you lose that Khanh had been ousted
some/' Udall commented.
from his post as co .naander in
Wirtz said he felt "the deci- chief and soon might be leavsions were right without excep- ing the country. But indications
tion."
tonight were that he was firmly in the saddle.

Few Clues in
$511000 Raid

Kroployrs of

S40H7 .26
Total to Dale
fiueat Food Ticket*—
McDonald's.

Capt. Frederick W. Mohle
Forced to Abandon Crippled Freighter

Johnson Is Reviewin g
1965 Militar y Budget
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and 34 were rescued by a German freighter
Sunday after Mohle's order to abandon ship.

AmericansSee
Time Near
For Showdown

Forth Worth Monday on its maiden flight. The plane completed a 24-minute trial run ten days ahead of production
schedule. (AP Photofax)

whom the swept-wing aircraft
was designed .
The test was scheduled for 40
minutes but was cut in half because the two-man crew was
unable to retract the plane's
wing flaps after takeoff.
Project directors called the
malfunction minor and said a
second test would come in a
week or 10 days.
Test pilot Richard L. Johnson
and copilot Val E. Prahl flew
the craft at a top speed of 2.10
miles per hour. Plans had called
for a maximum speed of just
under 350 m.p.h.
The plane reached an altitude
of more than 15,000 feet.
Despite the apparent success
of the initial flight , there were
reports that the project is encountering cost problems and
that the Navy is disturbed about
what it considers the Fill 's excessive weight.
Frank W. Davis, president of
General Dynamics' Fort Worth
plant , where the plane was assembled, said this was not the
case.
"It's not an far an I'm concerned , " he said. "We 're just
about on cost and we ' re 10 days
abend of schedule. "
He said if the Navy is unhappy, "you'll have to talk to the
Nnvy about that. "
The Navy 's project supervisor , Ciipt. Donald (!. Davis ,
said : "It .sure looked wonderful.
I'd put 'Nnvy ' on It right now . "

U.S. spokesmen had no Immediate comment. Americans
said privately it looked as if the
showdown bad come.
American officials aaJd the
purge has stymied plans being
worked out to extend the war
against the Viet Cong outsUe
South Viet Nam.
ed stolen more than a , month
The United States had: made
ago, Police Chief Marinus Rit(Continued on Page IS, Col. 4)
ter said.
Until now , two jackets, a pair
GENERAL
of pants and a ski cap were the
scant clues police had to work
with . The car was being
checked out, Ritter said.
Police said they had no description of the men — except
that they were white and, in the
words of a witness "appeared to
be past their youth. "
The dothing, identified by the
victims, was found lying on a
road on the outskirts of this city
10 miles west of New York City.
WASHINGTON (AP> - An
The men, wearing Halloween uncommitted group of from 15
masks, took over a church rec- to 30 National Committ ee memtory during a church service, bers appeared likely today to
held four priests and a janitor decide whether Dean Burch
at gunpoint, ambushed two bank holds on to his job as Republimessengers as they entered the
can national chairman.
rectory, and escaped with $511,Burch made it clear Monday
000 in cash from the bank truck
after
a conference with Sen.
700
in
church
funds.
and $1,
Barry
Goldwater and Rep. WilWorking swiftly and speaking
liam
E.
Miller , that he intends
the
trio
vanished
less
rarly,
to
go
down
to the wire fighting
than half an hour after they
to
retain
his
$30,000-a-y ear post.
adjointo
the
rectory
drove up
ing St. Anthony 's church about Goldwater was the GOP standard bearer in last month 's elec8:45 a.m.
tion, Miller was his running
Deputy Police Chief William mate,
Ludwig said the robbery, conThe chairman told an Infor(Continued on Page 13, Col. 3)
mal news conference in the
FEW
driveway in front of Goldwater 's apartment he believes
he has the solid backing of 65 of
2-Book Marriage
the 132 National Committee
Marriage , we 're told, Is an
members who will meet In Chiinstitution held together by
cago Jan. 22 and 23 to- detertwo books — cook and bank
mine whether he will continue
. . .One local office party
to head the party machinery .
was so dull that they had to
He said he think s 15 to> 30 adbring in some drunks from
ditional members are leaning In
outside . . . Toffy Tuttle exhis direction but said tliey are
plains what she plans to Rive
"assailable " by the party proup for '65: "Being single " gressives who have been calling
. . . You have a good mefor his scalp as a symbol of the
mory if you recall when a
Republicans' Nov. 3 de feat.
teen-ager went into a garage for a lawn mower inMiller told a prevloiiM neve
conference he thinks Rurch
stead of a car . . . A Broadshould stay on oven if he wins a
way wolf reports that many
test by only one vole. M illcr , a
a girl can be had for a song
— the wedding march.
former GOP chairman , said he
thinks Burch could build up the
broad support he said any
chairman would have lo have
by demonstrating in a few
months that "ho wan ts to be
national chairman of all Repub(For more laughs aco Karl
licans. "
Wilson on Pago 4)

Burch Plans
Fight to Keep
$30,000 Post
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Mohan Files;
Bambenek
Won't in 4th

Two more aldermen whos«
terms expire in April made
known their intentions l it e
Monday.
g(
Jim
M o h a n , alderman-at,iled taT re-election
, while
!
^
L
4th Ward Aid. Daniel Bambenek said h« w m not seek
a fourth consecutive term.
BAMBENE K . 51, chairman of j
committees for civil defense, I
sanitation and engineering, and
airport , has a total of 16 years
of council service . Elected to a
, four-year term
I in 1943 , he retired at its coni elusion , then returned in 1953
for three terms.
B am b e BEST ARTISTIC DISPLAY . . . First- home of Floyd E. Voss, Glen Mary. It connek said he was
sisted of an arrangement of lights , including
the
announcing his place winner in another category of
a star on the house roof.
Jaycee
lighting
contest
was
this
entry
at
th»
decision early to
eliminate hesitancy a m o n g
Bambenek P^pective cand l d a t e s who
may have awaited his announcement.
MOHAN , 35, will be seeking
his fourth two-year term .
He was elected in 1957 and
1959, defeated in 1961 and elected in 1963. He is chairman of
the committee for new projects
and industrial development.
His $30 fine was satisfied out
The alderman-at-large is a na- of bail after Judge John D. Mctive of Rushford . He moved o Gill found Gary A. Gibbish., 18,
Winon a with his parents in 1946 774 Gilmore Ave., gulity of drivand attended Winona Secretar- ing with inadequate br akes
ial School. SLnce 1956 iie has op- (causing an accident).
BEST MINIATURE DISPLAY . . . An unusual Nativity
erated the Mohan Siding & Winscene and arrangement of lights in a second-story window
Judge McGill told the young
dow Co. and a tax-consultant student from Savage , Mlinn., won the first-place award in the miniature display category
service.
that "every indication " pointed of the Jaycee lighting contest. It is at the home of Daniel
In 1958 he was named Young to his guilt of the charge. GibMan of the Year by the Junior bish was charged Dec. 11 after Bambenek, 260 Mankato Ave.
Chamber of Commerce. He is a an accident Dec. 9 at Wilson
member of Cathedral of the Sa- and Howard streets; in which he
cred Heart , Holy Name Society, collided with a city bus.
Elks,. Improved Order of Red
Men, Goodview Lions, Winona CITY PROSECUTOR James
Athletic Club , Winon a Civic As- Soderberg called the driver of
aociation , Knights of Columbus, the bus, Thomas Pampuch ,
Chamber of Commerce, West- Fountain City, Wis., who testiETTRICK , Wis. (Special ) field Golf Club, Izaak Walton fied that his bus had already
ETTRICK , Wis. ( Special) — Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Runnesentered
the
intersection
when
he
League and the Winona Activity
saw Gibbish coming about 70 Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Runne- trand have received word from
Group.
strand have heard from their Mrs. Edvard Roynstrand of the
feet from the crossing.
The bus was moving east on son , Jon , who left Miami , Fla., death of her husband , who was
Howard Street and Gibbish was Dec. 1 on a three-month, island- a dentist at Voss, Norway.
driving north on Wilson Street. hopping cruise in the South Seas
Roynestrand is the NorwePatrolman Willis H. Wogan , aboard a privately owned 150- gian spelling of Ettrick Runnesfirst on the accident scene, re- foot yacht.
trands, who received a letter
The letter was mailed from from the Norwegian branch of
lated that Gibbish had admitted
that he bad to pump his brakes Cristobal , Panama , where , dur- the family a year ago when
to make them work, Wogan said ing seven days the yacht was they succeeded in the efforts
that he tested the equipment, tied up, Jon met Paul Runne- to trace their relatives in Wisfinding that the hand brake and strand , formerly of Litchfield , consin. The Roynstrands had
brake pedal moved as if "there Minn., who is secretary-general met Russell T. Gregg, profesof the Canal Zone.
was nothing there. "
While the two couldn 't deter- sor of educational administraPatrolman Roy J. Nelson testion at the University of Wistified that he had found no evi- mine if they were related , the consin , Madison , and asked
secretary-general
remembered
dence of u sudden brake fluid
him to try to contact the Etleakage near the scene of the that when a small boy, he stop- trick famil y. Gregg did so by
ped at a small town to visit a
collision.
writing to the postmaster in
Gibbish testified in his own Runnestrand family. He and his Ettrick and the families began
defense that the bus did not parents were en route to Duluth ,
a correspondence.
reach the intersection until where they formerly lived .
Edvard Roynstrand was a
From Cristobal the 40 aboard
nearly the time he did. He said
nephew
of Knut . Ola and Elling
were
bound
for
Papeete
,
Tahiti
,
that he pumped his brakes: and
put on the hand brake , but neith- the only stop where mail will be Runnestrand who came to this
picked up. All 40, including sev- country as young men. Arthur
er worked.
Jim ' Mohan
en married couples and three Runnestrand is a son of Elling
¦
UNDER CROSS-examln ati on single women, work on board , Runnestrand. All three of the
by Soderberg, Gibbish admitted learning navigation and other brothers who came to this
GRIDIRON MEETS LATIN
that his brakes were not in top phases of seamanship.
country are dead.
STUTTGART, Ark . (AP) - operating condition ; but he said
At the end of the journey the
Roynstrand was presiden t of
When the Stuttgart , Ark., Daily that they worked adequately up Explorer will dock at Estanada
the Rota ry Club at Voss. The
,
Leader received the rosters of until the time of the accident , Mexico.
family was planning a reunion
the Paragould , Arlc , football even-though he had to pumj > the
in June and hoped some of the
program it prints, the numbers pedal twice as a rule.
said. He added that any serious Wisconsin cousins might be preof the players were written out Judge McGill told Gibbish he traffic violation in the future
sent.
. in Latin.
¦
wondered how anyone in his might earn Gibbish a straight
When asked about it Para - right mind would cperate A ve- jail term .
Not until 25 years aft er death
gould Principal Orville Roberts hicle in such condition, ""You
Gibbish owns the 1952 vehicle , is a person eligible for election
quipped , "all activities should are an extreme hazard on the involved in the accident , jointly to the Hall of Fame for Great
have some educational value " streets of this city," the judge with a friend.
Americans.

Crash Driver s
Brakes Poor,
Judge Decides

Eftrick Youth
Cruising Seas

Norweg ian Kin
Of . Ettrick
Resident Dies

TKKMS OF three other directors Also exp ire next April. 'They
me Dircclor-at-Large Dnvid F,
Wynne , whose post is for two
Wars; Ray K. (Jorsuch , 1st
Wmd, and ' Frank J. Allen Jr.,
3rd Ward. Ka ch of the ward
representati ves is elected for
four years .
Filings at. the office of board
clerk nmi business manager
Paul W. Sa nders In the Senior
High School building opened
Monday and will close at 5 p.m.
Jan. 4. If th ere are (-wo or more
candidates for any one post
there will b«« a primary election
in February ,
I)R, KOM.OI - 'SKI . a 51-ycarold Winona optometrist , has

j
;
1
|

been a member of the boar^
since the fall of 1958 when he
was appointed to fill a v acancy. He was elected to a full
term in 1961 .
Dr. and Mrs, Kollofski have
two children and he has been
in optometrie practice here
since 1939 when he moved here
from St, Paul.
Dr. Kollofski has been active
in ISoy Scout work and is assistant chairman of the Sugar
l^oaf district committee on Exploring, is a former presid«nt of
the Winona Rotary Club, former
president of the Southeastern
Minnesota Optome-tric Soci ety, a
member of the legislative committee of the Winona Chamber
of Commerce, former officer ol
the Madison Schoo l PTA and former member of (he boa rd ol
directors of Will Dilg Ch apter,
lzaak Walton League of America.
He has served on the "vestry
of H t. Paul' s Episcopal Church
and is now in a three-year term
as Junior warden at St. Paul's,
Dr. Kollofsk i has served as a
member of the bonrd of directors of the Winona Credit Bu-

reau , Inc., has been act ive in 1
the Children 's Home Society of
St. Paul and the Elks' ' Lodge.
TILLMAN is 45, a unit super- 1
visor for the Winona County
welfare department and, like
Dr . Kollofski , was appointed to
the school board to fill a vacancy created by resignation, Tillman was appoint ed in I960 and
elected to a full term the following year.
He's a native of Winona , married and the father of two
daughters. Graduated from Winona Senior High School and St .
Mary 's College, Tillman served
in the Air Force for two years
during World War II and during
part of this period attended Harvard University School of Business Administration. After completion of the course he was
commissioned and at the time of

NOT ICE
All Union Barber Shops

WILL BE OPEN WEDNESDAY ,
DEC. 23
Due to Chriilmai Day

Dr. C. It. Kollo/.U

ing contest. Her decorations , which incl uded lights in shrubbery , on the house and in windows, were judged the best
for over-all effect. (Daily News photos )
______

Village Home
Best Overall

The number of good entries
made judging this year 's Winona Junior Chamber of Commerce Christmas lighting contest difficult , according to Richard Cole, contest chairman.
Plaques were awarded to
first-place winners in four categories after a three-judge panel
inspected entries last week. The
plaques , donated by Northern
States Power Co., went to persons judged as having the display with the best artistic design , best religious display, best
miniature display and best overail entry.
Floyd E. Voss, a winner last
year , received the plaque for
his arrangement of lights along
the roof of his Glen Mary house.
Adjudged the best religious
display was that entered by
Daniel Janikowski , 374 Mankato
Ave., while another Mankato
Avenue resident , Daniel Bambenek , was given the plaque for
the best miniature display.
Bambenek , who is 4th Ward

alderman , arranged his display
in a second-story window at his
home, 260 Mankato Ave .
A Goodview resident , Mrs.
May Borkowski , 4470 7th St.,
was awarded the plaque for
the best entry in the overall effectiveness category. Shrubbery,
the house and the windows
were decorated.
Runners-up, who were awarded strings of Christmas lights,
were Dr . Herbert Heise, 267 E.
Broadway; Chester Wiczek , 612
E. Broadway ; Joseph Watkowski , West Burns Valley Rd., and
Kertzman Refrigeration Service,
562 E. Sarnia St.
Although no prizes were available for any other entires, Cole
called three to the attention of
anyone wanting to see good displays. They are at the homes
of Edward Borkow ski, 4O10 7th
St., Goodview, son of the firstplace winner in the overall effectiveness category ; John L.
Martin , 1282 Parkview Ave.,
and Norman E. Nelson , 845 45th
Ave., Goodview.

Land Exchange Car Show
Placed
Suggested for On Ice
WildlifeRefuge

| ST. PAUL (AP) — The State
|Land Exchange Commission has
delayed action on a proposal
|by the U.S. Fish , and Wildlife
Service to acquire 31,000 acres
of land along the St. Francis
River in Sherburne County to
establish the St, Francis National Wildlife Refuge.
The proposal will be considered again at a meeting Jan. 25.
State auditor Stafford King, a
member of the comm ission , said
he would never vote on the proposal unless it has the approval
of school boards and the county
board.

He read resolutions from the
county board and one school
district dated in February, 1963,
expressing opposition to the
plan.
King also argued that the project might better be undertaken
by the state. He said he believes
natural resources funds might
be available.
Urban C. Nelson , chief of the
division of wildlife in the Minneapolis offce of the Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife ,
said the federal government
would be happy if the state
his separation from the service would undertak e the project. He
was a 1st lieutenant in the Air said it would involve an expenditure of more than $3 million for
Force.
land
and construction of dams.
Before accept ing appointment
lo the welfare department in
However,
Robert
Brown ,
1 !)47 he was employed at Hayes- deputy state conservation comLucas Lumber Co. here.
missioner said his department
Tillman is a member of St. feels the program should be n
John 's Catholic Church , a for- federal one "to get some of the
mer president of its Ho.lv Name duck stamp monev back into the
Society, a member of the Klks state. "
Club and Winona Athletic Club,
Nelson said he believes there
lie's a member of (he Minnesota has been a change of sentiment
Welfare Conference , f o r m e r in the area since the resolutions
chairman of the Southeastern King read.
Minnesot a Regional W e l f a r e
Gov. Karl Rolvaag described
Conference and is vice president the project »s a fine one. He
of the Winona County Cancer said he hoped something like
Society .
unanimity could be obtained
He 's serving as secretary of among the residents
involved .
the Winona Civic Association
and is chairman of the Hoard
The third member of the comof Education 's commit lee an mission is Alty . Gen. Walter
personnel.
Mondale,
Permission for the federal
government to proceed could he
given if the governor and Mondale favor it , even if King continues his opposition. Monrhile
was absent from today ' s meeting,
¦
INV KNT IVK , CHILI Ut llN
STUTTGART . Ark . (AIM
A
young Stuttgart father of three
has invented a popular Hem for
the younger set — out of plain
cardboard.
From watching the kids play
with an old box at home , .lay
McEntlre conceived the idea of
a cardboard tepee, that folds up.
He made one and his wife
painted it . Then ho look il to a
Little Rock hnx mnnufacturing
compnny . . . which liked I he
Idwi no much it turned out ftflfl
tepees for sales til all.
Franklin A. Tillman

Two School Directors File Again

Two members of the Board of
Education who 'll be seeking
second four-year terms this
mornin g became the first to announce the ir candidacies for
school board posts in the 19(55
spring school election,
They are Dr. C. R. Kollofski ,
4011 W. Sanborn St.. from the
2nd Ward , and Franklin A. Tillmnn , 5f.fi K. 5lh SI., 4th Ward ,

BEST OVER-ALL ENTRY . . . A plaque went to Mrs.
May Borkowski, 4070 7th St., Goodview, for her entry in this
year's Winon a Junior Chamber of Commerce Christmai light-

An "ice gymkhana" may be
one of the attractions of next
month's Winter Carnival.
The Park-Recreation Board
Monday gave qualified approval for conduct of the event on
Lake Winon a Jan. 24. The
board 's permission was given
to the La Crosse Sports Car
Club, provided the club had official sanction of the Winona
Activity Group.

DUANE PADDEN, La Crosse,
president of the club , said the
Activity G r o u p had been
approached and had given its
approval. He asked the board
to use its equipment to clear
the i rregular strip which club
members would mark out on
the ice. The area will be that
south of Hamilton Street beach.
Board members, at first cool
to the idea , were assured that
the event is not a "race " and
that little extra noise would
result. They agreed to furnish
a department plow to clear the
course , at an estimated cost of
about $10 to $15, Commissioner E. M. Allen remarked that
such an operation is a justifiable expenditure of department
funds as much as that of drilling several hundred holes for
ice-fishing contests.
Entering drivers will pay a
small fee to the club but no
spectator admission will be
charged , Padden aaid.

BEST RELIGIOUS DISPLAY . .. The best religious
entry in the Jaycee contest was that at the home of DanieL
J anikowski, 374 Mankato Ave. A lighted Nativity scene Is
topped by a lighted tree, crowned with a star. Other light*
run along the eaves of the house.

Them to Build
Plant at A irport

the firm then will connect tt
city mains.
All Federal Aviation Agency
restrictions dealing with flight
clearances, setbacks and radio
nterfeience will be compli-ed
with by the firm , Robertson
said.
The sale is the first ill th«
newly platted industrial park,
arranged by the Winona Industrial Development Association.
Under the original plan for disPURCHASE PRICE of the position of land in the park, the
land is $1,275 an acre, or a city would sell lots as needed
total of $6,566.25.
to WIEA , which in turn would
Under terms of the agree- re-sell them to occupants. Th«
ment , previprocess was bypassed , accord*
ously executed
ing to W. E . Morse, WIDA exef*'i
by the comcutive director , to save expens*
v.lty
pany, the city
and legal complications.
will furnish a r^ f s t i n r W
ROYAL THERN , owner of the
water connec- VM OUI I CII
firm , said today that plans call
tion and a bituminous-surfaced access road. for a $200,000 building with 20,About 1,000 feet of water main 000 square feet of production
will be required. The road serv- space and additional office space
ing the platted area already is of 2,700 feet. The factory probgraded but is not yet surfaced. ably will be of steel construcSewage disposal will be ar- tion , 100 by 200 feet , with a
ranged by the company. If the wall height of 20 feet . It will
city develops centralized dispos- have a low-pitch roof.
Off-street parking for 25 to
al or extends present systems,
30 cars will be provided .
The firm , which employs 28
persona, builds materials - handling equipment.
¦
Sale of Lot No. 1 in the city 's
industrial park was approved
formally by the City Council
Monday night.
The 5.15-acre plot will be pur chased by Them Machine Co.,
which now operates a manufacturing plant in Goodview . The
company will begin construction
of its new plant next spring,
City Attorney George M. Robertson Jr, told aldermen.

St. Mary 's Gets
$9,160 Grant

A National Science Foundation grant of $9 ,160 for a summer biology project has been
received by St. Mary ' s College.
The money will be used for
support of nine-week research
participation program for fou r
high school biology teachers.
It will cover support of the participants , as well as operational costs.
Each partici pant will worli
with a biology department staff
member on one of the research
projects now under way. The
program is to be directed by
Brother L. George , FSC , chairman of the department !
The grant will supp lement a
previousl y received one of $7 ,000 for support of a research
participation program for five
undergraduate biology students ,
This latter project is under th e
direction of Brother H. Charles ,
FSC, professor of biology.
Both programs will be in op
eration next summer.

THE BOARD granted permission to the Board of Education
to make soil tests on about seven acres of park land at the
northwest extremity of Lake
Winona. Board President Lawrence Snnt elman said this area
is under consideration as the
site of a proposed new high
school.
A pproval of -a November
stump-removal bill for $498 was
voted but directors decided to
defer action on purchase of a
root-cutting machine. The department' s budget for next year
includes $:i,4,0O for a new cutler which will slice off roots
that raise hob with sidewalks
along city boulevards. The
boa rd will await submission of
figures from Henry Olson , who
said he would be interested In
purchasing such a machine ,
going into private business and
§H
doing some of the ' city 's work AT
as well ,
%^. -3$
HOARD MKMIIJ 'iHS . who e«limatcd t hey would probabl y
have to add a m a n to present
niii inlenance personnel lists ,
will compare these costs with
Olson 's figures,
The stump removal allocation
was to Rimke Tree Service , nj*
^L
^WdHV
Rushford. To avoid contract
procedures , the board has hired
_
^
^KK
S
k
Bunk* on a piecework basis , ^HU
lo do about $450 worth of stump
removal eneh month for the
past several months , expendi\^3fcfc/
tures thereb y are kept beneath
¦
the $500 ceiling 1or non - bid
work projects.

Merchants Bank
Pays Bonus,
$3 Dividend
A Christmas bonus of a
month' s salary has been paid to
all M«rchants National Bank
employes and officers who werfl
with the firm a year or more,
president G. M. Grabow said
today.
Thos-c that have been with the
bank l ess than a year received
a corresponding percentage of a
month's salary, he added.
Grabow said that the bonum
totaled $16,187.32. It went to 47
employes and officers.
He said, too , that the bank' s
board of directors has declared
a $;i-a-share dividend for stockholders of record I>ec. 1, This
brings the total dividend paid
this year to $fi a share .
The new dividend totals $90 .000. It goes to 14!) stockholders ,
most n( them local residents.
Llvy 's famous history of Rome
covere-d 142 books, but only 33
of these are in existence today.

j|dri^Eagles Regular Meeting
J3 J| Wecr* .—5 p.m.

i

in the Aerie Room
Richard Seeling, W.P.
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Hay Dumped
To Cattle
In Blizzard

By Jimmie Hatlo !

IThcy 'll Do It Every Time

Regis Surprised
At His Success

By EARL WILSON
of ironiea," a literary-type columnist
"Irony
HOLLYWOOD —
might c ay . . .
Back in 1855, Sieve Allen wu doing toe NBC "Tonight " TV
show from the Hudson Theater oa W. 44th St. in New York .
Up in the second balcony there was a pageboy from the
Bronx named Regis Philbin.
Nine years later, Regis Philbin was doing a very hot local
Interview TV show in San Diego . . . and the opposition station
threw Steve Allen's syndicated
Westinghouse show in against lieve that I'm lighting Bette DaWm.
vis' cigarette."
¦ "I got marvelous people to
WESTINGHOUSE say§ It's
come onto ray little show hid- willing to give Regis (a Notre
den away in San Diego, " cur- Dame graduate) time to develly-haired, good-looking, 31-year- op. Regis (pronounced "Ree-gis)
Old Begis says. "I had Dick hopes some time to meet Steve
Nixon twice, Andy Williams, Allen who has been such an
Shelley Bemoan. . .
influence in his life.
"Anyway, when Steve came "No, I never met him," Regis
In, my ratings held, and Steve's lays. "When you're • pageboy
never made any inroads. "
on the second balcony, you don't
, The Westinghouse people be- have much chance to get introduced to the star."
«an to take notice of Regis Phil- TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: Pein. They began talking to him.
"I thought they were sending ter Nero reports that shopping
me to Boston to do a morning is hectic these days: "I tripped
show. I started reading the Bos- in a department store, and before I could get up I'd been
ton papers.
'"Then cane the bombshell. gift-wrapped."
They took me into a room and WISH I'D SAID THAT: Jason
showed me a list of 44 names of Robards, in "Hughie," describes
TV giants that I'd been watch- an unattractive girl: "Listen, if
you called her plain, you'd be
ing all my life.
giving her. the best of it. "
"STEVE WAS leaving. They EARL'S PEARLS: A fellow
wanted a brand new face , a noted that he came from a place
whole new look, and I'd been so small that the town meetselected over all of those giants. ings were held in a phone
They sure got a brand new face. booth.
Nobody'd seen me outside San REMEMBERED QUOTE: A
Diego!"
father's advice to his son: "Lose
Regis moved to Hollywood, as if you like it; win as if you
was flown to New York for a were used to it. "
press party at the St. Regis —
Comic Bobby Shield explains
''where they said, 'Oh, yes, we why Rockefeller may raise
don't have room for you' " and taxes in N.Y. : "After all, how
went on the air here two weeks does it look — the governor has
later from the studio that had more money than the state
been especially built for Steve. treasurery." . . . That's earl ,
I don 't sing or dance, " Regis brother.
says. "Because I'm not a celebrity or hot shot, I don't compete
with, the celebrities I interview."
The other night he had Bette
Davis on his program. She pulled out a cigarette. Regis got
ready to light it.
"Imagine:" he exclaimed to
WASHINGTON (/^-Amerithe audience "I just can't becan and Egyptian officials are
cooperating in the investigation
of an incident Dec. 19 in which
|
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1M4
American oil company plane
an
'
VOLUME 1», NO. J7
'was shot down near Alexandria
by United Arab Republic jets,
Publlahad dally oxeapt Saturday and hclltfayt by Republican and Harold Publlth- ¦according to the State DepartIng Company, 401 Franklin 81., Winona, ment.
Minn.
Press officer Robert J. Mc~"
"
"
JUMCRTPTIION RATES
Closkey
said Monday that no
tlngla Copy — 10c Dally, 15c Sunday
diplomatic action has been takDallvtrad by Cirr] »r—Pmr woalr » etnta en.
It waofci tWS
n waaka SUJ0
The plane's American pilot,
In
advanea;
papar atopmall
itrlctly
•y
Hoyt
Williams, 44, a Texan, and
ni MI axplratlen data.
the Swedish flight mechanic,
In Flllmora, Houston, Olmstad. Winona,
Wabaiha, Buffalo, Jack ton, Papln ant) Kiell Grupp, 35, were killed.

U.S., Egypt
Confer on
Plane Shooting
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Voice of the
Outdoors

Christmas Bird Count
Two birds counts are scheduled in the next month, the
National Audubon Society count
between Dec . 22 and Jan. 3, and
the continent - wide migratory
bird census conducted by the
Fish and Wildlife Service in
mid-January. Both have been
improved through the years and
give a usable comparative
basis showing the trend in bird
population.
The Audubon count has
been going on since 1900.
Last winter , teams of birdwatchers scanned 688 census areas, an all-time record. The total number of
participants, the society estimated, exceeded 10,000.

Insofar as possible, the same
census areas are checked year
after year , as this adds to the
scientific value of the reports.
Each area is laid out in advance within a circle 15 miles
in diameter, or approximately
175 square miles, and each is
covered as thoroughly as possible in one eight-hour day during the census period.
In the Winona area , the
Hiawath a V alley Bird Club
conducts the count. This
year it will be held Jan. 3.
The area covered is bounded by a circle radiating
seven and one-half miles in
all directions from Lake
Park lodge.

Winona Winter Birds
Last Dec . 29, the club made
its annual count in the Winona
area. Following is a list of
birds they saw , which gives a
good working idea of the birds
,
that a resident may have at
his feeder or see in winter . Because of Winona's location on
the Big River there are more
waterfowl in the list than will
CHICAGO (AP ) - The Na- be seen elsewhere in the state .
Itional Safety Council estimated Here is the list :
today between 550 and 650 perMallard , black duck, pinsons might be killed in traffic
tail
, green-winged teal , canaccidents over the Christmas
vasback,
goshawk, red-tailweekend.
ed h a w k , rough • legged
The period covered by the
hawk , bald eagle , American
estimate extends from 6 p.m.,
coot, killdeer, c o m m o n
local time. Thursday, Dec . 24, to
snipe , mourning dove, bar:midnight Sunday, Dec . 27.
red owl , belted kingfisher ,
The council said in a similar
pileated woodpecker , red78-hour period not involving a
bellied woodpecker, hairy
iholiday the traffic toll would be
woodpecker , downy wood,450.
pecker , horned lark , blue

Council Fears
Terrible Yule
Traffic Toll
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GREAT FALLS, Moot. Ui Flying Boxcar 53-7878 lifted off
the snow-blanketed runway of
Malmstrora Air Force Base
bound for storm-stranded,starving cattle in Montana's ranching heartland.
Inside its barrel-like bally the
Flying Boxcar carried five tons
of nay, nuking it look and smell
like an airborne barn—exactly
what it's been the last three
days.

TO FEEL
REAL SPRUNG!
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jay, common crow , blackcapped chickadee , tufted
titmouse, white - breasted
nuthatch, red-breasted nuthatch, brown creeper, starling, house sparrow , redwinged blackbird, cardinal ,
evening grosbeak , purple
finch, American goldfinch,
slate-colored junco, tree
sparrow and field sparrow .
Cooper's hawk, common red
poll and song sparrow.
There are several other species that migrate through
the area or come from the
Far North for a week or
more during the winter. The
number of species counted
was 37, and individual birds
3,769-

Waterfowl Census
The waterfowl court of the
Fish and Wildlife Service in cooperation with the various
states, Mexico and Canada, is
continental in scope. All the
major duck concentration areas
are covered in one day in midJanuary.
Locally this count is conducted by Upper Mississippi River Wiltf Life and Fish
Refuge personnel, aided by
Minnesota and Wisconsin
wardens. It is quite complete . It is surprising the
number of waterfowl that
winter on the refuge and
areas like Silver Lake at
Rochester . O p e n water
areas like the mouth of the
Chippewa and seepage areas
along the dam dikes retain
a good population of ducks
all winter.

Two Arrested
In Milwaukee
Bank Holdup

MILWAUKEE OPJ—Two armed
California men were arrested
Monday in a mad, Keystone
Kops scramble touched off by
the 91,100 holdup of the Brookfield National Bank.
The wild pursuit of the pair,
marked by the abduction of the
bank cashier and a state patrolman, was climaxed by a
room-by-room search of a downtown hospital's maternity pavilion.
One man was subdued and arrested in the hospital where
his wife and newborn daughter
were being cared for . The other
was nabbed at a nearby bus
terminal where he bad purchased a ticket for Minneapolis.
Two- little stepdaughters of one
of the men had a wild ride in
the getaway car, in which a pet
monkey was later found abandoned.
When the bizarre series of
events had concluded, Harry
Shinn, 21, of Costa Mesa, Calif.,
was charged with robbery of a
federally insured bank, and
Frank Michel , 21, with "aiding,
abetting and counseling" Shinn,
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Rose Bowl Bound
By the time this column appears in print , we hope to be
in sunny California to enjoy
Christmas with the daughter
and family and to take in the
big Rose Bowl game on New
Year 's Day. We may have a
deep sea fishing trip or two
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
along the coast down toward Agriculture
Department anMexico.
nounced Monday that grower
price supports for soybeans and
A Merry Christmas to all.
flaxseed grown next year will
be at the same levels in effect
this year , $2.25 and $2.90 a
bushel , respectively*.
The department said the support price for soybeans is
expected to encourage production at levels high enough to

New Discovery
In Cancer by
4 French Doctors
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TOKYO (AP ) - Communis!
China announced today it ra ptured a Nationalist Chinese pilot
whose- reconnaissance plane
was shot down over East Chinn
Pek ing radio said the pilot
was Maj. Hsieh Haiang-ho. The
Nationalist air force announced
Saturday that one of its RFlOls
was missing on a cosstnl mission
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CBreasts and Less Only)

MOSCOW ( AJ» ) - A Soviet
health official today criticized
style-conscious young women
who expose shapely legs to the
Russian winter in flimsy nylons.
Antonina
F.
Akhabadze,
director of the Institute of Medical Cosmetics of the Ministry of
Health, warned the girls they
were risking frostbite.
¦
The averag« ostrich egg
weighs about as much as two
dozen hen's eggs.
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ORDER YOUR

CHRISTMAS PIE
From the DAIRY BAR
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Pumpkin
Mint* Meal
A pple
Cherry

• Blueberry
• Pecan
• Custard

PHONE 2646

ROA ST STUFFED LONG ISLAND DUCKLIN G
with apple «auce
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no AST CHOICE SIHLOIN
with pan gravy
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Fruit Salad

Pineapp le-Col lago Cheese Sal.ul

MtisheH Squash or Buttrtfd nulnhasas
Fl,lffy W"'!^ Potatoes
Tarnl
Candied S^veet Potatoes
or
ey Buttered Potatoes
Assorted Paitrles and lce»
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SERVED EVERY I
WEDNESDAY I

Russ Criticize
Flimsy Ny lons
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SERVING HOURS:
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BAK ED STUFFED HONKLKSS CHICKEN BREASTS
j|
with cranberry sauce
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TOM
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ROA.ST
TURKEY with cranberry jauce
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OLIVIA, Minn. (AP) -After
spending the last three yules in
hospitals because of polio, Steven Pease had planned to spend
this Christmas with his family .
But it wasn 't to be.
Steven had had his body cast
removed a month ago and had
mastered the use of crutches.
Home here after the lengthy
siege , he fell over the weekend
and broke a leg.
Hence, another Christmas in
the hospital,

Shrimp or I.ohster Meat Cocktail 73e
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He Just Can't Spend
Christmas at Home
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SAIGON , South Viet Nam
CAP ) — A U.S. Army officer
was killed 25 miles northwest ol
Saigon Monday by a Viet Cong ,
He was the 238th American to
die in combat in almost exactly
three years of fighting here. The
first American billed in the Viet
Cong war also died near Saigon ,
on Dec. 22, 1961 .
Monday 's fatality occurred
while the officer was with a
Vietnamese operation in jungles
heavily infested with enemy
guerrillas. In a small but vicious firefight that followed contact with the enemy, a Vietnamese soldier also was killed. Viet
Cong casualties, if any, were
not reported.
In another action, two U.S.
enlisted men were wounded
Sunday when a convoy in which
they were traveling was ambushed 280 miles northeast of
here.
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Another U.S.
Officer Killed
In Viet Attack

supply an expanding domestic
and foreign demand and to help
maintain prices and income to
producers.
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BUCK WITH FHMT ARROW . . . . David Brandtner,
14, GaleavUle, WU., didn't even see a deer nor fir* hit gun
while out with Mi fwaUy on their party permit, but later he
dropped his venison at 150 feet aw ay with a 36-pound pull
arrow. The AI Brandtaeri now have five bucks for their
.
winter larder* (Mrs. Frank Dahlgren photo)

Ed Schxode, a reporter for the
Wilkes-Barre
Record,
said
Byczkowski was in good spirits
and talked freely to his rescuers
before being taken to the hospital. His condition was reported
as fair, with an injured right leg
and a fractured rib.
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Down Chiang Plane

WHERE DO GOOD GIRLS GO AFTER THEY GRADUATE
FROM COLLEGE TO HAVE FUN?

Three Survive
Cave-in at Mine

A Happy Tradition...
vHRISTaJMAS DINNER
at the Hotel Winona

PARIS (AP ) - Four French
doctors have made what they
believe Is a new discovery In
the cultivati on of cancerous
growths.
The doctors , led by Prof. Bernard Halpera, reported to the
Academy of Sciences Monday
that separate cancerous cells
cultivated under special conditions tend to stick together and
form a cancerous "structure. "
Healthy cells treated under the
same conditions did not form
into a mass.

When the massed cancerous
•
cells are grafted onto a healthy
animal , the animal quickly deTha Winona Theator will present this classic comedy (or Spoof velops malignant tumors , the
on Beatlas) Tonight (Tuas). at 7; 15 and 9:1S lor parent! and doctors reported .
children. One parent admitfad treat with each cKildl Kldt—Treaf
vewr parautt—They will »n|oy It too l (Regular policy ahow a Wed) . Communists Shoot
MOTE: WINONA THEATRE WILL BE CLOSED
CHRISTMAS EVE , DECEMBER 74

In Montana, distress among
the cattle is critical. The state 's
2.6 million head of cattle outnumber the 700,000 human population almost 4-to-l.
The agricultural stabilization
and conservation service estimates that subzero weather and
lack of forage caused the loss
of 20,000 cattle and 26,000 sheep
valued at $3.4 million.
- The airlift by Flying Boxcar
33-7878 and its mates brought
relief to an eight-county region.

WILKES-BARRE , Pa. (AP )
— Three of four men have survived a cave-in at a coal mine,
but rescuers found no signs of
life when they reached the body
of a fourth miner.
They continued toiling today
on a snow-swept mountainside
near this northeastern Pennsylvania community in efforts to
pull out Lawrence Malachefski ,
37 , of nearby Plymouth.
Mine officials said he was
buried
beneath 60 or 70 tons of
They w a i v e d preliminary
coal,
more
than 300 feet underhearing before U. S. Commisground.
sioner John C. McBride and
were bound over to federal court
Two oi the men had been
for trial. B ail was set at $10,000 dragged to safety an hour after
for each.
the cave-in and were reported in
Shinn's wife, Kathleen , 22, who good condition at Wilkes-Barre
had given birth prematurely
with laceraSaturday to a five-pound girl, General Hospital,
ovei
most
of
their bodies.
tions
remained in Milwaukee Hospital. Her two children by a pre- They were Albert Kotch, 42, of
vious marriage. Melody Salati- Larksville, and Anthony Saitta ,
no, 5, and her sister, Cynthia , 3, 59, of West Pittston.
Peter
The
third
man,
were placed in the County Home
Byczkowski, 54, of Plymouth,
for Dependent Children.
¦
was pulled to safety around
midnight. He had been trapped
Price Supports
for about 10 hours in the underground chamber.
On Soybeans Same
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This Is "Operation Hay-lift. "
where Boxcar 53-7878 and eight
companion! are dropping an
emergency 65 tana of hay to
cattle snowbound in 36,000
Suare miles of southeastern I
ontana.
"This puts me right back
where 1 started, hauling hay
again," joked Lt. Col. Richard
Barnes, 43, of Seattle, and
l.C. Terry Rymer. 21, of Whittenberg, Wis., said that they
had pitched hay when they were
growing up.
"I realize the situation — that
when cows die the farmers lose
a lot of money," said Airman
Rymer, who volunteered for the
nay-lift during his leave time.

_
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Water Project BILL MERRILLS. . New School
At Galesville
Aids Needed,
Setaf$125.000
Group Reports

GALESVILLE , Wis. (Special ) - Correction of inadequacies of the Galesville water
system, pointed out to the Common Council in special session
Thursday night , would cost
about $122,000.
Philip Davy and William S.
Taylor of Davy Engineering, La
Crosse, reported on a survey
they were engaged during the
drought last summer when well
levels reached lows which impaired the safety of the city
had a serious fire occurred.
Lawn sprinkling was curtailed.
THE ENGINEERS estimated
cost of a new supply well, turbine and housing at $99,854 and
total of all improvements at
$155,000, payable over a 25year bonding period.
The minimum residential area
requirement is 5O0 gallons flow
per minute , Davy said , and for
industrial areas, 1,000. Davy
suggested rebuilding s o m e
m ains and placing manholes in
the downtown area to permit
re-pairs without digging up the
street.
Records of water chemistry
at Galesville are available back
to 1876 when the medicinal
value of mineral springs here
was promoted. In 1881 the Jordan well was analyzed for the
same purpose, the sodium, sulphate, bicarbonate of soda,
magnusium , iron and other
chemicals were carefully listed.
Sommerfield well on Decorah
Prairie was regarded as superior medicine. It had a preponderence of ioniine, considered rare and valuable, which it
was, in prevention of goiter.
THERE WAS the spring which
burst forth from rocks near the
old mill site which was so impregnated with crude sulphur it
could be seen floating on the
surface. A state geologist examined a spring on the G. Y.
Freeman homestead and said
the water valuable .
The council will consider plans
for improving the water system.

ST. PAUL (AP ) - A new
source of revenue for Minnesota
schools is needed, says the
Coordinating Committee on
you.
The
share
with
an
observation
I'd
like
to
HERE'S
Education,
representing seven
,
The
probprocess of learnLng can be a trying experience
lem is that by the time one realizes the value of the effort , .statewide organizations.
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group
made no specific recomshould
be
Someone has said, "What a pity that youth
mendation
on what the
tax
wasted on the young," inferring, of course, that with the pass- source should be at its new
Monday
ing of the years, one's appreciation! for life, health and vi- meeting .
tality is in full bloom, but by the time *this appreciation is A sa3.es tax was discussed
developed, one is well on the road to the late years of life prior to> enactment of the resoand youth is but a memory.
lution but no mention of it was
Wasted years of youth will prove satisfying and help make made in the formal declaration ,
to be presented to the 1965
often taJce with them opportuni- life more meaningful.
ties that few ever recapture. How about it? Make up your legislature.
minid to learn something new toThe committee did vote to
So, it is with learning. Wh«n day
by reading, research or acopportunities to learn are upon tivity , but don 't settle for the support a tax boost, preumably
us, we are the most apt to same bid thing. Extend your- in the income levy which is
pass them off as chores to be self to the end of a better un- dedicated princi pally to state
avoided or gotten over with as derstanding 6i your job, hobby, school aids, and to back any tax
easily and as quickly as poss- or purpose, and that new knowl- reforms necessary to insure
ible. Of course there are ex- edge will see you through anoth- continuasd funds tyr schools.
Included in the last of recomceptions to this rule . Special er day with a greater satisfacmendations was upward revision
opportunities of learning, such tion in having been alive.
as music lessons, are the most Yes, sir — learn something in the school aid formula so that
abused. It's not uncommon for worthwhile today, and by tomor- state aid would make up about
oldsters to say, "I wish I had row, life can take on a deeper 46 per cent of the cost of operating schools.
to do over again. I'd sure work meaning.
¦
The new formula , plus inharder at my studies," or "I
creased] enrollments, plus deficould have been a good piano
ciencies and restoration of cuts
player if I had just stuck with
were estimated to require the
it." Most pitiful is the full
legislature to appropriate $70 to
grown adult who still is letting
$72 million more for school aids
life slip by without any achievewas authorized by the L963
ment in the field of learning.
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spe- than
legislature.
A professor I had in college cial ) — "A" honor roll students
Other committee recommenused to say, "If you don't read, for the second six-week period
your barrel will run dry." In a at Spring Grove High School dations included :
sense, he was saying, "If you are :
Creation by the legislature of
John a committee to conduct a condon't continue the learning pr oc- Seventh grada — Lorna Anderson.
Dah la, Darla Halse, Koran Hanson, Karen
ess, you will begin to. go back- E.
Hanson, Catherine Ingvalion, David tinuing study of financial needs
wards in the adventure of life. " Johnson, Justin Lundjem, Linda Nerstad, of the schools.
DuVUayne Oakes, Kurt Onstad. Brenda
Legislation to restore the 4.5
Robile, Befty Schurtemelar and Kathy
I'D LIKE to think that these Swenson.
cent cut in school aids ordaily columns serve a good p ur- ISghth grada - Cathy Deters, Elsa per
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Morlmen,
pose in the lives of my readers, Hanson, Maureen Hll
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NSntft grada - Rotwfl B |orlo, Charlana voted by the Legislature would
that this column would serve, Blewrud,
Note Ekern, Barbara Glasrud, be paid in full.
is that I may project the idea Kalherlne Holm, Karen Homutti, Debra
Elimination of diversions from
Mark Roble and Dennis Wlste.
that each day is an opportunity Klome,
Tenth grade — Ralph Bag ley, Lois the income tax school fundto learn, and the pursuit of Blegen, Linda Casterlon, Diane Elllngson,
Repeal or revision of "unrealKrlstlne Hanson, Sanknowledge is not limited to the Mary Glerdrum, Sharon
Moan. George istic aj id discriminatory" per
dra Ingvalson,
young. However, with e a c h Solum and Charles Sylllrtg.
passing day, go opportunities Eleventh grade—Nancy Elllngson, Rolf capita tax limitation laws.
More adequate and realistic
Harason, Marsha Knufjon, Gary Melbothat have a tendency to vanish sta<a,
Brenda Onsgard, Robert Pltel, financing of teacher retirement
so
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need
to
when neglected,
Gregory Roverud, Linda Schuttemeler
programs. .
and Allan Thorson.
get with it at once.
Twelfth grada — Dorothy Anderson,
Emphasis on school district
What kind of a job are you on? Norman Elllngson, William Evenson, reorganization" for more efficiRog:er Fossum, Joyce Gulbranson, David
Do you know all there is to Holland,
Kathleen Holly, DennH Onstad, ent use of the funds available
Mailers Coopera te
know about it? Have you made Glneanne Ostern, Linda Reed, Pearl for the support of the public
any effort to improve upon it Sch uttemeler, Betty Tollelsrud and Susan school districts."
In Christmas Rush
in some way? These are the WoUf
Revision of transportation aids
WASHINGTON (AP)—Ameri- ways to success, but a complacto reduce the number of such
cans have shown "unprecedent- ent attitude about your daily El eva-Strum Roll
aids.
ed public cooperation" in their task will lend itself to a spirit
"The coordinating committee
Christmas mailing this year and of defeat. The process of learn- ELEVA-STRUM, Wis. - Sev99 per cent of the cards and ing demands, first an interest, en students at Central High is committed to the best educapackages will be delivered by then some research , and then, School attained straight A's dur- tion possible for Minnesota's
Christmas Eve, says Postmas- the achievement of new victor- ing the first quarter of school: children," said a foreward to the
Steve Gibson and Carol Nelson, report.
ter General John A. Gronouski. ies.
"Providing the necessary supThe postmaster general said TO ENDEAVOR to learn seniors; Linda Johnson, junior;
and port for the schools of today and
in a statement Monday that a more about a given subject, be Gwen Hatcher , sophomore,
David Gunderson, Vickie Lou planning for their support over
record of 7 billion pieces of it a hobby or a job, is to stim- Jolhnson
Nymo, fresh- the next decade have emerged
Christmas mail will have been ulate your thinking, and then men. and Mark
as the foremost problem facing
¦
delivered by Thursday night. your actions, to the end of acin Minnesota."
education
Last year's figure was just un- complishing through your knowl- A foal becomes a yearling Organizations represented on
der 7 billion.
edge — achievements that will the January 1 after its birth.
the committee are the Minnesota Ass-ociation of County Superintendents, the Association of
8TMI0HTKENTUCKY BOUHBON WHISKV • 88 PJtOOF - ©ANCIENT AGE DIOTTO W.^fRMFORT. KENTUCKY*
School Administrators, the Citizens Committee on Public Edu^^KraHBltHNNNNNNNNlNliu^iis^^ ¦
cation,, the Congress of Parents
and Teachers , the School Boards
the Vocational AsAssociation,
^
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sociati on and the Minnesota Edy
ucation Association.
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Kindergarten
For Lewiston
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LEWISTON , Minn . - Lewiston Board of Education has voted to have a nine-month kindergarten of half-day sessions
beginning in September.
Superintendent Robert Mohler
was directed to develop plans
for space, teacher, equipment
and transportation . The latter
with noon transportation required , will be the most difficult.
The board agrees with educational psychologists who say half
the knowledge a person wiLl acquire in his lifetime is acquired
before age fi , because attitudes
and h abits developed before entering the world outside are
reflected in future behavior.
Edutcators think it is almost
wicke«d to assume a child) too
young; at 5 to make a break with
home and at 6, is old enough to
spend the entire day away from
home in a comprehensive and
technical learning situation .
The board feels it isn 't so important at what age a child enters school , but what program
is prnavided when he gels t here.
KinarlergnrLen is important , as
a starting place for reading
readiness for some and reading
instruction for the more prcocious, t he bonrd says. Some of the
best teaching in the nation 's
schoo ls goes on in kinderg arten
because of the sensitivity of the
teach«er to the great diversity in
tho child' s needs, interests and
abilities , the Lewiston board
feels.
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If you can give a better bourbon...give it!
Those who know their Bourbon gift s inside-out gi ve Ancient Agcl
Inside: America 's Largest Selling 6 Year Old Kentucky Bourbon.
Outside : Rich gold*cmbc»sscd holiday wrap (our little gift to you).
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not taxpayers of the city.
Mayor Milo Knutson of La
Crosse has indicated the city
plans to appeal the decision to
J O H N S O N CITY, Tex. Ui the U.S. Supreme Court.
— Mrs . Lyndon B. Johnson obAdvertisement
serves her 52nd birthday today
and a White House spokesman
said she was expected to spend
most of the day wrapping
Christmas presents and decorating the Johnsons' ranch
home .
Press Secretary G e o r g e
Reedy said there were no plans
for a birthday celebration for
the First Lady.

Mrs . Johnson
Has 52nd Birthday
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Court Rejects
La Crosse Petition
MADISON, Wis. OF)—A petition
by the city of La Crosse for a
rehearing of a State Supreme
Court decision on school detachments was denied Monday by
the court.
In October , the high court ruled that State Superintendent of
Public Instruction Angus Rothwell had authority to attach districts to the city of La Crosse
for school purposes. In its appeal, the city contended it
would be providing schools for
children whose families were

we
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Russia Merely Lying
Low, Says Mrs. Luce
"THf SOVIfTS «• wmn *r h/*«f low,
waiting and working for a technological
breakthrough that will give them, the upper band militarilyand put them in a position to overran Europe axd overawe the
U.S.A_.t' says Clare Boothe Luce. She added, "I believe it would be the utmost folly
for our government to fail to understand
ttoV
"Many in Washington have insisted that
i breakthrough is now impossible. But
nothing a impossible to a science supported by a fanatical and i determined government possessing such vast scientific
skills and resources as the U.S.S.R.," Mrs.
Luce said in the current issue of a national magazine.
WESTERN "military iup«riority — ind
nothing else — has contained Russia and
kept it from making any frontal assault on
Western Europe ," Mrs. Luce stated.
"In the past 15 years, the Communists
have taken large chunks of Southeast Asia,
all of Cuba , and all of Tibet. They are now
pushing for a hold on Cyprus. And neither
Russian nor Chinese communism shows
the slightest evidence of abandoning further revolutionary expansions in Asia, Latin America, and Africa," said the former
Republican Congresswoman and onetime
Ambassador to Italy.
"ALSO, THE Sov iets, with • fo rthrightness and simplicity no one in his right mind
should ignore , have repeatedly spelled out
the tactical steps by which they hope
to set the stage for a Communist victory :
The dismantling of NATO bases, removal of
nuclear weapons from Europe, disarmament measures to scale down and freeze the
very means by which strategic superiority
to the U S.S.R. has been achieved by the
United States."

Bond Bids Forecast
Rosy Future
ONE OF THE MOST meaningful judgments that can be made about a community is that passed T>y professional moneylenders. There cair be no room for overoptimism In their assessments. Of necessity they must size up a community as they
believe it really it,' not at the residents, or
the mayor, or the Chamber of Commerce ,
or anybody else, might like to thank it is.
Therefore, Roch ester can take a good
deal of special pride in the unusually low
2.94 percent interest rate its scho>ol bonds
were sold for last week.
For, that low bid, and the 14 other bids
which were all very close to the low figure, tell a good deal more about this community than might meet the eye.
THOSE LOW BIDS i*y that the professional money-lenders like what they sec
here. And they like it e-ven after taking
into account a per-capita public indebtedness which is obviously higher than in cities which are not growing as fast as Rochester.
Those lo-w bids say the pros see something "unique " about Rochester. They respect the skills and capabilities assembled
here. They like the fact that our business
activity is not tied to cyclical industries which boom in good times and bust
in bad times.
Most of all , they say thai Rochester is a
prime credit risk because the professional
money-lenders believe that the combination of medicine and data processing augurs well for the future .
THOUSANDS OF local ptopU hava
seen a rosy horizon for Rochester , too. of
course, and have staked their futures on
it, Few things are certain in this life , but it
is satisfy ing to know that hardheaded outsiders get the samo picture. — Rochester
Post-Bulletin.

Try and Stop Me
By BENNETT CERF

J
John St raley t ells about a golf foursome play ing on a course where the first
three holes paralleled an interstate highway. As the foursome trudged down the
third fairway , a limousine drove along the
road , and stopped abruptl y. Out hopped
a beaut iful girl in full wedding a rray. "Art h u r , Arthur! " she sobbed , throwing; her
arms around one of the players. "Why
have you left me waiting at the church" "
"Now now. Leonora. " lie said sternly. "Hemember ' 1 said IF IT RA nVKIV
|
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TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

Equal Rights
Sound Hollow

Arab Summit
Parleys Eyed

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON - "Equal rights" and "freedom of speech" — which have been proclaimed as symbols of democracy — have a hollow
sound today as the country is asked to accept
a ruling just issued by the National Labor Relations Board denying to an employer the right
to express his views to his employes except
through union representatives at the bargaining table.
An employer, if the order is sustained,
would not be able to make a speech or write
an article in the press or publish a pamphlet
expressing his thoughts on questions arising
with his own employes without running the risk
of a court decree compelling him to keep silent.
From time to time orders have been issued
by the national labor relations board prohibiting interference with collective bargaining by
any form of coercion. But the latest ruling is
far more sweeping that anything that has been
issued in the past. The federal statute which
governs collective bargaining is explicit in permitting free speech. The law says :
"THE EXPRESSING of any views, argument, or opinion, or the dissimination thereof,
whether in written, printed, graphic , or visual
form, shall not constitute or be evidence of an
unfair labor practice under any of the provisions of this act, if such expression contains
no threat of reprisal or force or promise of
benefit. "
Under earlier orders ir this field, the National Labor Relations Board has properly ruled that an employer violated the law if he negotiated directly with his employes instead of
through the union representatives. The board
has also spoken out against any form of coercion or threat. But this is the first time that
the issue has clearly been drawn on the right
of free speech, which , of course, is guaranteed
under the first amendment to the Constitution.
The new order was issued in a controversy
between the general Electric Company and one
of the unions of its employes. The board criticized some of the things that happened during the
negotiations and charged that efforts were made
to carry on an intensive communication campaign among the employes "to disparage and
discredit" the union as the bargaining representative and to insist that the company 's proposal
be accepted.
THE WHOLE concept of fair collective bargaining has, of course, been considered in the
courts ever since the Taft-Hartley act was passed in 1947, and many interpretations of a constructive nature have been given which hav*
clarified the collective-bargaining process. But
the new dispute does not turn solely on the issue
of what is good or bad in labor-management relations. It raises a bigger question — whether
the first amendment to the constitution , which
grants the citizen the right of free speech, now
is to be limited so that it will not cover communications between an employer and his employes.
The Supreme Court of the United States,
in one of its decisions, has said.
"Our labor policy is not presently erected
on a foundation of government control of the
results of negotiations. Nor does it contain a
charter for the National Labor Relations^board
to act at large in equalizing the disparities of
bargaining power between employer and union.
While the language of the existing law itself ,
as written by Congress, permits free speech,
the issue really is whether an employer may
express his opinions freely about matters of direct concern not only to him but to his employes. The theory seems to be that the employes themselves are not capable of judging
whether or not the employer has made a good
argument or whether the bargaining representatives are really reflecting the viewpoint of
the employes.
THE DISPUTE goes to the fundamental
question of what is in the back of the mind
of the person who happens to be exercising the
right of free speech. The Supreme Court has
declined to inquire into the intent of a man who
makes a speech unless he goes so far as to incite to violence. There has never been any decision which limits free speech only to those
points of view which are palatable to the listeners.
An interesting issue has been raised , also,
as to whether a company can offer a proposal
on a "take it or leave it" basis. The union argues that the employer must m xiify his offer
and make concessions, or else he is not bargaining "in good faith. "

IN YEARS GON E BY
Ten Years Ago . .. 1954

Miss Margaret Wilcox. Hudson, Wis. , will begin her duties as coordinator of elementary
music in the public schools .Ian. ;t.
Don Whiting was named president of H IP
Winona Transportation Club, succeeding R . J.
McDonough.

Twenty-Five Years A go . . . 1939

Winona 's school patrol service , which boasts
» 100 percent safety record over nine years ,
lias a new director . Traffic P atrolman Irvin
Przyt arslc i hiis been assigned by Chief 11. C.
Riehau to work with the patrol.
Tentative approval of an NY.A project entailing th«> con struction of rock pillars to form
an entrance gat * to the city has been given by
the City Council and a committee consisting of
Mayor Floyd H. Simon , members of the council
and the Association of Commerce , will formulate plnri. s for H IP project .

Fifty Yea rs A go . . . 1914

William Monm has become the owner ol
Green ' s buffet on West ,!i'd Street He has been
the proprietor of the Schellhn .-, Cafe
Rob.sleighs were in evidence in the downtown districts today and sleighing was found to
be Rood on the paved streets.

CHILDS^;ending Egypt has been t*«
ferences and one nonaligned
•ican heads of government.
> sent their principal per-

By MARQl
CAIRO — In the year no
setting for two Arab summit c
conference of 47 Asian and .
Both Moscow and Peking hi
suaders on missions to Cairo.
this is a measure of the si
al Abdel Nasser has pjayed
ground of a nation desperatel;
razor edge of hunger , it is
a brilliant performance .
Nasser means to make
himself the undisputed leader of the non-aligned bloc,
which has close to a majority in the United Nations.
And his driving ambition
puts him more often than
not in partnership with
Moscow.
For American policy-makers Nasser over the last
decade has been a baffling,
frustrating opponent who
cannot be pinned with one
tae or another.
With the burning of the
United States Information
Service Library and its 26,0OO volumes by so-called African students — a plot obviously planned with full
knowledge of the techniques
of arson — the hand may
have been overplayed. Ever
since the fire and a subsequent stern protest by Ambassador Lucius Battle , the
Cairo press has been conspicuously free of the violent
anti - Americanism that
reached a peak just before
the book-burning.
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Rep. Quie Presses GOP
For More Positive Plan

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - Most of
the press reports on that
secret Republican conference indicated that the venerjable Charlie Halleck of
Indiana had no real trouble
riding herd on rebellious
Republican congressmen. In
fact , it was reported there
wasn't much of a rebellion .
However, more details have
now leaked out of the closed-door session c l e a r l y
showing that Charlie was a
stag at bay as House Republicans peppered him
about "negative " leadership.
Reps . Albert Quie, RMinn., and Robert Griffin ,
R-Mich.. led the attack , demanding to know why there
wasn 't a more positive approach by Republican leaders.
"One- answer may be that
there is little or no participation by individual Republicans in policy-making at
the top. " declared Griffin.
"We should have a constructive, affirmative program of our own on legislation, instead of being cast
in thte role of just opposing
Johnson 's prog ram.
"Yes , I admit that individual Republicans do talk to
you ," he said, -'but we don 't
seem to he getting through
to you on (he same wave
length. "
"That' s ridiculous ,'' declared Halleck . "I've never heard compl aints like this
before and it' s rather late
in the game to be making
them now . If we had any
differences in the past we've
always threshed them out
in the policy committee ,
where everyone is represented
Isn 't that true ,
C CITV ""
UK LOOKED at Kep. (ieraid Ford of Michi gan , the
presiding officer , whom the
moderates ha v e been prodding to run aginnsl Halleck As chairman , Ford is
supposed lo bo completel y
neutra l He gri nned , looked nervous , said not hing.
yuie then demanded that
"ta.sk forces " he set up to
study poverty , education ,
agriculture , .md defense
In order to fi nd "new approaches " to the problems ,
different from the Johnson
progra m Rut Halleck was

THE WIZ ARD OF ID

not enthusiastic.
"That may do some good
here and there." Charlie
said. "But such task forces
will only be duplicating the
work that we Republicans
should be doing in the various committees of the
House."
He finally agreed , however, to a special committee which would explore the
question and appoint task
forces wherever needed.
At one point Halleck exchanged some hot words
with Rep. Paul Findley, R111., regarding Medicare.

"WE TALK about our image a lot , but we should be
doing something about it, "
protested Findley. "Now I
happen to be opposed to
Medicare financed by social
security taxes, but this isn 't
a question oi being for or
against something. My point
is that we, as a party ,
should have .a positive program of our own on Medicare and other issues, instead of just saying 'no ' to
Democrat proposals. "
"I don 't agree with you
at all about the lack of a
positive Program , " bristled
Halleck. "When we oppose reckless spending, a
deficit budget, the -welfare
state, and other Democrat
extravagances, we are being positive. We are protecting the American taxpayers and help ing our private enterprise system."
"We are nod talking about
the same thing," shot back
Findley. "I'm against those
things too. But I'm talking
now about the party 'image. ' The leadership seems
to be concern ed mainly with
defeating
administration propos a ls, instead of
offering positive solutions of
our own. "
"Well , Med icare has been
an issue for four years, "
retorted Halleck . "What do
you want—a task force on
Medicare by Jan. 4 that will
recommend an immediate
Republican solution '.'"
"01' COURSE not ," snapped Findley . "You can 't
solve something like that
in two weeks. But we .should
have the mechanism under
way as soon as possible. ,so
we can show the voters
that the Republican party
" ~" "~

is on the positive side."
Significantly , when Halleck finally agreed to the
special committee to organize the task forces, it was
decided there ould be no
task force on Medicare. In
other words, anti-Medicare
Republicans on the -House
Ways and Means Committee will continue to wage
war against health benefits
for the aged under social
security .
House Republicans also
agreed not to give party
support to Democrat demands for the "21-day rule. "
by which legislation stalled
for 21 days in the rules committee could be uncorked
by Speaker John McCorma«k for a vote. Is was
decided not to take a public stand on this, pending
the drafting of a GOP substitute plan .
"Giving the speaker all
this disccretionary power
seems very reactionary to
me. " declared Michigan 's
Griffin. "It goes back to the
old days when Uncle Joe
Cannon bossed the House. "

REP. SEYMOUR Halpcrn ,
a New York Moderate ,
agreed.
The meeting adjourned
with only one tangible accomplishment—the appointment of a committee to
study the appointment of
task force committees to
study a more positive approach for Republicans in
the House of Representatives.
Attention , dog lovers—if
you 're planning to send a
dog to President Johnson ,
don 't do it. He has had offers of 300 dogs to replace
his pet beagle . Her , who
died recently. Some people
have even sent dogs by railway express, and the White
House has had a difficult
time either sending the
poor dog back or placing
him
in
a
Washington
home.
President Johnson has also been swamped with
Christmas presents which
he appreciates but which
constitute a proble m. He
has fixed a rule that presents worth more than $25
shall be returned to the donors Gifts valued fit under
this are distributed to local
charities.

with which President Gams hand. Against the backaverpopulated , living on the

Letters to The
Editor
More Facts About
Kerr-Mills Law
To the Editor :
As legislative chairm an
of a study club, I want to
present facts against Medicare at the January meeting. 1 have the editorial
from your paper , which was
excellent. However, I will
add the burden it will mean
to both employes who have
social security deducLed
(and which will increase )
and employers who must
pay the same amount they
withhold.
If you answer a letter in
this past week's paper on
the Kerr-Mills Law ajid
Medicare, you may not have
these facts from the quarterly report of the Department of Public Welfare in
Wiscoi»-in.
For the first three montlis ,
the department reported total paid for medical reLief
was $951,505 under KerrMills. In September alone ,
2,684 senior citizens were
aided for an average payment of $233.02. This was
published in •'Facts" and
concluded by stating ' the
law provides medical care
( hospitalization , physician 's
services, surgeon 's services,
drugs, nursing home care
and visiting nurses . services) on a basis of need .
One doctor told me the
President has enough votes
to pass Medicare so it is
up to every employe, employer, etc., to write all representatives.
Arleen K. Benscrd ,
Whitehall . Wis.

THE fire-blackened rooms
of the library — perhaps the
best on the side of technical and scientific publications in the Middle East —
are melancholy evidence of
the violent passions that can
be exploited in Asia and Africa. The controlled press
published not one line about
the atrocities committed by
the rebels in the Congo. The
propaganda attack culminating in the book-burning was
aimed at 1he Belgians and
Americans as " imperialists" who "invaded the Congo "' in a "military conspiracy " to restore colonialism .
Since 1952 Egypt has had
$1,200,000,000 in American
aid , most of it in surplus food , which comes in
today at the rate of $140,000,000 a year. This help
frees scarce foreign exchange for industrialization
and the military buildup .
The government has requested an increase next
year, with supplementary
meats, to relieve acute food
shortages.
If this hel p were withdrawn by Congress as a consequence of the outrage
against the library , it would
be a blow but, in the view
of long-time observers, not
an irreparable blow.

not achieved the "republic"
of Yemen that j s Nasser's
goal. Proposed talks with
Saudi Arabia , which backs a
royal Yemen , have broken
down. By withdrawing from
the United Arab Republic,
Syria dealt a blow to Nasser 's ambition.
Most observers doubt tbat
any real federation of the
Arab states, each preoccupied with its own concerns
and its own fortunes, is possible.
The propaganda r a d i o
screams invective at Israel.
Lately a savage attack has
been aimed at the cardinals
who voted in the Vatican
Ecumenical Council to absolve the Jews of the blame
for Christ's crucifixion . But
although this is a community of unfailing hatred it is
hardly a bond of common
policy.
The nonaligned conference
last October took a strong
stand for peaceful coexistence and general disarmament and against "neocolonialism " and all foreign bases. Neo-colonialiSm
means any economic interest of the Western powers in any former colony.

NASSER HAS tlie poweT
to take damaging reprisals.
He could deny American oil
tankers carrying the wealth
of the Arab oil fields the
use of the Suez Canal.
Oil is the be all and end
all of the American presence in he Arab world. Aramco's investment of more
than a billion dollars in
Saudi Arabia is said to be
the largest overseas stake.
With no oil as yet discovered in Egypt , Nasser nevertheless has demonstrated his
shrewdness by promoting
the line that Arab oil , wherever it is found , belongs to
all the 90.000,000 Arabs .
The fabulously rich little
state of Kuwait , with an annual revenue of at least
$(500,000,000, has been "persuaded" to give Egypt a
loan , spread over several
years, of $100,000,000. This
could be a precedent for other wealthy sheikdoms.
Recently two American
companies , Philli ps Petroleum and Pan-American , a
subsidiary of Standard of
Indiana , have signed an exploitation contract with th«
Egyptian government calling for expenditure of $75 ,000,000 over 10 years and a
50-50 shnring of any discoveries
CAIRO US ihf .\rab cultural and religious center ,
and this underscores Nasser.s claim to be leader of
the Arab world . He has had
his t roubles , notably in Yemen , where 40,000 Egyptian
t roops, sustained at a cost
of not less than $50,000,000
to $60,000,0(10 a year, have
By Parker and Mart
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Send contributions to Goodfellows Fund. Make check
or money order payable to
Goodfellows , Winona Daily
News , Winona, Minn.

(T ype or pr int with pencil , piease j
Name
Street
Crt V

Contribution -. Check $

State
' .. , M.O. $

DEAR ABBY :

Go Easy on
Hair , Mother
By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: Do you think a mother should have anv
say about how her 16-year-old son wears his hair?
HIS MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER : Mothers, it seems, are constantly
critici2ing their teen-aged sons about something. They
would be wise to save their prodding for more important things, such as integrity, cleanliness and insisting
that their sons give their best efforts to their studies.
. When a boy expresses his rebellion in an off-beat and
perhaps freakish hair style, if his hair is clean, skip
it , Mother .

rtuor

DEAR ABBY: Everyone I.ask -tells me
something different and by now I am dizzy .
Maybe you or one of your readers can
help me decide. Should we sell our house?
We've lived here 28 years and my husband
and I are all alone now, having just married off our youngest daughter. My husband says we should keep the house so
that when the children come to visit us
with their children we will have room for
them. He says that after living in a 14room house we will never be happy in an
apartment. I say if the children want to
visu us, we can rem uiem »H upuiiiueiu

Milwa»Jfeean Students Help
Faces Charqes Negroes Reb uild
In Green Bay Burned Church

LAS VEGAS , Nev. * - Two
Milwaukee men apprehended RIPLEY, Miss. (AP) - On
hare have waived extradition the muddy ruins of a Negro
and will be returned to Wiscon- church at the edge of a cotton
sin to face armed robbery field , white college students
charges in connection with the from the North joined today
115,000 holdup of the Montgom- with Negroes from Mississippi
ery Ward store in Green Bay to rebuild a house of worship —
Dec. 7.
a monument to thei r belief in
Green Bay Detective Lt. Fred brotherhood.
Mathews, who flew here Sunday The college students and proto question the pair , identified fessor , who call themselves
the men as Ralph Thomas "Carpenters for
Christmas,"
Gruender , 31 , and Richard Wil- arrived Sunday fr»m
Oberlin
son Holliday, 32 . former convicts. Both men denied any con- College in Oberlin , Ohio. There
were 26 in the first group; 6
nection .with the robbery.
more were expected today.
A third man, also named la
one of the three armed robbery They traveled nearly SOO
warrants issued last week by miles, the final lap over muddy,
Dist. Atty. Robert Warren at treacherous red clay roads to
Green Bay, is still being sought. the desolate place where AnHis identity has not been dis- tioch Baptist Church had stood .
closed.
The frame building burned
Mathews said Gruender and last Oct. 30 -within hours after it
Holliday were traveling in a was used for a civil rights meet1964 car stolen from Assistant ing.
Police Chief Gene Arnold ol "We can start laying brick by
Germantown , Wis. The car dis- Tuesday and start the framing
appeared from a Gemnantown Wednesday," said Burrell L.
garage to which it had been Scott, 40,
a mason contractor
taken for repairs.
from
Cleveland,
Ohio.
According to Mathews , Gruender was trying Friday sight to Scott, a Negro, flew to Memconvert rolls of pennies into phis — about 70 miles to the
currency at a motel. A motel northwest — and then drove to
I employe noticed that the^ coin the church site, which is about
] wrappers were marked "Green 10 miles from Riplej.
Bay. " Becoming suspicious, he The Oberlin group plans
called the sheriff's office and work through the holidays . to
deputies arrested Gruender.
"We have to be back in class
j
! Holliday was arrested Satur- Jan. 4," said dark-haired Marday night at a hotel. Neither he cia Aronoff , 20, Oberlin senior
nor Gruender would say how and spokesman for tie group.
they got possession of the car. She is cochairman of the
They were booked as fugitives. Oberlin Action for Civil Rights
Lt. Mathews said Gruender organization. A sociology mahad more than $1,700 in cur- jor, she is from Middletovra,
rency and rolled coins and a .58 Ohjo.
caliber revolver bearing the se- Attired in mud-sm eared black
rial number of a gun stolen in boots, faded blue jeans and
a
the Montgomery Ward robbery. red coat, she
dug
at
the
clay
Three armed men participated
in the Green Bay holdup. They with a pick . She and the other
herded about 30 employes of the students — and two professors
store into a back room, taped — ignored a biting wind, near
the hands of some and forced freezing temperatures and the
the manager and his assistant mud.
to open the safe. Clothing, The sky was owercast. A
watches , rifles, pistols and cash clump of red oaks stood forlornly behind the church site. Severwere taken.
Two Green Bay officers - are al old church pews , blackened
driving to Las Vegas to help Lt. by the weather, had been arMathews return Gruender and ranged around a fire of scrap
lumber and the students
Holliday to Wisconsin.
3iaaxa^x«:»»*ttmsaaitf3X!ftjMJM^
• \
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in the same building or somewhere near us. The steps in
this house are too much for me , we don't need a yard any
more and it's hard to keep up. A big house is a lot of work
to keep clean. It's expensive and, besides, now that the
children are gone, it's lonesome, Any ideas?
NOT GETTING ANT YOUNGER
DEAR NOT GETTING ANY YOUNGER : (And who
is?) This is one decision you and your husband must
make for yourselves. I say, do whatever is easier for
YOU.
DEAR ABBY: After 22 years of marriage my husband
has left me. I have consulted marriage counselors, ministers , friends and relatives. In short, I've tried everything,
but he still refuses to come home. He simply said he had
been "thinking about it" for a long time, and he packed
and left. As far as I know , he hasn't started any legal pro¦
ceedings. I will not start them, and I told him that if he
did, I -would fight him. People refer to our "separation. "
Technically we are not "separated. " We are still legally
married, only he left me. Why do respectable people invite
HIM over for dinner, and entertain him for bridge weekends, camping trips and parties? Everyone knows we are
still married, yet they treat him as though he were a gay
bachelor. Are they not condoning his actions by inviting
him? My lawyer tells me as long as he pays the bills there
is nothing I can do but wait. Js this fair? What do you sugALONE
gest?
DEAR ALONE: There is rarely "fairness" in the
personal tragedy of divorce. Listen to your lawyer. And
find interests of your own.
DEAR ABBY: I think the women who signed herself
"CONFUSED" has mv ex-husband . There can't be TWO
men in the world like that. Tell her that "she isn't NUMBER
THREE , she is NUMBER FIVE. When I married him I
thought I was NUMBER TWO , but 1 was NUMBER FOUR.
(I just got rid of him last summer , so I doubt if he could
have married anyone in between.) Also , tell her they should
stay out of Georgia , West Virginia and North Carolina , as
NUMBER FOUR
he is wanted for felonies there.
Troubled? Write to Abby, Box 69700, Los Angeles , Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped , self-addressed
envelope.
"
Ukrainians are world famous paint the shells in multicolored
for their Easter eggs. Using [ symbolic , geometric designs that
brushes made of cat hair, they I resemble batik patterns .

and a roof up by the end of the t
Christmas holidays. To help fi- !
nance the project, the entire j
student body of 1,300 at Oberlin j
donated Friday's lunch money, j
Church meetings in Ohio and j
sale of Christmas cards kelped '
raise funds.
j
Among the muddy workers
were Dr. Paul Schmidt, head f |
the Oberlin philosophy depart- j WASHINGTON ( AP) - Hownaent, and his wife Gail — who ! ard Coughlin, president of the
warmed themselves.
suggested the project.
I Office Employes' International
¦
Marcia Aronoff waa asked
Union, AFL-CIO, held out the
why the group chose this church
Figure on % to 1 pound of I prospect Monday of a four -day
to rebuild. •
turkey per serving of ready-to"We sent some students down cook weight if your bird -weighs week which "if translated into
here to work with the Freedom less than 12 pounds, advises : jobs as of this moment would
Democratic party right before Robert Berg, extension poultry immediately eliminate our unthe election," she said. "There specialist at the University of |
were 21 who came during a two- Minnesota. Allow Vt to % pound ! employment in the United
week period .* Some of them per serving for birds weighing States. "
were here at the rally the night 12 pounds or over. This is an
"We may be able to announce
the church burned."
estimate per serving, not per the first acceptance of the fourday week at a very early date,"
The group hopes to have walls person.
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Union Wants
4-Day Week
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21-Inch Color TV
before it's an antiqual

MOTOROLA
23-Inch Color
it «n display at

WINONA rlfcl A POWER
EQUIPMENT CO.
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Coughlin
said
on ABC' s
recorded radio program, "From
th« Capital."
The union U proposinga fourday, 32-hour week with salaries
the same as for the present fiveday week.
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THINGS TO COME IN 1965
... For the Customers of the Bank that SERVICE Built!
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James Drwall
Weds Former
Winona Girl
Mr. and Mrs. James Edmund
Drwall are at home at 1116 19th
Ave. S., Grand Forks, N.D., following their marriage Nov. 28,
THE WEDDING took place In
the Sky Room of Calhoun Towers, Minneapolis, with the Rev.
Dean Postelthwaite of Good Samaritan Methodist C h u r c h ,
Edina, officating.
The bride is the former Miss
Bonnalyn Rose Miller, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William J. Miller, Calhoun Towers, Minneapolis , formerly of Winona. The
groom is the son of E. L.
Drwall , 666 W. 5th St.
Attendants were the groom 's
brother-in-law and sister, Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Adank, Winona.
A reception was held after the
wedding in the West Room at
Calhoun Towers.
THE BRIDE la a graduate of
Stephens C o l l e g e , Columbia,
Mo., and Syracuse (N.Y.) University. She has been employed in the advertising department at the Dayton Company
the last two years.
The groom was graduated
from Winona State College and
has spent the last 18 months in
the Armed .Forces in Viet Nam.
At Grand Forks, he will be in a
management training program
for Sears Roebuck and Company.
¦

Mr. Ranzenberger
Miss Schaller
Exchange Vows

RECEIVE DIPLOMAS . . . Some of the beginning
square dancers, who have been taught in recent months
by the Park Rec Squares, are being given their diplomas
here, which make them official members of the dancing
club. From left are Goodwin Scattura, Carroll Evenson,

Couple From Paris ,
France , Home for
Christmas Holiday \

First Lt. and Mrs. Robert F. '<
Hervey of Dreaux Air Force
Base near Paris, France, are
here for the holidays, visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Hervey, 367 E. Broadway, and
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E.
L. Roddis, Rochester.
They made the trip by plane, !
arriving here Dec. 12. They I
plan to leave Jan. 3 for France, !
where Lt. Hervey has been sta- j
tioned for three years and will I
remain another year.
j
The visitors said they were !
Impressed with the elaborate '
holiday decorations in New York !
and other American cities, since j
European cities do not decorate I
in the same manner for Christ- '
mas.
¦
Geronimo, famous Apache
chief , was captured by Gen.
Miles and sent to Fort Sill , Okla ., i
where he was held until his i
I
death.

Mrs. Scattum, Carlos Olson, Mrs. Wayne Gunderson and
directly behind her Mrs. Evenson, Mrs. 01s6n, Mr. Gunderson, Arlyn Brevig, Mrs . Brevig, Caller Roy Lunn, who
made the presentations, and Mrs. Don Drazkcwski. (Daily
News Photo )

Winter Carnival Royalty
Visits Park Squares Party
Beginning square dancers received their official diplomas as
regular members of the Park
Rec Squares and Jack Frost,
Kermit Bergland, and his prince
of the realm, Robert Olson, were
special guests at the dancing
groups' Christmas party. It was
an event of Saturday night at
Lincoln School.
THE WINTER Carnival royalty named Carol Wineski , daughter of "Mr. and Mrs. Nick Wineski, princess of the promenaders. Carroll Evenson was named royal strummer , Robert Haugen, royal singer , Donald Evenson, royal musician ; Robert
Dunn, royal squire, and Roy
Lunn, royal instructor.
The beginners who received
their diplomas from Mr. Lunn,
one of the callers for the group,
were Messrs. and Mmes. Gerald Anderson, Arlyn Brevig
Norman Bublitz , Don Drazkow
ski, Gerald Duellman, Floyd Er
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Former. Ettrick Man
Weds Connie Smith

ETTRICK, Wis. - C o n n i e
Smith, La Crosse, daughter of
pelding, Wayne Gunderson. Hen- Mr. and Mrs. Henry West, Minry Lacher, Everett Ledebuhr, I dora, Wis., became the bride oi
Vera Mahaffey, George Meyer , ! Donald Truax, son of Mr. and
Carlos Olson and Goodwin Scat- i Mrs. Alfred Truax, Ettrick ,
Dec. 11 at Caledonia, Minn.
turn.
For her wedding the bride
THE BIRTHDAY song was chose a two-piece off-white
sung for Rosann Sobeck, 8-year- wool dress*with matching accesold daughter of Mr. and Mrs. sories and a corsage of pink
Dillard Sobeck. Gifts were ex- i tea roses.
changed and refreshments serv- Mrs. Avis Riienberg, Galesed.
ville, Wis., who was matron of
Ray Benedett and Mr. Lunn honor , was attired in a creamcalled for the dancing.
i colored suit and matching aca
cessories , with a corsage of
pink tea roses.
La ke City Ladies
Lester Haugstad , North Bend,
Aid Packs Gifts
i Wis., was best man.
A wedding dinner was held at
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) the Cerise Club, La Crosse, and
—Forty - five Christmas boxes a reception was held at Oak
for shut-ins were packed Sun- P oint Tavern and Byrnes Tavday afternoon by the Ladies Aid ern.
of St. John 's Lutheran Church. The couple will flive at 226
They met in the church base- Main St. , La Crosse. The bride
ment for their annual holiday is employed at Lutheran Hospiproject, to which members of tal. La Crosse, and her husband
the congregation contribute.
works fo>r the Mathy ConstrucThe gifts are being distribut- tion Company there.
ed by the women to patients at
Lake City Municipal Hospital , THRUNE OPEN HOUSE
the convalescing unit at the hos- Mr. and Mrs. Norbert Thrune,
pital, the Zumbrota Community 184 N. Baker St., will observe
Rest Home and to shut-ins in their ^5th wedding anniversary
Lake City , Frontenac , Millville Saturday at an open house at
and Zumbro Falls. Minn.
the Legion Memorial Club.
Mrs. Irene Meyer is president Hours will be from 4 to 7 p.m.,
of the aid , Mrs. Alvin Sprick , with supper served at 5 p.m. No
treasurer, and Mrs. Edward cards are being sent. The couWitt , secret an7 .
ple 's children will be hosts.

TVSHS CHRISTMAS DANCE . . . Termed
the most successful of the annual Christmas
parties sponsored by the Winona Senior High
School Council of 40 student*, waj tha party
held Saturday night in the girls' gym at the
school. A total of 350 students and alumni,
the largest crowd ever, attended. Gathered
around the punch bowl are, from left, Steve
Andersen, Linda Burstein, party chairman
and member of the council Ar-lyi Fuglie,

ELEVA-SPRUM, Wis. — A
Central High School junior has
been turning out "Edith originals '* since she started playing
with paper dolls.
Because of her knack, Edith
Pederson plans to become a
fashion designer.
Finding pleasure in creating
clothes for dolls, she began designing clothes for herself , her
mother and sister.

In the engagement announcement of Miss Sharon Reiser
and William Haack, which appeared in the Sunday News,
"
there was; an error. It was stat,
she
detail
there for extra
ed that Mr. Haack is the son of
said.
the
late Arnold Haack . Arnold
One outfit she made has become a style — a blouse and Haack is not deceased; h»
skirt of black-watch plaid, made 1 makes his home at Kasson,
I Minn.
with a pleat on each side.

CALEDONIA . Minn. (Special)
—Miss Connie Schaller , New AJbin, Iowa, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Schaller , became
the bride of David Ranzenberger, son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ranzenberger, Caledonia,
"TO MAKE my own clotnes,
Saturday afternoon .
I usually use at least two patTHE WEDDING was In the terns , sometimes three or four.
Church of Peace. Crooked Creek Other times I make up the missTownship. The Rev. Clyde Lee . ing pattern pieces. For a good
New A3bin , officiated. Mrs. Leo fit I measure from a pattern
King, New Albin, was organist that iits me and go on from
and Craig Lee, New Albix,
sang.
- Mrs. Arlin Gran, La Crescent.
Minn., sister of the bride , was
matron of honor and John Ranzenberger. Caledonia, was his
LA CRESCENT, Minn. —
brother's best man.
Morning
Star Lodge 29, AF &
Ushers were Robert Schaller,
brother of the bride, and Rob- AM , installed officers and apert Ranzenberger, brother of the pointees with past masters Harry W. Davis and Rudy N/ewgroom.
house
as installing master and
Nancy Rask and Laurie Ranchaplain, respectively.
zenberger were flower girls.
The bride, given in marriage Sealed were: Wally Huebxier,
by her father, wore a gown of worshipful master ; Thomas Elsilk organza and taffeta with mer, senior warden ; Gordon
applique trimming. Her silk il- Yates., junior warden; Phil Ham,
lusion -veil fell from a crown of senior deacon : Jack Hill, Junior
pearls and sequins. She carried deacon ; Keith Jones, senior
a white prayer book , topped steward; Wilmar Severson, junior [ steward ; Davi d DuChein,
with a white orchid.
chaplain ; Everett Harlos, marTHE MATRON of honor wore shal, and J ohn Kathan , tyler.
a bright-blue street-length dress Ralph M. Jones was returned
of sheer nylon over taffeta, with to office as treasurer and Walmatching accessories . She car- ter Webster as secretary .
ried a bouquet of mums.
The lodge also held its annual
A luncheon and reception was oyster fest.
held in the auditorium of ^he
Freeburg School .
Both bride and groom are
graduates of Caledonia High
school.
They will make their home in
La Crosse, where the bride is PRESTON, Minn. - Two diemployed in a garment factory vorcer were granted in Fillnnore
and the groom works for a con- County pistrict Court Monday
struction company. He spent by Judge Warren F. Plunkett.
three years in t h e Armed Mrs. Rosemary Brink, ChatForces.
field, was granted a divorce
Hostesses at a prenupti al from Edward Brink, Mabel, and
shower for the bride were Jean Mrs. Monica Briggs, Wykoff ,
Gran, Jacquelyn Rask, Margafrom Lawrence Briggs, Chester,
ret Schroeder and Frances Iowa. Both default cases, they
Schuldt.
were granted on grounds of
cruel and inhuman treatment.
Mrs. Brink, represented by
Service at Dakota
A. M. Keith, Rochester, and her
DAKOTA, Minn. (Special) — mother, Mrs. Vera Larson, tesThe Dakota and Dresbach Meth- tified. Mrs. Briggs was repreodist churches joint Sunday sented by George Murray,
school Christmas program will Preston. She and her brother,
be at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday at Raymond Smith, testified. Both
the Dakota church. Tha- public motheri were granted custody
is invited.
of thedrminor children.

Masons Install
At La Crescent
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— FREE HOME HUMIDITY" TEST —
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NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPAN Y
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Nature puts invigor ating moistu re into Ihe nir. Artifici al
healing dries it out. Ilecause litis moisture is essential for so
many reasons , ii must he replaced. Jlrrr 's how: Wit h an
Aprilaire Humidifier. I!crc ' \ why : It adds moisture j ust ai
Nature does—as a \ «ipnr. No mists , no droplets , no white
du.st. Controlled by an accurat e humidi stat. Hip; capacity. No
liming or maintenance problems. Choose your new humidifier
wisely—choose the best—Aprilaire .

CORRECTION

Paper Dolls Start School
Girl on Possible Career
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RESTORES NATURAL MOISTURB

Barbara Ferguson, Kate Poferl, Lore*Gallagher and Margie Beckman, council president.
Council members made Christmas cookiai to
go with the free punch and Santa Cl«u»
visited the party to give out treats. Dancing was to both racords and live music of
J ohnny and the Ravons. Assistant Principal,
Gerald Timm, who is council adviser, wai
the chaperon. (Daily Newa photo )
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Change In Business Mirror
Weights Dept. US. Incomes,
Recommended Savings Rise

if/v" -

p . ST. PAUL (API ^ A suggestion that the Legislature consld' ;>¦«*' feasibility of transferring
of
weights and rneasur^-testing
ing
devices
used in retail estabf
lishments from the Railroad and
,, Warehouse Commission
to the
of
Agriculture WM
^Department
;.' Tnaade in a Legislative Research
•;; Corrimittee report today.
. The Agriculture Department
¦;¦ has many inspectors in the field,
J: said the report,.- "and.such consolidation would reduce the num:
I per of. different, inspectors visiting retail establishments and
provide . more frequent inspection at perhaps far less expense
than at present. "

By 8AM DAWSON
AP Business News Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) - Income
have been rising at a nice clip.
And so have personal savings.
Together that tells a lot about
December's gains in retail
sales, and) merchants' confidence that the bills in January
ean and will be paid.
Individual savings increased
in the first nine months of this
year by $22.5 billion. The gain
was about one-third more than
In the like period of 1963.
The big boost is tied in with
the rise in personal incomes,
now running at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of $502 bilThe report based on a study lion, compared with 9474.5 bilconducted-by a subcommittee on lion in the final stretch of 1963.
consumer protection dealt large- But the riae in savings also
ly with a proposed bill presented by two representatives of the shows that Americans haven't
weights and measures division changed their habits much deof the Railroad and Warehouse spite all the stress on prosperity. They're spending more beCommission.
The report said truth in pack- cause they're. making more.
They're also saving about the
aging or standardization of consame
percentage of their inin
the
protainers — dealt with
comes
as before the federal inposed bill — is a subject for national rather than state control come tax cut.
since most of the good involved
8re in interstate commerce.
The report said the proposed
draft which would, among other
things, give the weights and
measure division power to regulate certain advertising, had unconstitutional provisions . Listed
in this class was one which
would regard a person as guilty
unless there is "conclusive evidence to the contrary. "
' 'If the legislature is to consider the" proposed legislation..."
said the report, "it should be
studied very carefully to eliminate unconstitutional provisions
to make certain that responsibilities of the various agencies
concerned w ith consumer protection do not overlap and to
protect the consumer with laws
that business 'can live with. '"

Flier's Body
Found Near
Wrecked Plane

OGDEN, Utah (AP) - The
body of a Chamberlain, S.D.,
man, whose light plane crashed
on a rugged mountainside northwest of jOgden, was recovered
Monday night.
Five rescuers traveled on
snow shoes three miles with the
body of Harold Rintoul on
a sled to a waiting ambulance.
Rintoul's body was found
about 30 yards from the point of
impact. It was believed that he
was thrown through the plane's
windshield.
The right wing of the aircraft
was torn off. The rest of the
plane was found upside down but
intact.
. Rintoul was flying from Rock
Springs, Wyo., to Ogden last Saturday when his plane disappeared. He had . told Hill Air
Force Base in Ogden he was
losing altitude because of downdrafts.
the wreckage was spotted by
Civil Air Patrol pilots Sunday ,
but searchers were unable to
reach the scene until Monday.

SI. Cloud Student
Must Return to
French Army Duty

ST. CLOUD , Minn. (AP) Prospects for the New Year are
not happy for Frenchman
Michel Monnot ,
Monnot, 24, a French instructor at St. Cloud, Minn. State
College and married and the
father of two small children,
has to leave Jan. 3 to put in Ifi
months duty in the French
army. If he doesn't he faces
desertion charges.
Monnot figures his first two
weeks in the French army will
be the worstr-a 14 day guardhouse sentence.
"IH report three days late
and that means three days in
jail," Monnot said. "The other
11 days will be the penalty for
losing my draft card. It disappeared in one of our moves."
With a shrug of his shoulders
he sighed, "Cost la vie."
During his five years as a college student in the United States
Monnot, from Uxeau, community 150 miles southwest of Paris,
was granted deferments. When
he became a teacher he could
not longer ask the army to wait.
Monnot's faculty position will
be filled by his wife , Janice.
When she's not in v the classroom, she will be caring for
their 17-months old daughter,
Natalie, and son, Michel, 3, with
help from her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Bienusa of Staples,
Minn.
Monnot first visited Minnesota
in 1957 as an American Field
Services exchange student. He
met Janice later while attending
St. Cloud State College where
both received bachelor 's degres
in 1962. Monnot earned a master's degree last June at the
University of Colorado and
started teaching at St. Cloud in
September.
He hopes to eventually become an American citizen.

*For a merrier Christmas*
visit the I-C
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Do your Christinas shopping with cash-avoid
that hIl/./.ard of January bills. Get the money
you need through the well-liked I-C Plan, repay
a little each month.

fWK/BL Sea the man with the IC plan
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KE,TH FOYI

70'.7 E. 4th St.

INDUSTR IAL CREDIT COMPANY

That the big jump in the total
of incomes is spurring a corresponding rise in retail sales is
obvious in most cities this
month. Record December volume already is in the bag. And
the bulge in charge accounts
and instalment loans is reported
at about the normal rate. So the
spending splurge doesn 't worry
many save the most chronic
pessimists.

The additional money comes
from more persons having jobs,
some working at higher wage
scales, many getting more overtime, and almost all enjoying
larger take-home pay because
of the cut in the federal income
tax.
The spending stems from this
additional money, but also from
the general confidence that good
times will continue — that the
January bills can be met, and
others right along for months to
come.
But debt also has been increasing faster than a year ago,
both in mortgages and consumer credit. This increase frets
few economists so long as total
incomes continue to rise.
The Securities and Exchange
Commission reports that in the
first nine months of this year
individuals
decreased
their
holdings of common and preferred stock by $1.5 billion. The
drop was less than in 1963.

Mrs. Anderson Halsey Cory Jr Natural Gas 170 Pints Blood
Bradley Faced
Gets
New
Post
Given at Caledonia
Back in State
For Northern
With Different
For Christmas
MinnesotaSeen
Problem Now

RED WING , Minn. (AP) Diplomat Eugenie Anderson
was back in Minnesota today
with no immediate plans other
than those attending a Christmas at home .
Mentioned earlier for another
diplomatic post, Mrs. Anderson,
returning minister to Bulgaria ,
aaid she had been sought for
another assignment abroad and
plans to return to Washington
after the first of the year .
She indicated she would accept, but added "I have no plans
at the moment except Christmas. "

She said Secretary of State
Dean Rusk had asked her to accept another diplomatic post but
added that no specific place had
been mentioned. /
No date has been set for her
return to Washington for an official debriefing as U.S. minister to Bulgaria, she said.
Mrs. Anderson will serve as
co-chairman of one of four inaugural balls in Washington late
next month.
The first U.S. woman to hold
a top diplomatic post behind the
Iron Curtain, Mrs. Anderson resigned as minister to Communist Bulgaria Dec. 5, a decision she said was prompted
partly by State Department protocol in an election year and
The New York Stock Ex- partly by "personal reasons."
change, however, says that its She spent 2% years in Bulgaria.
Monthly Investment Plan —
She aerved as ambassador to
whereby individuals buy shares Denmark from 1949 to 1953.
at a regular rate — is chalking
Mrs. Anderson said she and
up its best year yet. It started in her husband, John P. Anderson,
1954. Some 0,509 plans were were busy preparing for the holopened this November, to top idays when their daughter, Jothe previous November record hanna, her husband, Dr. S.N.
of 4,192 set in 1956. In the first
11 months of this year 56,930 Ohei and their two small chilplans were started. The pre- dren will be with them.
The Andersons visited their
vious full-year record was 45,593
plans in 1959. The SEC counts son, Dr. Hans Anderson and
investment in stocks as one of his family in Rochester, N.Y.,
before coming to Red Wing.
many forms of saving.
All the records — income,
savings, debt, spending — reflect totals for all citizens. The World's Smallest
individual may have quite a different story himself. But coun- Church Is Moved
ting in all Americans with pay
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP ) checks, or other forms of inThe
world's smallest church —
come, this December sees more
money than ever before availa- the Monte Casino Chapel which
ble for spending or saving. And has been on a hillside since 1878
—is being moved today.
the new year looks bright.
It was hoisted onto a flat-bed
truck for the four-mile journey
to a new site in Kenton County
where it will become a part of
the new "Villa Madonna College
campus.
A monk, Albert Soltis, built
the small stone church in 1878
as a retreat for his wine-making
Benedictine brothers who founded a monastery here. The monastery has long been abandoned
and the church is all that reLEOPOLDVILLE, the Congo mains.
(AP ) — Thirty more white hos- The church is four feet wide
tages, all missionaries and their and six feet from entrance to
families, are believed to have back wall. Its steeple was rebeen killed by rebels in the moved to allow for clearance
northeastern Congo, refugees under utility lines.
arriving here said Sunday.
Fred Riedinger of Lookout
The missing include an Amer- Heights became
the owner of
ican, Mary Baker of Richmond, the church in 1957. He gave
it to
Va. She was last reported at
Banalia, 82 miles north of Stan- Villa Madonna as a memorial to
his mother, Alma Riedinger.
leyville, on Nov. 20.
Fifteen other missionaries
were missing from Banalia and
14 more from Bafwasende , 150
miles northeast of Stanleyville.

30 More White
Missionaries
Slain in Congo

Fourteen refug«ei freed at
Bafwasende by white mercenary troops said they were not
sure the other hostages in the
town had been killed.
"We heard one volley of rifle
fire, " said Dolena Burk of Calgary , Alt a., "but later the simbas (rebel soldiers) promised us
they had not been killed. "
Wrs. Burk 's husband Is
among the missing.
Other refugees said the mercenaries told them they found
traces of a recent massacre at
Banalia. Children 's clothes, the
habits of a nun and a priest and
splashes of blood were discovered on the slope leading up to
Banalia's ferryboat , the soldiers
told them.
Besides Mrs. Burk. the survlvors included 11 Italian Roman
Catholic nuns and two British
women missionar ies. They were
rescued Saturday .
Mrs. Burk said the simbas
became furious after central
government
plunes
raided
Bafwasende. All the white hostages, who had been crammed
for three days In a single room,
were taken out to be shot, she
said.
"They separated us and the
nuns from the others," she said.
Eight Dutch Catholic priests,
her husband, a British family
and an Australian and a British
woman were in the other group.

A former Winona resident,
Halsey Cory Jr., will become
executive of the Louisville, Ky.,
Boy Scout Council Jan. 1.
Cory will supervise the adminWASHINGTON (AP) — Northistration of the Scouting program for more than 18,000 Cubs, ern Natural Gas Co., Omaha,
Scouts and Explorers, including received Power Commission
authority Monday to initiate
a 14-man professional staff.
the MeCory graduated from Winona natural gas service in
area of Minnesabi
Iron
Range
Senior High School in 1838 and
St. Mary's College in 1942: As sota.
Northern was authorized to
a boy he was a Scout in Con- extend its main pipeline 48 miles
:
gregational Church sponsored into the Mesabi area, which now
Troop 4. During World War II is without natural gas service,
he was a U.S. Navy PT boat and to make sales to two induscommander in the Southwest trial customers and four resale
Pacific.
customers. The estimated cost
In 1946 he becama a district of tha project is $13,821,450.
Scout executive with the Cedar
The Mesabi project was proValley Council, Albert L e a ,
posed
as the first half of a twoWinn.
part applicatien by Northern.
In 1948 he became district ex- The other phase is a 335.7 milecutive, of the Sugar Loaf Dis- lion proposal to serve the Upper
trict , Gamehaven Council, re- Peninsula area of Michigan. A
siding in Winona, and was lat- bearing on this and other proer promoted tto assistant execu- posals is scheduled to begin
tive of the Gamehaven Council here Jan. 26.
residing in Rochester. In 1932 he Northern was authorized to
became a member of the Kan- serve Brie Mining Co. and Oglesas City Council staff, serving bay-Norton-Ford as industrial
as district executive, field direc- customers and to reserve capactor and assistant Scout execu- ity for possible service to Hanna
tive. Following three years as Mining Co.
council executive< at Cape GiThe resale customer* will be:
rardeau, Mo., he became depuIron
Ranges Natural Gas Co. ;
ty executive of the 50-man
village
of Hoyt Lakes; the
the
professional staff of the Greater
village of Hibbing; and the city
Cleveland Area Council, Cleveof Virginia.
land, Ohio.
In addition to its main-line
Cory, and his wife, Betty, and extension, Northern also will
family, will move to Louisville add new facilities in Iewa, Kanearly in 1965.
sas, and Nebraska.
a
Cory is one of four Winonans
in the professional Scout serv- When hunting, coyotes have
ice. Orlacd L. Johnson, is a dep- been known to play dead in oruty regional executive, Region der to capture their prey.
II, New York City; Lloyd J.
Kraft, deputy regional executive, St. Paul, and Ernest F.
Harvey , executive, Missouri
Valley Council, Bismarck , N.D.
'

Hildebrand Buys
Elba Restaurant

CALEDONIA, Mian. (Special) — A total of 170 pint*
of blood wu contributed to
the Red Cross bloodmobile
here Monday; Spring Grove
and Eitzen residents also
came here to donate.
A total of 32 earned gallon pins at this stop. There
were 37 rejects.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Bill Bradley of Princeton is
faced with a problem that would
fascinate most of the ambitious
young collegians in the country
— whether to turn professional
HI-L1TES IN DEMAND
or accept a Rhodes Scholarship.
ELEVA-STRUM, Wis. - The
Central Hi-Lites staff has re- The 6-foot-5 All-America basceived a request from J. M. ketball player and ace of this
Kvistendahl, journalism profes- country's victorious Olympic
sor at South Dakota State Uni- basketball team, was one of
versity, Brookings, for issues four major collegiate athletes
of the paper. They will be used among th« 32 college seniors
in the revised second edition of named to Rhodes Scholarships.
The scholarships uake them
the book, "Producing the Duplicated School Newspaper, " eligible for two years of gradupublished by Iowa State Uni- ate study at Oxford.
Other athletes who won tht
versity Press.
coveted Rhodes were Mik*
! Smith, regular center
ELEVA-STRUM CITATION
en
ELEVA-STRUM, Wis. - Car- Princeton 's Ivy League football
ol Nelson, senior at Central champions, and Bart Holaday,
High School , received honorable place kicker on the Air tierce
mention for her grade on the Academy football team.
statewide test to determine ]
who should be the two Wiscon- i Thin mayonnaise with .^pinesin representatives to Washing- apple juice and blend in some
ton, D.C., in the William Ran- ; yellow mustard. This combinadolph Hearst Foundation-U.S. I tion is excellent with a fruit stlad.
Senate program

D R. C. R. K OLLOFSKI
DR. MAX L. DEBO LT

f l a m , through « p.m,
Saturday 9 to 12:150
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RBj has a diet drink

ELBA, Minn. (Special) —
The Tower House, Elba's restaurant, has changed hands.
Roger L. Hildebrand, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hildebrand,
Elba, is the new owner. He is
remodeling and improving.
Hildebrand plans to cater to
parties, business meetings and
cafe customers. For hunten
and fishermen he'll make sandwiches and fill jugs with coffee.
Mrs. Ardyth Podien, St.
Charles, is the former owner.

Ski Equipment

Stolen at Durand
DURAvND, Wis. (Special) —
Ski equipment valued at $250
was taken from a car outside the Giles Lieffring residence here Sunday night.
Everett Giles, city policeman,
said two sets of skis, three poles
and the rack on which they
were held on top of Pat Liefring's car was taken sometime
between 11 p.m. Sunday, when
Pat left them there, and 3 a.m.
Monday, when a friend noticed
they were gone. Lieffring had
been skiing Sunday.
Giles is investigating.

CfijOAtmoA

Have a comfortable, cozy
Holiday . . . Order

IT COSTS LESS TO BURK THE BEST!

Cash orders receive a 50* per ton discount up to 3-ton
lots. $1.00 per ton discount on S-ton lota or more.
If you don't have cash — ask about our popular
BUDGET CIRCLE PLAN . . . 6 months to pay.
+ PatraUum
Briquvta

*

•* Z.nltb Cok.

* fSHS """^

*

tast Kantucky
Stok«r Coal

^

Pacahantaa
Furnaca Siia

Southarn lllinoi.
Stokar

if Eatt Kentucky Block ar Furnaca Sli*

Its flavor is lemon-lime

Caspar (or Gaspar), Mekhlor
and Balthazar were the three
Biblical wise men of the East.

Prompt , Efficient , Clean Deiivety Service

JUMBO

PLEASE NOTICE! Our Yard Will Bt
CLOSED SATURDAY, DEC. 26

Other diet drinks leave you thirsty.
Mot LIKE. The lemon-lime tast*
stays fresh and c lean. You 'll like
LIKE—-first diet drink that really
quenches. Less than one calorie in
a six-ounce serving.

j Lizmb&r

likely to like—
#
J I* P LIKE'* the one you're most
m J
m
\y
The rw* diet drink...from SEVEN-UP!

HAMBURGER
4BPVJBmw iB Wf n
50c
Steak Shop
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Call 3373 in Winona
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r
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Franklin, 2nd
4-Way Stop
Once Again

I

Feb. 1. The store will be built behind the site of the present
municipal store. W-Smith Architectural & Engineering Services, Winon a, is the architectural firm that designed the
structure.

GOODVIEW LIQUOR STORE . . . This is the proposed
new liquor store scheduled for construction in Goodview early
in 1965. Bonds for financing of the building are to be sold
Jan. 6, and contracts stipulate that construction is to begin by

i

.

Goodvie w Signs Store Woman Pleads
Not Guilty
Contracts , Keeps Them

Goodview's proposed new liq- 1 Services , Winona , designer of
uor store came a step closer j the building. Upon sale »f the
to reality Monday night as the i bonds, copies of the contracts
village council authorized sign- ; will be given the contractors.
ing of contracts with low bidIf bonds are not sold, the
ders for its construction .
contracts will be returned to
Bonds to finance the new j the council for cancellation or
one-story structure are to be | destruction .
sold Jan. S, and contracts stip- j Bids for the project had
ulate that construction is to be- j been opened Aug. 6, and origgin by Feb. l.
! inal plans called for a start
,
,
LEON IN1VIAN Winona was | of construction this fall .
low bidder in August for gen- j Later, it was discovered that
eral construction work with a i the council's plan of pledging
base bid of $49,450. Other low I liquor store revenue to pay off
bidders and their base bids ' the $65,000 bond issue required
were Norman's Electric, Rush- j for construction had to be put
ford, $5,200, and American j to a vote in a village referenPlumbing & Heating Co., Wi- j dum.
nona, $12,500 (a combined base i This proposal was approved
bid for plumbing, heating and i by voters in the village's Dec.
ventilating).
8 election.
Alternates and the delay in
THE NEW STORE, which
construction until cold weather
will add to these base bids, will be built behind the site
bringing the total cost of the ; of the present liquor store, will
have a bar , a cocktail lounge
store to $81,523.
and an off-sale section. AlterThe council's resolution Mon- nates decided upon by the counday night authorized Mayor cil are an unfinished full baseRex A. Johnson and Village
ment , a canopy over the enClerk Henry C. Ehmcke to sign trance and a blacktopped parkthe contracts. Copies of the con- ing lot.
tracts will not be given to con- When start .of construction
tractors, however, until the was delayed by the need to
bonds have been sold.
This action was taken to sat- hold a referendum, low bidders
were
isfy the contractors—who want- in the Aug. 6 bid opening
the
told
notified.
They
were
ed some assurance that they
consider bid inwould get the work — and the council would
from having
council — which was reluctant creases stemming
or from
weather
to
work
in
cold
to commit itself to the project
rising
cost
of
materials.
until it knew the bonds would
In addition to Inman's base
be sold and money would be
bid of $49 ,450, he will be paid
available.
$3,292 for providing the unfinTHE SI&NED contracts will ished basement, $5,000 ' for the
be held by Wayne Smith of the canopy , $4,000 for the parking
architectural firm of W - Smith lot and $500 because of the deArchitectural 4 Engineering lay in construction .

In Liquor Case

Motorists now used to thoroughfare traffic on 2nd Street
will begin seeing stop before
their eyes again.
The City Council Monday
night made the Franklin - 2nd
Street intersection a four-way
stop once more. The latest
change was made at the recommendation of the Beard of Tire
and Police Commissioners.
Some informal pressure also
came from truckers and other
drivers who complained they
/»»•.
VJ l V

pftiilrin 't:

get

a c r o s s 2nd
S tr e e t on
Franklin dur-

Council |a— ¦"*

At present ,
stop signs are posted against
Franklin Street traffic , making
2nd Street a through street.
Stop signs at the intersection
have gone up and down like a
brakeinan' s arm in a switchyard. They formerly were posted to give Franklin Street traffic right of way over entering
traffic from 2nd Street.
In an effort to aid crosstown
traffic, the council passed an
ordinance in March giving 2nd
Street priority. Stop signs were
posted on Franklin. For a familiarization period of about
five weeks, signs also remained
on 2nd Street and the intersection was a four-way stop.
Motorists grew so familiar with
this setup that when the signs
came down from 2nd Street a
number of them protested .
Not that anyone really would
have had to stop for the signs
facing 2nd Street. The council
belatedly discovered there never had been an ordinance requiring 2nd Street traffic to
stop. Nobody, it appears, had
ever tested the signs' legality
in municipal court .
The new regulation now goes
into effect with passage and
publication of the ordinance.
This time there is an ordinance.

Norman's Electric's base bid
of $5,200 is increased by $220
for the basement and $127 for
Attorney Dennis A. Challeen
the canopy , as well as $338 be- entered a not guilty plea to a
charge of selling liquor to a
cause of the delay.
minor for his client, Mrs. DelAMERICAN P l u m b i n g & bert Arbuckle, Minneiska , toHeating Co. will get $800 for day in municipal court.
the delay, in addition to the
Judge John D. McGill set trial
firm's base of $12,500 and $96 of Mrs. Arbuckle for Jan. 19 at
for the basement.
9:30 a.m, At Challeen's request ,
W-Smith Architectural & En- the case will be tried by a jury
gineering Services, architectur- panel of 12. Mrs. Arbuckle, l^ho
al firm responsible for the did not appear in person today,
building, is formerly Flad- is free on her own recognizance.
Smith & Associates. Its name
COUNTY Attorney S. A. Sawwas changed last summer.
yer represents the state in the
case. The Minnesota Liquor Control Commission swore out the
complaint against Mrs. Arbuckle
charging her with selling a
"whiskey sour" to 19-year-old
Edward J. Hall, a student living at 527% W. 5th St., the night
of Novr-2fr-—
Mrs. Arbuckle is the wife oi
The signing of contracts for the oxmef^operator of Buck's
Goodview's liquor store con- Bar, Minneiska. Although it
struction will set in motion ac- would be a crime to allow a
tion that might lead to re-sale minor to "loiter " in a place
of village land to its original selling beer, the state is pressowner.
ing the more serious liquor sellThe land involved is south of ing charge.
Brom Machine & Foundry Co.,
IT IS ILLEGAL for the pro3563 6th St. It fronts on Serprietor of a place serving beei
vice Drive and was originally to allow minors to
"loiter" in his
purchased from the Brom firm establishment, unless accomwhen the village was consider- panied by a parent or guardian.
ing construction of a new liquor
Although an additional statute
store on the site.
prohibiting minors' loitering ii
The liquor store, however, is places serving liquor was re
to be built early next year on pealed , the status of minors re
land just behind the present mains about the same since all
liquor store on 6th Street and places serving liquor also serve WASHINGTON (AP)-A 1965
winter wheat crop 2 per cent
beer .
41st Avenue.
larger than this year's aboveThe
only
change
is
that
the
When the village bought the
average turnout was forecast
land, it agreed with the foun- proprietor commits the illegal Monday under the second year's
act
if
a
minor
is
found
loitering
dry that the latter would have
trial of the government's new
the first option on the proper- in his bar or tavern.
wheat stabilization program.
ty if the village ever sold it.
The Agriculture Department
Village Attorney Duane Pereported the crop was indicated
terson was instructed Monday
at 1,042,056,000 bushels on the
night to notify the foundry that
basis of conditions prevailing
the land would be sold ind to
Dec. 1. This compared with the
ask whether the firm wanted
1,024,888,000 produced this year
to repurchase it.
and 996,569,000 for the 1959-year
average.
His instructions were to do
this upon signing of the conThe program Inaugurated
struction contracts for the new
with this year's wheat crop is
store. Later in the meeting, the Proposed legislation chang- designed to reduce production
council authorized the signing ing the state 's system of local until surplus and reserve supof the contracts.
courts will be discussed at a plies are reduced. Those supplies
special City Council forum Jan . are about 900 million bushels.
11.
The program offers price supIn a letter to the council , ports and payments to farmers
read Monday night, City Attor- planting within acreage allotney George M. Robertson Jr. ments assigned them by the
said wide reforms are sought government.
by the state
The acreage planted to winter
bar
associa- I
wheat during the past fall—put
'
tion.
Justice
at 45,177,000 acres—was 4.3 per
Cl tV
|By THE ASSOCI ATED PRESS of the peace
cent more than was seeded a
i Minnesota 's highway death toll c o u r t s and /• ,
, *| year ago for this year 's crop.
On its face, this figure indicate d
stood at 801 today, equalling m u n i cipal |S«OUnCH
that fewer farmers planted with!1 last year 's record number of court s would
road fatalities .
be directly affected, Robertson in allotments than was the case
, Three persons — a Goodridge , wrote, and, in Winona 's case, for the 1964 crop.
| Minn, man , a St. Paul woman fines payable locally might be
But this does not necessarily
! and a 13-year-old Si. Paul area cut as much as 50 percent.
mean that fewer farmers will
tra
ffic
acbicycle
rider
died
in
j
C. Stanley McMahon , Winona be in compliance with the govi cidents Monday.
attorney, will explain the pro- ern 's progra m by harvest time.
! Mark Anient , 13. West St. posed bar association bill which Some farmers customarily over: Paul , was dead on arrival at a will be introduced in the Leg- plant allotments as a crop insurance practice. They can decide
St. Paul hospital Monday after islature next month.
All membe rs of the bar , court next spring whether to plow
his bicycle and a car collided
as he rod e home from a bowl- officers , public officials and the under some of the acreage to
ing alley. He was the son of public should be asked to at- get into compliance or to go
tend , Robertson wrote.
ahead and harvest it all.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Ament.
Mrs. Ruby We.stberg. 515. died
in a St. Paul hospital of injuries .suffered when struck by a
car in front of her St. Paul
apartment as she carried I'hrist! mas K't^ to the- home of her
grandchildren

Village Plans
To Sell Land

Winter Wheat
Crop Higher

Council to Hear
Explanation of
New Court Law

State Traffic
Toll Now 801

PLEASE NOTE!
We will be closed

SATURDAY , DEC. 26,
SATURDAY , JAN. 2

WiUimtu. GLASS HOUSE
Phone 25)3

71-73 E ast S«cond St.

I J WRAP |

|

P I YOUR
j 5,J
j

Lydvig II. Kosetl. 72. (iooil ridge, Minn , was fatally injured
Monday when his ear ran into
the rear of a truck on Highway
1 near Effie , Minn , in northern
Itasca County. His wife , !\larie ,
was hospitalized nt Grand Hapids with face and chest injuries.
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SHOES & CLOTHING
3rd & Main

¦

American name for the belt of
radiation discovered by the Explorer sntellites is the "Van
Allen belt . "
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Every Wisconsin
Subdivision Gels
'Christmas Check

It's New!....It 's Blue!
THE NEW HOME OF

DDCMC
DlfCfflJ

THE ALL NEW

'"• ¦

;"- . :

:?:

We nona h Souvenir
& Gift Shop

THE PRESENT allocation is
the so-called "privilege highway
"tax " that since 1931 has replaced the general property
taxes previously assessed locally on autos and trucks. The distribution is based on registrations and title fees for vehicles
customarily kept in the respective municipalities according to
established boundaries as of the
preceding Jan. 1.
The law specifi es that the allotment for each municipality
must at least be equal to the
amount of property tax collected locally on motor vehicles
prior to 1931. However, only
about 5 percent of the state's
municipalities are still paid at

IN THE SHADOW OF THE GOODVIEW WATER
TOWER ON HIGHWAY 61

|

The New Souvenir and Gift Shop will be
OPEN DAILY 9 TO 5 MONDAY THRU FRIDAY.
<V*>"W>*''
*j*^***«»»V>)*"M>a

For our Souvenirs and Gifts we will try and
have the unusual and different items.
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He was around so long he scented like a §fpl!
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fixture. Then his comrades "buried" him. i
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kids ran riot through the land, and Red China WiMi^^K. m ^9 ^^ ' 'lB
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year just past in a handsome,fully-illustrated
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Snowball
Tossers?

the 1831 rate; total additional
payments required to maintain the 1931 level amount to
only about $35,000 on the present schedule.
The present distribution is the
TOKYO (AP) *- North Korea
last of four major allotments charged today that U.S. soldiers
toduring the year involving a
guarding the demilitarized zone
tal of $41.9 million in highway h ave been tossing snowballs at
the
state
user taxes collected by
municipalities. the Communists.
MADISON , Wis. — Every city, and returned to¦
The Communists also accused
village and town in Wisconsin is
the Americans of "making vile
receiving a share of a $7,397,834 4-H Skating Party
gestures."
highway tax allotment on motor
Pyongyang radio said th«
(
SpeciaDMinn.
vehicles distributed this week by LEWISTON,
were made at a meetcharges
the state Highway Commis- The Lewiston Rural Ramblers ing Tuesday of the Military Arholiday
a
sponsoring
4-H Club is
sion.
Commission. The broadskating party Wednesday at 7:30 mistice
Allocations are:
in Tokyo, said
monitored
cast,
Lew,
s
Roller
Rink
Buffalo County — $27,011. for p.m. at Ron'
the snowballs
threw
ers
soldi
the
cities of Alma, $2,061; Buffalo, iston. All area 4-H clubs are in- at a sentry post between Dec. 6
be
door
prizes.
$841; Fountain City, $1,805, and vited. There will¦
and Sunday.
Mondovi, $5,111; village of Coch¦ ¦"
PATIENT
LEWISTON
I
rane, $1,120, and 17 towns, $16,|
Cashmere
is
the down fiber de(Special)
LEWISTON, Minn.
071.
Lewiston, I rived from the underfleece of a
Cunningham,
—Stuart
Jackson County — $32,197, for
's Hos- j domesticated Asian goat, accordcity of Black River Falls, $6,- is a patient at St. Mary
l ing to the Encyclopaedia Bri,
convalescing
Rochester
pital
,
633; villages of Alma Center ,
I tannica.
from
a
heart
attack.
$1,074; Hixton, $682; Melrose,
$1,873; Merrillan, $1,237, and
Taylor , $990, and 21 towns,
$19,706.
Pepin County — $14,377, for
city of Durand, $4,983; villages
of Pepin, $1,725, and Stockholm ,
$428, and eight towns, $7,240.
Trempealeau County — $45,774, for cities of Arcadia , $4,883;
Blair, $2,089; Galesville, $2,381;
Independence, $2,213; Osseo , $2,590, and Whitehall , $3,410; villages of Eleva, $1,177; Ettrick ,
$1,093; Pigeon Falls, $786 ;
and
Strum, $1,449, and Trempealeau ,
$1,318, and 15 towns, $22,380.
Eau Claire County received
$111,120; La Crosse County ,
$124,904, and Pierce County,
$43,179.
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The Daily Record
At Commun ity
Memorial Hospital

Vllltlna houri: Modlcol •*•<! surgical
•itlmfl; ) to • and 7 (a l;>(J am. (No
chlldran undar U.)
Mltornlty patlanli: J to 1:30 ind 1 to
liM p.m. (Adulti only.)

MONDAY

ADMISSIONS
Sandra Rarain, 362 E; 5th St.
Robert Palbicki , 968 E. 5th St.
John Lynch, 816V4 W. 5th St.
Jeff Gunderson, 808 W. Broadway.
Mrs. Mary Stoltman, 712 E.
4th St.
Miss Cleo Wolfe, 452 W. 4th
St.
Miss Laurie Lucas, 227 W.
Wabasha St.
Leslie Sim, Rushford, Minn.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. Edward Serva and baby,
450% E. Wabasha St.
Benedict Paskiewicz , 876 E.
Wabasha St.
John Haynes, 727 E. 4th St.
Mrs. Mlnard Schermerhom,
St. Charles, Minn.
(
Mrs. John Keen, 578 W.
Broadway.
Darryl Solin, Pleasant Valley ,
Iowa.
Mrs. Charles Lanik , 607 E.
Belleview St.
Mrs. Charles German, 1288
Wincrest.
William Luethi, 777 W. King
St.
.
Deborah Weisbrod, 661 E.
King St.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs . Donald Simon ,
Altura, a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Webber , 78 W . 2nd St., a «on.
BIItTHS ELSEWHERE
ARCADIA , Wis. (Special) —
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Runkel ,
Milwaukee, a son Friday at a
hospital there. Mark is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Runkel ,
Arcadia.
HIXTON, Wis. ( Special ) —
Mr. and Mrs. I, Kenneth, Berg ,
a daughter Wednesday at
Black River Commiuiiy Hospital. The mother is the former Patsy Erickson , Ta ylor.
IMPOUNDED DOGS

\

Winona Deaths

Mrs. Albert Knutton
BLAIR, Wis. (Speclal)-Mrs.
Albert Knutaon, 87, died Sunday at 1 p.m. at Tri-County
Memorial Hospital, Whitehall,
where she had been a patient
slnct late October.
The former TiHie Elvira Gassow, she was born June 20,
1877, at Elk Creek to Christian
and Lena Gassow , At 4 years
she was adopted by her uncle
and aunt, Even and Bertha Sveum, and grew up on their farm
in the Fagemes area. She was
graduated from Albert Lea,
Minn., Academy in 1894 and
taught rural schools.
She was married Dec. 27,
1896, at her home by the Rev.
O'. A. Myhre of the French
Creek Lutheran Church. She
lived on the home place the
rest of her life. She was organist 24 years at the Fagernes church, served on the
school board several years,
and was active in the Ladies
Aid and circles at Fagernes
congregation and in Homemaker club work.
Survivors are : Three daughters, Leona, Onalaska; Mrs .
Frank (Alice) Massey, Lake
G e n e v a , and Mrs. Carl
(Marian) Nelson, on the home
(arm; two sons, Spencer, Blair ,
and Clinton , Oregon, Wis.; 18
grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren, and one brother, Myron, Spokane, Wash. Her husband died April 28; a daughter, Pauline, in 1960; a son ,
Clarence, in 1946 , and a
daughter in infancy.
The funeral service will be
Wednesday at 1 p.m . at Fagernes Lutheran Church, the Rev.
K. M. Urberg officiating. Burial will be in the church cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Roger
Nelson, Blair; Martin Matchey
Jr., Whitehall; Richard Knutson and George Nordby, Minneapolis; Ardell Stalheim, Taylor, and Gary Magee, Madison .
Friends may call at Frederixon Funeral Home tonight and
Tuesday morning and at the
church after noon.

Darrall Hiriton
Darrell Hlnton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William V. Hbnton, 411 W.
Sanborn St., died Monday at
4:30 p.m. at Community Memorial Hospital , one day after he
was born.
Survivors are: His parents;
maternal great - grandmother ,
Mrs. Emma Miller , Lewiston;
maternal grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Board, Stockton ;
paternal great - grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Gaspard,
Caledonia; paternal grandparents . Mr. and Mrs. George Hinton, Stockton , and his twin
brother, Dennis.
Funeral services will be Wednesd ay at 3 p.m. at Jacobs-Ellison Funeral Home, Lewiston,
the Rev. AJlan McShane, St.
Rose of Lima Church, Lewiston ,
officiating. Burial will be in
Oakland Cemetery, Stockton.

Municipal Court
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Two-Sta te Deaths

Barnard Degnan
Available for good homes:
LEWISTON, Minn. - FunerTen, male and female includ- al services for Bernard Degnan
ing one female German shepherd, four terriers and several will be at 10 a.m. Wednesday
at St. Rose of Lima Church,
puppies.
the Rev. J. Allen McShane officiating. Burial will be in the
church cemetery.
Friends may call at Werner
GOODVIEW
Funeral home this afternoon
Leonard J. Sandback, 21, and evening. A Rosary will be
Chisholm, Minn., pleaded guilty recited at 8.
Monday afternoon in Goodview
Survivors include his wife,
justice court to leaving the Ellen; two sons, Ronan, Berscene of an accident without keley, Calif., and CharLes,
identifying himself .
Washington, D.C.; f ive daughtJustice Lewis E. Al&ert fined ers, Mrs. James ( Bernardine)
Sandback $25 and levied $5 Rowan, Winona ; Sister M. Rocourt costs, both of which the nan Rosemary, Owatonna; Miss
Chisholm man paid . Sandback Jeanne, San Francisco, Calif.,
lost control of his vehicle on
6th Street in Goodview early and Miss Patrice, and KatherD.C. ; seven
Saturday morning, knocking ine, Washington
grandchildren;
two
brothers,
over two mailboxes and striking
Joseph and Ray, Rushford, and
a light pole.
three sisters, Miss Helen and
and Miss Gertrude , St. Paul ,
and Miss Ann, Pasadena, Calif.
Two brothers have died.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
Mrs. Ida M. Bergey
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr,
HARMONY , Minn. (Special)
Albany, cloudy
26 17
—Mrs. Ida Mae Bergey, 89, died
Albuquerque, clear . 5 1 27
Monday at 5 p.m. at Harmony
Atlanta , cloudy ... 41 37 .02 Community Hospital. She had
Bismarck , cloudy .. 8 0 .. been hospitalized 11 weeks.
Boise, rain
60 47 .12 She was born Feb . 5, 1875, in
Boston, snow
28 21 .02 Amherst Township, Fillmore
Chicago, cloudy .... 40 32
County, to Mr. and Mrs. John
Cincinnati , cloudy . 41 31
Ward. She was married to
Cleveland , cloudy .. 36 29 .. Frank Bergey who died 22 years
Denver, cloudy
. 59 42 . . ago. She lived in the area her
Des Moines, cloudy . 30 20
entire life .
Fairbanks , clear
-2 -24
Survivors include six sons,
Fort Worth , clear
<fi:t 34
sons,
Ward , Austin ; Glen, CanHelena , cloudy
415 30
Honolulu , cloudy ... SO 76 .05 ton ; Clifford a n d Forrest,
Indianapolis , rain
-41 30 T Lanesboro, and Darrell a n d
John, Harmony; 11 grandchilJacksonville , cloudy »32 SO
dren, and 29 great-grandchilKansas City, cloudy 50 33
dren. One son and one daughter
Los Angeles , fog , «7 5(1
have died.
Louisville , cloudy .. X> 32
Funeral services -will be at 2
4,
Memphis, ra in
-44 'l T
p.m. Wednesday at PetersonMiami , clear
7.r> <S.r>
Abraham Funeral "Home here.
Milwaukee , cloudy . 37 25
Burial will be in Henrytown on
Mpls. -St.P., cloudy . 25 fl
Now Orleans , fog .. 70 59 .10 the Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the fuNew "York , cloudy .. .T.J 30
neral home after 4 p.m. today.
Okla. City , clear ... 44 29
Omaha, cloudy
.40 n
Gordon C. Campbell
Philadelphia , snow ,')2 T
LANESBORO
, Minn. (Special)
Phoenix , clear
... 67 42
Campbell , 47 ,
—Gordon
Curtis
Ptlnd . Ore., rain . 4 7
34 1.D2
, died unexa
Lanesboro
native
id
City,
clear
.
5U
21
Rap
pectedly Saturday of a heart at50 27
St. Louis , [on .
(nck in Spokane , Wash.
Sail Lk. City, cloudy 56 50
He left Lanesboro when he
(13 59 .69
San Fran., rain
was
a young man, and since had
I
'
Seattle , rain
41 36 M
liv ed in California and WashingWashington , clear .. 37 20
. 10 -15 .01 ton. He never mnrried.
Winni peg, snow
Survivors are : His father ,
T- Trace
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51V. V, 3rd St.
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Winona Funerals
Otto H. Bi ltgen
Funeral services for Otto H.
Biltgen, 215 E. 4th St., will be
Wednesday at 8:30 a.m. at
Burke's Funeral Home and 9
a.m. at Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart , the Fit. Rev . Msgr . Harold J. Dittman officiating. Burial will be in St, Mary 's Cemetery .
Friends may call this afternoon and evening at Burke 's.
Rosaries will be said by Msgr.
Dittman and the Holy Name Society at 8 :30 p.m. and by
Knights of Columbus at 9 p.m.
Patrick T. Johnson
Funeral services for Patrick
Thomas Johnson, son of Mr. and
Mrs . James Johnson, 479 W- 4th
St., were held this morning at
Watkowski Funeral Home, the
Rev . Martin Olsen of the Cathedral of Sacred Heart officiating.
Burial was in St. Mary 's Cemetery. The Rev . Roger Lynn of
Money Creek Methodist Church
officiated.
James E. Creeley
Funeral services for James E.
Creeley, Camelot. Lake Boulevard, will be at 10* a.m. Wednesday at Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart , the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Harold J. Dittman officiating. Burial will be at about 11:15 a.m.
in St. Rose of Lima Cemetery,
Lewiston.
Friends may call at BoTzyskowski Mortuary after 2 p.m.
today . A Rosary will be recited
at 3 p.m. by Msgr. Dittman and
the Holy Name Society.
James, Lanesboro ; two brothers, Carmen, Lanesboro, and
Robert, St. Paul, and one sister, Mrs. Francis ( Mildred ) ConIon, Grand Meadow. His mother
and one sister have died.
Funeral services iwill be at 2
p.m. Wednesday at Johnson Funeral Home here, the Rev. J. H.
Preus of Bethlehem Lutheran
Church officiating. Burial will
be in Lanesboro Cemetery .
Friends may call at the funeral home after noon Wednesday.
Harry G. Hall
AUSTIN , Minn. - Harry G.
Hall , 68, a past local, county ,
district and state American
Legion sergeant at arms, as
well as a past n ational assistant sergeant at arms, died
Monday in Our Lady of Good
Counsel Home, St. Paul.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 10 a.m. at Worlein Funera l Home, Austin ,
with burial in Fort Snelling National Cemeterv.

FEW

( Continued From Page I)
sidered the bigges t in New Jersey history, was the work of
professionals well-versed in the
route and schedule of the bank
messengers.
The panel
bank
truck ,
equipped with an alarm system,
was on its normal morning run
from the main office of the National Bank of Passaic County
to deliver cash to three branch
banks. The schedule calle-d for
stops at three churches to pick
up Sunday collection money before going to the "branch banks.
St. Anthon y 's church was the
last one.
The bandits we re dlneo-vrred
by the Rev. Attil io Giovanninl ,
54, who entered the rectory
fro m the church after celebrating Mass. He was handcuffed
by the bandits,
A few minutes later the Rev.
Cassinn Kirk entered the rectory through the rear door.
He too was h andcuffed, as
were the Revs. J ames De Vita
and Philip Passcussi , who had
walked downstai rs from the
priests' residence.
Church custodian Matfh rw He
Vita , father of a pri»>st , als-o was
captured and bound.
Bank messengers John Godlcy , 48 , of Bloomingdnle and
Frank Fcrnandi , in his 50s, of
Pa terson, had started into the
rectory to pick up the Sunday
collection. They never had n
chance to use their revolvers ,
¦
TAYLO R ARM SKRVH KS
TAYLOK , Wis. <Special) Christmas Day worshi p services
will be held at 0:15 a.m, at Taylor Lutheran Church and 10:45
a.m. at Trempealeau Valley.
Upper Beaver Creek will have n
service Sunday at 11:30 a.m.

Good Shopping Partial Pay Goodview Counci l
Approved on
Weather Stays Sidewalk Work Discusses Dancing

Mostly cloudy weather and
little change in temperature
tonight and Wednesday will
greet last - minute Christmas
ghoppers in Winona and vicinity , said the weatherman , in
predicting a low of 12 to 18 tonight and a high of 18 to 30
Wednesday.
For Thursday, he said light
snow and temperatures a little
bel ow normal can be expected.

Ordinances do not permit Gravel Co,, situated on Airappointment of special police- port Road near tha Music Bar.
men (or duty at dances, tht The council told Hoffman it
Rochester had a low of 9 after ;
Goodview Village Council was had nothing to do with the mata Monday high of 29 and La j
told Monday night.
Crosse posted figures of 14 and I
ter . He would have to deter3-4 for the same times.
Village Attorney Duane Pet- mine on ivhose land the sign
erson told the council that or- stands, then the owner could —
WISCONSIN prepared f o r
dinances stipulate that a vil- if he chose to do so — take
more light snow today and tolage constable or a deputy steps to have the sign removed ,
night , possibly mixed with rain
sheriff must be on duty at councilmer said.
or freezing rain in the south .
dances . This, he said , would Preparations for 1965 were
Snow dusted the northern porpreclude appointment of spe- made Monday night when viltion of Wisconsin early today, !
lage Clerk Henry C. Ehmcke
AFTER RISING to a pleasant with the Superior region receiv- , SOME ALDERMEN were In- cial policemen.
administered
oaths of office to
36
Monday afternoon , the ing one-quarter inch, w h i l e ] clined to hold back the advance
QUESTION
arose
when
THE
sunshine helped cut down glare Green Bay, Wausau , Eau Claire payment . Tbey asked Scharmer Russel Hoffman, proprietor of Trustee-elect Herbert C. Kleyla
,
ice and reduced snow cover to and Park Falls had only a why the work ,
the Music Bar , a new tavern and Constable-elect Lyle Jacobscheduled
for
f 'L
about an inch and a half. Dur- trace.
and dance hall across from the son, who will take office in
compl e t i o n
V*lTy
ing the night the temperature
Sky-Vu Theater on 6th Street, Jaxuary.
At mid-morning very light
dropped to 12 but was 19 at snow was falling at Wausau and about Sept. 30, / ¦
appeared at the council meet- THE COUNCIL later reaphad not been
, i r t r\\
noon today.
V.OUnCH
ing
to ask whether Willis Nor- pointed Village Treasurer Carl
_
along the Upper Michigan bor- finished until
A year ago today Winona ap- der.
ton, whose term as constable Opsahl to another year 's term.
last month.
proached the holidays with a
Complaints from property will expire at the end of this
Temperatures early t o d a y
Also set for 1965 is testing
high of 3 and a low of -12. All- ranged from 5 below zero at ; owners have rained down on month, might be appointed for of village water by the Winona
time high for Dec . 22 was 59 Superior to 25 above at Milwau- aldermen for several weeks, duty at Music Bar dances.
health department. This has
In 1877 and the low for the day kee.
they said , both from those dis- Hoffman also asked the coun- been done during 1964.
¦21 in 1872. Mean temperature
Beloit set the high of 40 Mon- j satisfied with repairs made and cil about the possibility of havfor the past 24 hours was 24. day, with others ranging down I those who wished to pay their ing a sign removed from what Upon Ospahl s recomtnendaassessments but couldn 't. Under is either his land or a Winona ion, the council closed out the
Normal for this time of the year to 19 at Superior,
village water construction fund.
established procedures , no asis 19.
County liighway right of way . It transferred $3,000 from this
figured
or
,
can
be
sessments
Cold weather returned to
FORT MYERS, Fla., topped
The sign advertises Biesanz
Northern Minnesota today with the country Monday with a payments accepted , until work Ready Mixed Concrete Sand & fund to the liquor fund. This
permanent transfer is in payInternational Falls reporting -12 temperature of 81. Houlton , is finished and the city formalment for the two lots on which
and Bemidji -11. It was -5 at Maine , hit the low of 16 be- ly accepts the work. the work ,
finishing
Delay
in
the village water tower stands .
Duluth. Elsewhere main report- low zero early today.
said Council President Harold
The balance of the fund will
Briesath, meant no income was
be transferred to the water
coming to city coffers at presbond sinking fund. The amount
WEATHER
ent. Since the city has no reof the balance , however , has
(Continued From Page 1)
( Continued From Page I)
volving capital - improvements
not yet been determined.
fund , this means the city would
snowpack
in
Kalispell
Mont.,
.
plans to step up aid to the Saihave to borrow money to make Hearing on an alley vacation
OTHER TRANSFERS apgon government and for new and 8 inches of additional snow the advance payment.
asked by the Merchants Na- proved Monday night were .
in
the
western
Montana
and
measures against Communist
tional Bank will be Jan. 18,
• $7,300 from the sewer opON THE OTHER hand, he the City Council ruled Monday
infiltration. But these were con- northern Idaho Rockies were on
erating
fund to the sewer bond
the way.
said, if the work had been fin- night.
tingent on the existence of a
flunking fund, to be invested in
assessments
schedule,
ished
on
stable South Vietnamese reSome 600 residents in the
been made. The bank , which hopes to federal savings certificates.
gime.
summer resort town of Weott, would now have coming in be- build three drive-in teller lanes This is a. permanent transfer .
be
Money
would
Calif., 50 miles south of Eureka ,
America off icial * said that fled their homes as the
cause many residents like to astride the present alley open• $1, 000 from the water opEel Rivsince the military dissolution er rose toward a record crest. pay their obligations almost im- ing on Lafayette Street, offered erating fund to the water bond
sinking fund, to be invested in
Sunday of the High National The community was under five mediately, he said. Under the a s u b stitute
^
^
,
the
he
noted,
In
re*
outlet.
circumstances
-,.
federal savings certificates.
Council, South Viet Nam 's pro- feet of water. Weather Bureau
Permanent.
tlty
visional legislature , a stable officials predicted the river city likely will have to pay in- turn for vagovernment has not existed and would reach 27 feet , nearly 10 terest to allot the contractor 's cation of the
• $500 from the water operatadvance.
west
82
feet
/•
ing
fund to the liquor fund.
l
lanning
talks
are
indefinitely
^..--J
p
feet above flood level. That
Scharmer said vandalism has of the east- j lOUnCll
Permanent.
in abeyance.
mark was reached in the disasheavy that some con- west a l l e y ,
In addition, the council made
The talks will resume only if trous floods in northern Califor- been so
crete sections had to be refin- the bank offered a permanent permanent a temporary transthe young generals who carried nia in 1»55.
ished as many as six times. easement to the city for a 22,000 from the liquor
out the purge capitulate to the
The Humboldt County sher- This caused much delay, he foot north-south alley opening fer of £2
fund to the general fund made
extent of creating some kind of iff 's office , which reported the said , in addition to the fact that
in March of 1963.
legislature with real authority, evacuations, also said 400 resi- he did not receive his contract on 2nd Street.
Ehmcke was instructed to
the Americans said.
dents fled their homes in until a week or more after it Present bank plans call for
razing all buildings of the re- write to the state to find out
Secret meetings were being Pepperwood and about 300 per- had been let in July.
cently purchased Winona Heat- why the village did not receive
held in Saigon, with generals, sons were removed from Myers
ALL INSTALLATION work ing & Ventilating Co. property 1962 state aid for the volunteer
civilian leaders and U.S. Em- Plat. Phillipsville, a town of 150
bassy representatives hurrying residents south of Myers Flat , has been finished, he said, arad which flanks the alley on the fire department.
therefore should be formally ac- north, opposite the bank's rear
from one office to another.
was isolated.
THE COUNCIL approved paycepted by the city engineer. wall. The land will be used
American officials we re disIn other parts of the West, Touch-ups of sidewalks damag- largely for an expanded cus- ment of monthly bills and
couraged at the military return
vandals still must be
granting of licenses and perto the political arena. Officials record-breaking snowfalls piled ed by he said, but this will be tomer parking lot.
done,
up
in
the
northern
plateau
remits. It instructed Ehmcke,
in Washington pointed out that
done as soon as possible, as
gion.
Heavy
snows
fell
in
north, to inform Russel
however
j
South Viet Nam earlier this
required by the contract. Some
Hoffman that he needs a liyear had nine months of mili- ern Idaho and western Montana. urgent work on a Mankato Avecense for the coin-operated
tary rule—under Khanh—and Schools in many areas were nue subcontract also interfered,
phonograph at the Music Bar.
that political support did not closed.
Lighter snow spread eastward he said;
Joseph Trochta, fire chief ,
rally behind it.
More
than
$75
damage
retheir
conOther aldermen said
across the northern tier of stituents were dissatisfied, Aid. sulted when a Goodview woman told the council that the anU.S. officials were reported states into the Great Lakes resaid household- backed into a parked pickup nual fire department meeting
seeking restoration of the High gion , with light snow in sections Clarence Tribell been
approach- truck Monday at 11 a . m. in ' would be held Jan. 30. Its usual
National Council , the provision- of the northern Atlantic Coast. ers should have before concrete Goodview.
annual meeting date is Jan. 6,
ed
by
workmen
v
al civilian legislature which the Light rain , dri7zle and fog
4240
8th
Mrs.
Matilda
Haves,
but
that is the night the counSome of them
Young Turks deposed Sunday, dampened areas in the South- work started. than
the contract St., told sheriff's officers that cil will be opening bids on the
wanted more
or establishment of a similar east.
minimum and would have paid she didn't realize the pickup liquor store bond issue.
body to give some sort of politiIn Ketchum , Idaho, 42 inches for it , he said.
was parked in her path when
cal basis to the government of of snow accumulated and conshe
began backing. The truck
that
such
replied
Scharmer
Premier Tran Van Huong.
tinued to fall. The area, near contacts were made in many was parked in front of its ownBefore the purge Sunday, the Sun Valley, may be in the midst cases, that property owners fre- er 's home at 4010 7th St., Goodcouncil's active membership of a record snowfall , state offi- quently refused to authorize view.
had dropped from 17 to 9. The cials said.
Ed Borkowski estimated close
extra work , then were sorry
Young Turks arrested most of
to $100 damage to the right
finished
were
when
the
repairs
Snow
closed
most schools in
the nine as well as a number of
front fender of his truck. There
the area. Lesser amounts of and irregularities appeared.
other civilian politicians.
was no damage to the Kawes
Police reported today a breakALD . HAROLD Thiewes said car.
The young generals have ex- snow covered most of southern
in
Monday at the home of Mrs.
¦
Idaho.
,
278
a constituent, Richard Renk
pressed "continued confidence "
Av
M. King, 264 W. Mark St.,
High winds, heavy rain and E. 5th St., had threatened to ELEVA-STRUM GRADUATES
in the civilian chief of state ,
apparently netted tha
which
blizzards
struck
eastern
Wash.
Renk
charged
poor
sue the city
Plian Khac Suu , Premier Huong
thief
$4
to $5.
ELEVA-STRUM,
SevWis.
and Huong 's Cabinet. These of- ington. A record snowfall of 22 workmanship, inadequately supMrs . King called police Monen
vho
graduated
from
Central
inches
lack
of
proper
closed
airports
and
Eorted forms and
ficials apparently were still
5:47 p. m. to report the
schools at Yakima in the central
arricades to prevent vandalism High School last May are stu- day at while
functioning today.
she was away
section.
in connection with work at his dents at Eau Claire State Uni- break-in
Monday between
from
the
house
The military leaders appearversity, two are at River Falls
Since a cold wave struck a residence.
and 2:30 p.m. She said
ed divided into three main fac- week ago, 14 persons have been
Aid . Neil Sawyer asked if the State University, one is at 12:45 the
thief had ransacked
that
tions.
killed in Washington. They in- "satisfactory " portions could be Platteville State University , two drawers in her home and taken
One was the Young Turks, cluded two in sledding acci- assessed now and the damaged at Luther School of Nursing, a bank containing the money.
who are pressing for forced re- dents, and a woman who suffo- ones later , after they are repair- Eau Claire , one at De Vry InHowever , when police investicated when she fell into a snow- ed . City Engineer James Baird stitute , one at Minnesota School gated they found that Mrs. King
tirement of all older generals.
possible;
Baird
said this is not
Another was the older officers bank.
of Business, Minneapolis, one at had straightened up the mess
estimated that about 5 percent
and their supporters.
Four-foot drifts closed Inter- of walks were damaged by van- Lut heran Bible Institute, Minne- left by the thief before calling
Somewhere in the middle was state 90, a main highway,
be- dals , most of whom were chil- apolis, and fi ve at vocational them. Tlie incident is under ina small faction headed by tween Moses Lake and George.
school, Eau Claire,
vestigation .
dren.
K hanh , who appeared to be un- A Cascade
Mountain
pass,
Scharmer said he had many
der heavy pressure from both Cayuse
, was closed by snow p hotos of adult-size footprints
sides but to be acting more or slides,
Heavy snow warnings which were deliberately and
less as a captive of the Young were issued
for northeastern maliciously impressed in fresh
Turks.
Washington and northern Idaho. concrete sections , In one case,
Intelligence sources reported
The state fish hatchery on the he said, an entire football te am
ttaat the Communist Viet Cong
Klickitat River near Glendale had jumped over protective
might make a large attack on
and run across a
Saigon Airport Christmas Eve is isolated by 73 inches of snow. barricades
Ten adults and eight children newly poured section of walk .
or Christmas Day.
are stranded there.
Two northwestern California Bend , 2.87 inches In Eugene and
The sources said three battalions of guerrillas—about 1 ,000 towns with a total population of 2.111 in Brookings.
U.S. 101 . the main north-south
men—hnd massed near the air- 2,500 were evacuated Monday
port with the object of laying when the rain-swollen Eel River West Coast highway, was closed
down a mortar barrage at least. reached flood stage. The resi- by a flood between Piercy and
Communist mortars destroyed dents of Weott and Myers Flat Gnrberville.
Portions of the Northwest conor damaged 27 Americnn planes were taken to neighboring com\AMt*AAMMV*StSMnAA0S*t*0%AAIV*MA**V*StW*AAIV
munities in the area 220 miles tinued to labor out from under
at Bien lion Airport Nov. 1.
north of San Francisco .
cold and snow which laid siege
lo the area last week .
FIR K CALLS
The Weather Bureau nalrl
A new storm moved Into westheavy rainfall would push the
Monday
river
ov
er
its
bank
s
at
22
feet.
ern
tyontana , dumping four
ft MB p.m.-175 \V. Mark St. ,
Some 50 families in the John- inches of snow in six hours in
Indianlieod oil truck , driver
tried to thaw frozen valve with son Creek area of suburban Missoula and Kalispell. R»in
burning rags, fire went up side southeast Portland were evacu- followed in some areas and the
of truck , out on arrival of fire- ated from (heir homes Monday mixture caused snowslides on
night as the creek rose 4Vi feet the Montana-Idaho border at
men.
Lost Trail Pass .
B:47 p.m. -- Front and Laird above flood stage.
Temperatures ranged from -5
From 4 p.m. Sunday to 4 p.m.
streets, Northern States Power
Monday,
at
Cut Bank , Mont., to Bl at
the
rainfall
on
the
OreCo., small amount of coal burning outdoors , dispersed burning gon coast was 3.11 Inches In Fort Myers in southwestern
Newport
Inches in¦
North Florida.
coals in snow to put out.
¦
¦ , 2.08¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
ORDCR TODAY FROM T6«»BLWW
Today
11:05 a.m. -- 54 Fairfax St.,
Every 4 .*<•*• •om«m«k*abMfor ftM
ITS NUT
" ^ ™"
Oliver Wick residence, overheatCan't woefc, probably no payd>*cM "r«red coal furnace , fire out on ard»«d«
r1w" cw poy yoM an *W »*O«»CY *»«««•
TOO LATE
..__, . «fc«n yo«j can't work bacatM of Mnaw or
r ival.
¦
¦m m IEl ! oeddwit. Aha halp« pay for your madia*,
(Eatt f«d Coal t Fuel Co )
doctor, toapHal co»t»l
PROGRAM AT l.KWTSTON
Call Ut For "PERSONAL AUTOMATIC CARE"
Get hchtocfayf
LEWISTON , Minn. -St. Paul' s
United Church of Christ will
» KEEP CULL SERVICE
•> BUDGET PUN
present its child ren 's Christmas
GUARANTIED
PRICE
•
• BURNER SERVICE
program at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday. A Communion service will
J
1710 W. Wabathft
b>e at 9::t0 a.m. Christmas Day.
AUITUAl
OF
O/AAHA
MUtANCl
COMr
AHT
Phon* Mil
A reception will be held (or new
MOW! Of ft« < OMAHA. NBUASKAx
f
members Sunday.
ing points were above the zero

mark.

i

The City Council Monday
night voted partial payment of
its 1964 sidewalk contract and
ordered assessments prepared
for public hearings.
The hearings probably will b*
held in February.
Appearing at the meeting was
the contractor , Ralph Scharmer,
who will receive a $20 ,000 first
estimate on the $39 ,788 contract .

Hearing Jan. IS
On Alley Vacation

GENERAL

________

Woman Backs Into
Truck, Damage $75

Daytime Thief
Gets $4 to $5

ARE YOU GETTING
All tht H«»t You Should From

YOUR FUEL?

Does Your Burnor Perform
PROPERLYand SATISFACTORILY?
Lit Us Help You With
All Your Heating Problems

mmmmmmmBURN

I

JOSWICK 'S
FUEL t OIL CO.
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James Garry

I
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Cotter, Lourdes Meet at St. Stan's Ton ig ht

By GARY EVANS
Dally News Sports Editor
Is Rochester Lourdes the team destiny
has marked to replace Winona Cotter as
Catholic Region Six kdngpin?
It is a saie bet the question won't be
answered to tbe fullest extent at St. Stan's
gym tonight, but the result of the LourdesCotter clash scheduled -for 8 o'clock will serve
as a conversation piece until the regional
tournament.
An Eagle observer says Coach Gene
Biewen feels he has aLI the horses needed to
roll his team into the Minneapolis Armorynew site for the state tournament this year

—to wind up the campaign .
Mot all residents of the Mayo City are
as convinced , however.
As one informant says: "Gene thinks he
has the club , hut I don't know."
The Eagles, an all-veteran team , have
compiled a 4-3 record to this point on the
season. Cotter , after a personnel switch and a
change in defensive tactics , came on strong
to defeat St . Paul Hill 65-57 and push its
recor d above .500 at 3-2.
Tonight each team will be trying to capture a victory to serve as a stepping stone
to a Cotter invitational Tournament championship. Lourdes and Cotter will be in action
at Winon a State 's Memorial Hall Monday and

Tuesday in the second annual event.
The Ramblers scrap with Minneapolis
Minnehaha Academy at 7 p.m. Monday with
Lourdes tackling De LaSalle of Minneapolis
at 9 o'clock. The winners meet at 9 p.m.
Tuesday following a consolation game .
Cotter is expected to make one switch in
its starting lineup. Chuck Kulas , 5-11 junior
who rescued the Ramblers by jamming home
nine straight points in the fourth quarter
Saturday night , is expected to team with Bill
Browne at forward.
Running at guards will be captain John
Nett Jr. and Bob Allaire . Dan Pelowski , 6-3
senior , will move into the pivot position .
The Ramblers , who drilled Monday morn-

ing, came up with an injury th at is expected
to keep 6-0 junior guard Jim Holmay out of
action tonight . Holmay, a top reserve, sprainfed sn &nkl6.
Meanwhile, Biewen will counter with a
starting quintet made up of four lettermen
and one non letterwinner who did see varsity
action a year ago.
Opening at the forwards will be leadingscorer Dexter Riesch , 6-3 senior, and Larry
Koshire, 6-2 senior and the only member who
didn 't letter. The center is Jim Reardon , 6-2
senior , and the guards will be 5-10 senior Jim
Galuska and 6-1 senior Joe Lindberg.
The game will be preceded by a "B'
squad contest scheduled for a 6:15 p.m. start.

SMASH NO TRE DAME BY 707-8/ FOR SE VENTH WIN

Hot-Shooting Hoosiers Win Take 8th Spot
Gophers Climb to 3rd ,
Michigan Regains First
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Michigan's mighty "Wolverines, bounced out of the No. 1
spot last week, bounced right
back in again.
The Wolverines, who beat
Wichita 87-85 in their only outing last week, were named first
on 28 of the 42 ballots cast by a
national panel of sports writers
and regained the top spot
among the nation's collegiate
basketball teams today.

vote, nine for second, eight for
third , and so on. Wichita , which
had replaced Michigan as No. 1
in last -week's poll, slipped back
to second with five first-place
voles and 317 points.
There was a general shuffling
of the top ten, with only sixthranked Duke remaining in the
same position.
Unbeaten
Minnesota
and
once-beaten UCLA and St. Louis
all moved up one spot, to third ,
fourth and ninth, respectively.
Michigan polled 387 po>ints on San Francisco, unbeaten at 5-0,
the basis of 10 for a first-place slipped two spots to fifth while
three newcomers—Illinois, Indiana and Davidson — moved into

NCAA Awards
Post-Graduate
Scholarships

The top ten, with first-place
votes in parentheses, and
points :
1. Michigan (28) . . . 387
2. Wichita (5)
317

3.
4.
5.
6.
)
KANSAS CITY (AP — The
7.
NCAA awarded post-graduate
8.
scholarships worth $1,00C each
today to 22 players who are also
9.
standout scholars. The new pro- 10.
gram is financed by football
television fees.
Each candidate qualified by
maintaining a minimum 3.0, or
straight TJ grade avera ge and
by showing outstanding talents
in football. Both requirements
were rated equally.

Minnesota (4) . . .
UCLA
San Francisco (2)
Duke
Illinois
Indiana
St. Louis
Davidson (1) . . . .

263
231
228
161
129
118
104
68

the top ten replacing St. John's,
N.Y., Kentucky and Vanderbilt .
Michigan, like Wichita , now
has a 5-1 record. The Wheatshockers rebounded from their
loss to Michigan with a 71-60
victory over Drake in their only
other outing.
Minnesota, unbeaten in five
straight, moved up a notch on
the strength of a convincing 88-69
romp over a good Utah State
team while two other Big Ten
schools — Illinois and Indiana
— also made the select list.

Eleven scholarships went to
university division, or major
college players. One alternate
was selected in. each division, in
case one of the winners in his
division is unable to accept.
A. D. Kirwan of Kentucky,
chairman of the NCAA committee on post-graduate scholarships,
announced the
22
Illinois, now 6-1, won Kenwinners. Be added that 10 more tucky 's invitational tourney last
scholarships will be given to week, beating the hosts 91-86 in
basketball scholar-athletes .
The major college winners
were John Kelly of Brown, Pat
Donnelly of Navy, Tom Bell of
Clemson, Arnold Chonko of Ohio
State, Ron Oelschlager of Kansas, Mike Kennedy of Baylor ,
Ed Fausti of Air Force Academy, Bill Douglas of Washington , Jim Ellis of Texas Tech ,
Russell Mowrer of Colorado
State and Bill Eastlake of Xavi- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
er , Ohio.
The New York Giants have
College division winners were beaten their crosstowx rivals .
Jerry Jones of 'Williams , David the New York Jets, for the secVv'ion of Allegheny, Frank Stub- ond time in pro football's signblefield of University of the ing derby.
The Nationa l Leagu e Giants
South , Sherman Riemenschneider of Hiram , Larry White of announced the signing of Frank
Momingside, Leon Hardy of Lambert , the Mississippi punter
Texas Southern , Gene Carlson who led the nation 's iriaj or colof Montana State College, Rob- lege kickers with a 44. 1 average
ert Jones of Redslands , Steven this season.
Lambert was the Giants ' fifth
Ingram of Bowdoin, Steven
Miller of Cornell , Iowa , and draft pick and was selected No .
10 by the Jets in the American
Phillip Steans of Ripon.
The NCAA receives four per League draft . Earlier , the
cent of the football television Giants had signed Pitt lineback rights fe-es and this was used to er Ray Popp, who was drafted
start the post-gTaduate scholar- by bot h New York teams as a
future last yea r.
ship program.
Green Bay signed its thir ddraft pick , Allen Brown , a
Write rs W ant Return round
tight end fro m M ississi ppi .
Of Free Substitution Brown . 6-foot-4 and 23(> also was
a third-round choice of the San
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Diego Chargers in the AFL
Almost anything the college draft
football players can -do, the
professionals can do better. And
tin s applies, too, to th« rules- Butkus Picked Best
makers in the opinion of the Lineman Once More
majority of the writers and
broadcasters pa rticipating in an By THK ASSOCIATED PRESS
Associated Pres s poll,
Hick Butkus , the 6-foot-4 , a")f»The return of free substitution pound linehacker from Illinoi s
and of the goal posts to the goal who won All-America honors for
line , the latter to stimulate ad- the second straight year , wns
ditional field - goal attempts , named the outstanding lineman
placed highest on the lis t of aug- of the ISM college football seaResed rule changes for the 1965 son in the annual Associated
college campaign. Both: regula- Press pol l .
tions are in force in professional
The Illini star , recently signed
football.
by the Chicago Bears of the National Football league , collected 53 voles in the balloting by
125 writers and broadcasters ,
Steve Deling, All-America linehacker from Tennessee , was
• REPAIRS
second with 1% votes , followe-d
by Jack Snow . Nntr « Dame 's
• PARTS
stellar end , with nine.

Giants Beat Jets
In Signing War,
Ink Top Punier

the title game and gained the
No. 7 spot, while Indiana , unbeaten in seven starts , took over
No. 8.
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TO NAIA TEAM

Kremer Selected
Honorable Mention

KANSAS CITY (AP) — Two
Minnesotans today were named
to the first team on the National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics' 22-man All-America
squad.
They are Dave Heide, Concordia College's bruising 213pound junior fullback , and Rich
Froehle, St. John's 215-pound senior fullback who was picked on
the NAIA All-America as a linebacker.
Heide gained 1,240 yards in
leading the Cobbers to a 10-0-1
season .
Also picked to the first team
was quarterback Jim Van Gorden of Eau Claire, Wis., State,
a 193-pound senior.
Named to the second team on
offense were Robert Sundberg,
Minot , N.D. , State guard ; Ken
Hoogenson, Morningside end;
and Jerry Schweiger , Superior,
Wis., State tackle.
Picked on the second defensive team was Willie Todd , Huron. S.D.. halfback .
The honorable mention list included :
Ends — Paul Brynteson , Concordia ; Hardy Reyerson, St.
John 's; Dick Rohloff , Gustavus
Adolphus; Dean Hoglund , Minnesota - Duluth ; Dean Wink
Yankton , S.D.; Gerry Gendron ,
Eau Claire, Wis.
Tackles — Boh Warsynicl,
Augsburg; Dave Kos . St. Thomas: Don Gerhardt. Concordia:

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
bounce
Basketballs don't
much back hom e in Indiana.
They're too busy dropping
through the hoop.
Indiana's unbeaten Hoosiers
parlayed the deadly outside
shotting of Tom VanArsdale
and Al Harden into a 107-81 rout
of upstate neighbor Notre Dame
at Fort Wayne Monday night. It
was the seventh victory for the
Big Ten darkhorses, whose 93.6points-per-game pace has carried them into eighth place in
The Associated Press national
ratings.

VanArsdale, one of the Hoosiers' 6-foot-5 twin-brother tandem , potted nine of 12 shots
from the floor and took game
scoring honors with 21 points.
Harden came off the bench midway through the first half and
hit six of seven field-goal attempts, turning the contest into
a runaway.
Indiana shot just under .500
from the field and missed only
two of 27 free throws in handing
the Irish their third straight setback .
Another Hoosier hotshot , Purdue 's Dave Schellhase, connected on 16 of 26 shots and nine
of 11 free flips , pulling the Boilermakers from a 20-point deficit
to a 79-73 decision over Ohio U.
at Lafayette, Ind. Schellhase
baggc 28 points in the second
half as Purdue ran its season
mark to 5-1.

Providence and Utah extended their winning streaks to seven but Morehead's 89-82 loss to
Murray State in the first round
of the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament at Louisville cut
the major college unbeaten list
to 10 teams.
Sophomore Dexter Westbrook
JEFF KREMER
scored
18 points and snared 15
More Honors
rebounds , leading Providence
Jim Teff , LaCrosse, Wis.; Lance past visiting Bowling Green 7865. Utah edged Santa Clara 87-83
Royer, Superior, Wis .
at Salt Lake City behind the
Guards arid linebackers — Ball-hawking and 20-point scorPaul Labinski , St. John's; Rus- ing of 5-foot-ll Granville Nash .
sell Larson , Robert Braun and
St. John 's of New York, which
Bob Windel , Concordia; Doug
Gladen , Northern , S.D.; Gene dropped out of the top ten as a
McKay, South Dakot a Tech.
result of last Tuesday 's 71-56
Quarterback s — Bob Mick , loss to St. Joseph' s, Pa., bowed
Concordia; Larry White , M orn- by the same score to Kansas'
ingside.
touring Jayhawks. The JayHalfbacks — Dick LeBeau , hawks' grudging zone defense
Duluth : JEFF KREMER, Wi- and 6-foot-ll Walte Wesley 's 36
nona ; Jim Rose, La Crosse; Ray points knocked off the Redmen
Cheyka , Eau Claire.
for the second time in six starts.

R0BB BROS.

Motorcycle Shop
S7J E, 4th S t

Phonea 4007

SIGN I TAII I'M)
PITTSBUnnH ( A P ) - Tlip
. Pitt sburgh Steelers announced
today they have received «
I signed contra ct from Hoy Jef .
j ferson . Utah' s flashy passI catching end.

A N N E X LOO KING
FOR GAMES
The Williams Annex entry In the city basketball
league is looking for additional games.
Anyone
interested
in
meeting the Innkeepers is
asked to contact Jim Bnswell.

DETROIT CAP) — Coa ch
George Wilson survived a Detroit Lions house-cleaning Monday, but his st aff of five assistants didn't.
William Clay Ford , the Ford

Basketball
Scores
COLLEGE
EAST
Kansas 71, SI. John's St.
Providence 71, ftowllrtg Green it.
Georgetown V, Columbia tS.
SOUTH
Alabama M, Richmond 70.
Florida 71, No. Carolina 54.
Seattle If, Memphis St. 77.
Ga. Tech »1, Wm. * Mary 71.
Auburn 10, Ga. Southern M.
MIDWEST
Indiana 107, Notre Dame SI.
Purdue 7», Ohio U. 73.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee U, Central Mlchl
gan 74.
Iowa ic«, North Dakota *S.
Iowa Central it, Orthaga S*.
Bradley 17, CalHornla M.
Cincinnati ??, Denver e4.
Butler l«, Tulane 47.
Toledo U, Goniaga II.
SOUTHWEST
Texas Tech S5, Colorado S3
Texas *], Howard Payne 74.
Centenary 14, TCU 75.
FAR WEST
Utah SI. It, San Jose St. 71.
Utah 17, Santa Clara 13.
Kansas State 92, Oregon SI.
Wyoming 104, Idaho State 44.
Fresno State *l r Nevada »f.
OHIO VALLEV TOURNAMENT
Weil. Ky. 100, Middle Tenn. H.
East . Ky. 100, Austin Peay II.
Tenn. Tech 77. East Tenn. St.
Murray If, Morehead II,

Baudette Residents Build Arena

BAUDETTE. Minn. (AP ) The warm - hearted sports lovers in this northern Minnesota
town are seeing to it that the
hockey program won 't be out in
the cold much longer .
With muscles and money.
Warroad residents are building
a huge hockey arena. Shaped

like an overgrown qucmset, the inch-thick wood sheathing has
do-it-yourself buil ding measures been nailed on , but not all.
112 by 224 feet.
Even in its unfinished state ,
the structure provides considerEven thoiiRh the structure Is abl e protection from the winter
far from completed , it wil l be elements. Temporary bleachers ,
used this winter for high schoo l seating 800 persons and owned
and yout h hockey. The roof is by the school , will be installed
in place , but not shingled. Some for hockey fans.

_. .—

DO-IT-YO fRSKLF ARKN A . . . Victor
Humeniuk. Baudette , M inn., postmaster
and head of I he Area Arena Association ,
stands near the II? by 2i!4 font hockey arena
being built with donated labor and contributed funds. Lumber used in the building was

, . . . _-
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logged from popple and spruce trees growing
in the a j ew. Fifteen rafters like the one
shown here were hu ilt at the site by volunteer workers Th* arena is being used lhi.<i
w inter but won ' t l»e comp leted until next year.
(AP Photofax )

ACTION . . . Nebraska 's Jerry Spears (b/ ) ana urnornia 's Dan Wolthers (31) stretch for a rebound in the free
throw circle Monday night in a basketball game won by Nebraska 87-80. Wolthers led Golden Bears * scorers with 21
points. The same teams clash tonight in the second game of
a two-game set. (AP Photofax)
.

Wilson Survives/ But Five
Detroit Assistants Fired

NO MORE COLD TOES OR FINGERS

MOTORCYCLE
• SERVIC E

Bradley, nudged from the unbeaten ranks last Saturday
night by St. Louis, rebounded
against Oklahoma 83-75 at
Peoria , 111. Eddie Jackson
paced the Braves, now 6-1, with
22 points .

The project is expected to be
completed next, year with shingling and final enclosure . The arena will serve about 80 boys who
play hockey in school or in the
youth program run by the Baudette Veterans of Foreign Wars ,
the village and school system.
The building will also be open
to all skaters when hockey
games or pract ices are not in
session.

The arena is one home talent
project which started from the
ground up. Even the 15 massive
curved rafters -were home grown
and fabricated. Popple and
spruce trees were logged in the
area last summer , and were
sawed into about 90,000 boa rd
feet of lumber . Thus far , less
than $.'!(W has been spent on
processed lumber ,
About five tons of nails had to
be purchased . The shingles will
cost about $3,5<10.
Io buy such products , the
Raudctt c Area Arena Association headed by Postmaster Vic tor Humeniuk undertook a fund
drive , The group estimated the
materials cost at $15,000.
A partial collection of about
$0 ,500 of the $11 ,000 In pledges
hus kept pace with project
needs. Portions of individual
pledges are collected as the
need for money develops.
An estimated 7,000 man-hour *
of volunteer labor have gone into the buil ding already.
The vlllnge government ran a
four-inc h ynter line to the site
at the edge of town.
The women of Baudette ha ve
done their pa rt too , with the
Baudett e Area Arena Ladies
promo! ing dozens of projects Including food si nnds and the sale
of booster butCoris.
"we have h n<l wonderful ci>
operatio n from evervone con
cerned , " said Humeniuk.

Motor Co. executive who purchased the Lions for $6 million
last January , said at a news WINHAWKS SWIM
conference that Wilson's con- TEAMS WORKING
tract had been extended "for an
Coach Lloyd Luke's Winindefinite period."
Ford said Wilson and General ona High swimming teams
Manager Edwin J. Anderson are holding workouts daring
jointly agreed to fire assistant the holiday break.
Coaches Aldo Forte, Don Doll,
The "C" squad is drilling
Bob Nussbaumer , Les BLnga- at 9:30 a.m. with the "B"
man and Sonny Grandelius.
squad at 10:30 and the var*
In confirmed earlier reports ! sity at 1 p.m.
that Nussbaumer, Bingaman
and Doll had been fired , but
scotched speculation that Wilson
also was on the way out.
There was speculation that
because Ford no longer had
confidence in the men Wilson
had hired,, he no longer had
confidence in Wilson, and was
trying to force his head coach to
resign.
"No, I wasn't trying to get
George to quit ," said Ford. "I Bob Wieczorek and Carol Fenthink he's a good head coach ske teamed to win the Hamms
and that's what I want him to Mixed Doubles Tournament held
do. I felt these guys should go at Westgat* Bowl last weekend.
and he went along with it."
. The duo posted 1,243 to top
Wilson would not comment on Ray Busack and Jill Schuminwhy lie agreed to fire his assist- ski , who finished second with 1,ants, including long-time aides 155, Bill McCasand and Hopo
Forte, Bingaman and Nuss- Dennis tied for third with Gene
baumer.
Sobeck and Shirley Gehlhaart
"The point is that I want with 1,146s ,
coaching and not conversation ," Carol Fenske led
the women
explained Ford. "To suggest with 225—551 while Bernard
that some complaining player Thu'cke smashed
232 and Gene
had anything to do with it is riSobeck 222-202-182—606 .
diculous. I'm not going to have
Other 5O0s came from Jill
the players running my club."
Ford added that Wilson would Schuminski with 539, Helen Nelhave a free hand in hiring a new son 526, Doris Bay 516 , Yvonne
Carpenter 509, Larry Donahue
staff.
Reaction of the fired coaches 504, Irlene Trimmer 502 and
ranged from surprise to silence. Phyllis Thurley with 501.
HAMM'S MIXED DOUBLE!
"It came as kind of a jolt ,"
TOURNAMENT
said Grandelius, who learned of
Wettgale Bow l
his ouster while watching televi- 1. Bob Wleciore
k «
sion in his native Muskegon ,
Carol Frnike
u«i
1.
Riy
Busack
a
Mich . "I have the greatest reJill Sctiumlnshl
.
...
1IJJ
spect for Mr, Ford , the Lions I. Bill McCmand
*
Hope Ornnij Hit)
organization and Wilson. "
\y ti

Wieczorek and
Fenske Win
Mixed Doubles

4 . Gene Sobeck »

Shirley Odhlhmrt (lie)
U4»
Doll , who heard a news leak t. Fred
Thurley a,
of the firings- while watching a
Phyllli Thurley
mi
Steckowlt i 4
televised football game Sunday , t. Bob
Mary Dcugtai
HJJ
wryly said: "Merry Christmas !
"I can 't understand it ," he
added. "You'd think they at
least would have the courtesy to
tell us first, "
Nussbaumer , a 12-year v eteran oi the coaching staff , said:
"I can 't think of any reason for
it. "
HI STATE
Bingaman declined comment
w 1.
w t
] 0 Rolllnation a
Lima S . H
and Forte was not available.
1 1
Wana iha 5.F. J a Hokih S e
The five men have another Onalaika L. 1 ft Caledonia i.. 1a 4 |
year to go on their contracts at
salaries in the $12,000 to $15,000 The Winona Sunday News
listed Lima Sacred Heart
ranee.
Wabasha St . Felix and OnnWilson, who ha« a year to go Inskn I, til her «s lied f or f \
ni
on a three-year contract calling place in the Bi- Stnl n Conferfor a reported $47,000, plans to en ce with 2-0 record s
negotiate a new pact with Ford. Lima le;ids t he Yollow| nrkWilson became head coach in ets and Luther by « half
name
1957 when Buddy Parker quit with a .1-0 record.
suddenly. The Lions won the
National Football League title
that year and have finished second in three other years under
Wilson. They were fourth this
year with a 7-5-2 record.

Lima Leading
Bi-State Loop

Late Surge Helps
Lakers Top St. Louis
By THK ASSOCIATE,!) PRK8K
A blistering pace In the final
quarter catapulted the Los Angeles Lakers into a two-game
lean! over idle St. I xnils in the
National Basketball Association 's Western Division race.
The Lakers whipped the New
York Knlcks 125-113 at Los Angeles in the only game p layed
Monday night.
Elgin Baylor topped the Inkers with 40 point *, his highest
scoring output of the season.

KING ^
EDWARD''

Judge Releases Driver Dumps
Wreckage
of
Load of Rubble
Parole Agent On Sidewalk
Ship Found,
In Houston Co.

• JtfllF'' w

'llifiSPORTS

PERHAPS SOME OF YOU heard Paul Harvej Saturday
noon . He read a letter fro>m a lad by the name ' of Clifton
Cushman — a lad who tried and failed. But Cushrnan wasn 't
feeling sorry for himself - he was feeling sorry for YOU!
It was a couple of weeks ago that Vic Gislasen , Winona
High School athletic director , passed the message along to us .
Before we let Cliff take over , may we tell you he is an
Air Force lieutenant , a former Kans-as University and Olympic
track star who calls Grand Forks, N.D., his home .
He won second in the 400-meter hurdles in the I960 Olympic dames at Rome. He failed to qualify for the 1864 Tokyo
Games when he stumbled on a h urdle in the Los Angeles
trials.
Recently he wrote the following letter to a Grand Forks
newspaper , challenging the youngslers of that community to
strive to do their best :
"Don't feel sorry for me. I feel sorry for some of you!
You may have seen the U.S . Olympi c Trials on television Sept.
13. If so, you watched me hit the fifth hurdle , fall and lie on
the track in an inglorious heap of skinned elbows , bruised
hips , torn knees, and injured pride, unsuccessful in my attempt to m ake the Olympic team for the second time. In a
split second all the many years of training, pain , sweat,
blisters and agony of running were simply and irrevocably
wi ped out . But I tried! I would mucin rather fail knowing I had
put forth an honest effort than never to have tried at all.
"This is not to say that every one is capable of making
the Olympic Team . However , each of you is capable of
trying to make your own personal 'Olympic Team ,' whether
it be the hi gh school football team , the glee club, the honor
roll , or whatever your goa l may be . Unless your reach exceed s you r grasp, how can you be sure what you can attain?
And don 't you think there are things better than cigarettes ,
hot-rod cars, school dropouts , excessive rnake-up, and duoktail grease-cuts?
"Over IS years ago I saw a star—first place in the Olympic
Games. I literally started to run after it. In 1960 I came within
three yards of grabbing it; this year I stumbled , fell and
watched it recede four more years away. Certainly I was
very disappointed in falling flat on my face. However , there
Is nothing I can do about it now but get up, pick the cinders
from my wounds , and take one more step followed by one
more and one more , until the steps turn into miles and the
miles into success.
"I know I may never make it. The odds are against me
but I have something in my favor—desire and faith. Romans
5:3-5 has always had an insp irational meaning to me in this
regard. '. . . we rejoice in our sufferings , knowing that suffering produces endurance , and endu rance produces character ,
and character produces hope , and hope does not disappoint
us . .- '.' At least I am going to try.
"How about you? Would a little extra effort on your part
bring up your grade average? Would you have a better chance
to make the football team if you stayed an extra 15 minutes
after practice and worked on your blocking?
"Let me tell you something about yourselves. You are
taller and heavier than any past generation in this country.
You are spending more money, en joying more freedom , and
driving more cars than ever before , yet many of you are
very unhappy. Some of you have never known the satisfaction
of doing your best in sports, the joy of excelling in class ,
the wonderful feeling of completing a job , any job , and looking
back on it knowing that you have done your best.
"I dare you to have your hair cut and not wilt under the
comments of your so-called friends. I dare you to clean up
your language. I dare you to honor your mother and father.
I da re you to go to church without having to be compelled to
go by your parents. I dare you to unselfishly help someone
less fortunate than yourself and enjoy the wonderful feeling
that goes with it. I dare you to become physically fit . I dare
you to read a book that is not required in school. I dare you
to look up at the stars , not down at the mud , and set your
sights on ore of them that , up to now , you thought was unattainable , There is plenty of room at the top, but no room
for anyone to sit down .
"Who knows? You may be surprised at what you can achieve
with sincere effort . So get up, pick the cinders out of your
wounds and take one more step.
I dare you !
"Sincerely,
"Clifton E. Cushman "

•

•

•

THE SW.VU I Cil.'ESSRR 24 of 33 corrertly Friday and
Saturday mights to run his total percentage to .686 on 164
of 239. With handicaps , he slumps to 139 of 239 for .587.
He concludes his pre-Christmas prognosticating by saying :
Rochester Lourdes over COTT ER by 5. "The Ramblers
are coming, hut Lourdes will win the first meeting. "
Rochester over White Bear Lake by 4; Faribault over Kenyon by R; M ankato over Breckenridge by -3; Stewartville over
Grand Meadow by 4 , Harmony over Mabel by I I : Rushford
over Caledonia Loi ctt o hy IB; Alm.a over St , Felix by 5; Ellsworth over Mondovi bv 2; Mankato * over Moorhead hy fi.
TOP MOM-IV WINNER
CINCINNATI ( A P ) - Mickey
Wrig iht collected $:il ,f)20 in 10G4
to become the the top money
winner in the Ladies Profess ionnl <lolf Association for the
fourt h straight year.

the ftMil/ AWMS .
HEY MOM 1 NOW
l>JE 601

COLOR TELEVISION !
... IT ^ PURPLE 1.

TURN THAT OLD TV/
INTO G RE E N S T U F F !
SELL \T F/^T W \Tr4 A
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Columbia QB Is
Top S portsman

BOSTON (AP ) — Archie Robert s, record-shuttering quarterback on a mediocre Columbia
team , has been acclaimed nationally for his ski lls. Now he 'll
be honored for his football conduet as well.
The sen ior pie-medical student from llolyoke , Mass., has
been named lilth -winner of the
Swede Nelson Sportsmanship
Award. He'll be honored nl a
dinner Jim. it .
Roberts WHS selected from
ainon tf '10 candidates because he
"demonstrated a hiRh esteem
for the football code and exemplified sportsmanship to an outstiiin (Iing degree. " Arthur Harry , chairman of the selection
committee , empha sized R oberts
was picked not for a single act
ol sportsmnnshi p hut "for his
conduct on and off the gridiron
du ring his three vrai s of \ arsity
loialhiill. "

CALEDONIA , Minn , - Judge
Leo F. Murphy, retiring from
the 3rd District bench at the
end of the year , handled criminal and <:ivil matters in Houston County court Monday and
will return next Monday to
complete some cases on the fall
calendar.
William Von Arx , Caledonia
attorney , was released as probation agent for Malcolm Grossheim , Waukon , Iowa , who- in October pleaded guilty to forgery.
He was ordered to appear in
court Monday but failed to do
so, the cou rt was informed , because he is in jail in another
state. He was charged with
forging a check for $18.65 at
Caledonia Aug. 11.
AWARDS . . . Gary Baab (left ) , who
smashed a 299 game at West gate Bowl earlier this year , receives his American Bowling
Congress awards. Clarence Bell , Winona
Bowling Association secretary, fits the 299

patch to Baab's shirt while Mayor R. K. Ellings , Association president , exhibits the
mantle clock Baab chose. At right is Westgate owner-manage r Paul Gardner. (Daily
News Sports Photo- )

ISABELLE RQZEK 'S 589 TAKES SE VENTH

Wally 's Hammers 2 755
To Take Fifth on List

Santa Claus screeched his
sleigh to a stop in front o>f Westgate Bowl Monday night and
paid a call to the Pin Topp lers
League just in time to watch
a torrid bowling exhibition.
By the time the jolly old elf
headed his reindeer back toward the North Pole , the Wally ' s team had slid into fifth
place in team se ries with 2 ,755.

2,451 scratch figure to go with >j Shirley Squires also led the
l 324 pins handicap.
I| way in the Westgate Alley Gat! It w as a red hot night in the ers l oop with 191—526 to pace
circuit as Yvonne Carpenter , Nash ' s to 921-2.505.
came up with 225 for Lincoln
H AL-ROD LANES: City — Al
i Insurance and Helen Englerth 1¦ Smith's 234 helped Graham &
; 585 errorless.
McGuire clean up 1,026—2.924 .
j Other 500s came from : Elsie Luther Myhro registered 585 erDorsch 216—572, Yvonne Car- rorLes for Speed Wash and Carl
j penter 225—570, Irene Bronk jI Fischer 5R0 errorless.
'¦. 554, Marge Woravec 202—545,
WESTGATE BOWL: Conunn214—543, Irlene ;i
ALSO IN THE circuit, Isa- ; Leona Lubinski Doris Bay 523, \ nity — Quentin Schmitz rattled
Trimmer 540,
belle (Pat ) Rozek waxed 212— Les Xrage 208-521 , Bonnie ij 214—574 to lead Schlitz Beer
to 2,830 and within a game of
589 for Main Tavern to spurt \
Webster 520, Eleanore Stahl 511. I champion Sunbeam on the final
into
seventh
j
Sylvia Hassinger 509 errorless night of the first half. Schmidt's
place in the
and Betty Schoonover 506.
! Beer registered 1,026.
series department.
IN THE HAL-ROD VFW I! RED MEN S CLUB: MondayLeague , W a y n e Cunderson j nite — Henry Fegre ' s 183—534
Wally 's, l e d
smashed a 246 game for Bub's J hel ped Doerer 's to 924. Sunbeam
by 520 f r o m
Beer while John Pozanc was !\; totaled 2 ,649 .
Bonnie Webster
leading Blanche 's Tavern to
WINONA AC: Go-Getters and 509 error986—2 ,884 with his 587. Dick , Graham L McGuire slapped
less from SylSeeling pounded 560 errorless : 2.451 to nail dow n the fi rst-half
via Hassinger ,
for Bunke's .APCO .
: title while Ruth Kukowski was
smashed games
Eleanore Loshek was Winona ! battering 174 for E . B. 's Corner,
of 914, 922 and
Typewriter 's leading performer '. Betty Hardtke 438 for Circle G
918 in bombing
in the Westg-ate Ladies League I Ranch and Kramer Plurnberetts
Pat Rozek
th« 2 ,755.
with 532 to pace the group to , 865- .
480
from
The group also got
Monday — L a n s Hamernik
Janice (lady, 478 from Mona 2,546 . Shirley Squires turned
from 199 far Safranek' s and Midland shoved East End Coal Co. to
Maliszewski and 444
984—2,860 with his 212 . Max KuElaine Wieczorek in posting a Co-op waxed 909.
las totaled 569 for Ahrens-Plait
Oil Co.

Indiana Grid Army Trying
Coach Resigns To Explain
Viet Nam War

BULLETIN
BLOOMINGTON , Ind . (AP)
—Indiana University today announced the resignation of Phil
Dickens, head football coach for
the last seven years,
Indiana has had several losing
football seasons despite several
promising squads.
President Elvis J. Stahr Jiaid
the resignation was accepted
"with feelings of regret and
genuine personal reluctunce. "
He said thiit under a new contr act the univers ity had signed
with Dickens in September the
coach will begin new duties
I Feb . 1 as general manager of
I the school' s off-campus physical
! faciliti es:.
I

m

Oilers Expected to
Name Tay lor Coach

WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
Army is telling its 970 ,000 men
around the world that "in terms
of the issues at stake, the war in
Viet Nam is as criticall y important as any in history . "
This statement is contained in
a publ ication entitled "Our Mission in Viet Nam. " Army officials said the 12-paRe publication is being distributed to
Army men everywhere.
The Army is carrying a large
part of the Boad in South Viet
Nam. About 65 per cent of the
21 ,600 American military men
there are wearing Army uniforms.

Mont of the I' .S. casualties
have been s ustained by Army
men -171 of the 2:17 combat
HOUSTON i A P i - The Hous- dead mid mo re than 1,270 of the
ton Oilers wer e expected tti 1 ,'100-pli is wwinded .
name Hugh t Bones ) Ta y lor , 41 ,
"Experience has shown that
their new bead <'(>acli at a news there is simply no ot her way to
conference t oday.
teach the tec hniques <if effective
The conferenc e was called foi combat to any army nt war ,"
1 p.m. KST .
the publication said in seeking
Taylor is an Oiler assistant to explain why Am erican soland former pass-receiv ing stai diers accoinpany Vietnamese
wit h Ibe Washin gton Redskins .
formations tn fighting operations .

Duke Wi ll Spend
Christmas Day
In Texas Hos pita l
HOUSTON- , T«>x. (AP )

The
Duke and Duchess of Windso r
will spend Clirislmns in Method
ist llospiUl , wlH'i'e the duke underwent abdominal surgery lust
Wednesday ,
Tins was disc losed Monday as
hosp ital advisories reported t h e
duke ' s recuper ation continues
SPORTS SCORES
wit hout incident and his general
condition is excellent . He reNBA
|
MONDAY'S RC S U I . T S
initins on a li quid diet but lias
L o* Angtlt t l)S , Naw York I l> .
hciMi strolling around the bu ll
TODAY'S O A MBS
and hits visited the ditchess in
NUw York vi San PrarKlica II Sat
rairitnto, CaMI
her room
W E D N E S D A Y ' S (4AMI
The duchess said no inter
r> iilUdklphl» il Loi Andf ltt.
v iews would be gnnit ed unt il
Mill
MONDAY'S R- BJUIU
aft er Christmas .
Mo mmri mutinied
The former Kin g Kdw ard
W EO M I S DA Y ^ OAM B
j
Miw YorM «« Monlraal .
VIII of <!re ;il Iti itmn WHS operated on for removal o-f an m
JA C KHA IUU rs WIN
Irry
bl isler the si/.e of a larg e
I flHOOKINCS . S. I) . ( A P ) - gnipefruit .
So uth Dako t a Stale opener! up a
(j inn i'd foods should he slore<l
||!i-5 lend hul hnd lo . go all out
I to down Munis , Minn. , li:t -?:t in a clean dry p lat e I )<m ' t put
| he re Monilay ni ght in a non-con- them in a nip hruinl tha t is neai
. furence match.
« radiator or steam pi!P«.

I he- |uiiii|ili let , Illustrated with
a m«p and action photogra phs ,
traces the origin of the present
crisis in South Viet Nam: Communi sts selling out lo gobble up
the country and t h e United
States coming into the picture
when South Viet Nam asked for
hel p.
In answering the question :
"Why are we» in Viet Nam?" the
lump information
publication
attempts lo proje ct the sign ificance of llie Vi elnnnu vse st ruggle beyond its present dimensions

MONDAY LEAOUB
Athletic
W
L
(First Halt!
Ahrt ns-Plail Oil Co
J3i j ll'/i
East End Ccal Co
J5' j Wi
Sc- hliti Beer
24
Jl
Poll y Meadow
JOVj J4' i
Home Bev
Servlet
1*i , 33"i
111 NltlonJl Bank
12
13
REDMENS
Redmtn

MON.

Schmidts

NITE
W

U

O-oerers
Sunbeam
B'ubs

13
12
l»

L

II

21
31
II

CITY
Hal-Rod
W
L
Omis Bar
51
II
Sj»p«d Wosli
)7
II
M erchantt
Bank
II
!•
Bunkci Apco
14
II
W a l l y i Ft . City
J5
lt
Country Kitchen
)5
30
Ll nahmt Cala
13
33
Hotel Winona
11
34
Bubs Beer
11 It
Pcpil CoU
II
17
Graliam 4. McOuIra
17
31
K-WNO R»dio
14
31
GO G E T T E R S
Athletic
W
L
C rohim & M c G u I r t
32' 1 1?'^
E
B. 's Corner
14
K t i m t r Plumberetts
15
3«
f. crclo O Ranch
tv 1 »H
W-lrtona Plumbing.
14
11
F arm A Garden
11
I
I
V.F.W ,
Hal.Rod
W
L
B unkes A p c o
11
1
B'lanchts Tavern
1
>
B ernles DX
4
•
A brami Furnace C«
7
I
Waions Supper Club
7
S
M ainim Beer
<
i
B ub\ Beer
5
7
Jeinpt J. Kroeqer
i
7
R fl hken C«in Co
I
I
C l,)iki Surer 100
4
I
4
I
Winona 7AIIK Co.
T earmters
1 lt
COMMUNITY
( F i r s t Mall Final!
Weitgale
W
L
Sunburn Breed
31
\l
S<hllt| Brer
Jl
11
R- ldqewAv Creamery
30
Jt
H ec k b a r t h Feed Mill
77
14
S chmidt Beer
37
14
B ull 's Pllsen
II
1*
Oasis
39
14
Wilier High Llie
I«
37
B lunienlrlfl Store)
1»
IS

**

I rdniknn

Trucking

M.LBY O A T E R S
VVoitflala
F ensile Body Shop
C urlay 'i Floor Srinn
Molians Window Co
Winona Dully Newi
VWHIiams
Hotel
Weill 1
J ennrttes Beauty Selon
Montgomery Ward*
W1STOA T B LADIIS
Wetlgat *
Cinlknwfkl Beauty Shop
S elranek' s
Winona T y p e w r i t e r
UMided' i
Midland Ci> op
Kon' i Hardw a re
PIN TOPPLERS
WeltgalK
Lellrlldc Cilia* S e r v i c e
C ota Cola
Wji llys
....
WalKlns /Mary Kino
....
Main T a v t i 11
Winona f e i n t 1 aiais
Hamernik-s Bar
Lincoln Insurance
.

H

II

Pis.
44
II
14
n
11
11
10
11
vv
I
7
1
1
I
•

I.
•
1
1
1
I
1

BUFFALO. N.Y. (AP ) - "I
had no place to put the load ,"
said the driver after he dropped
IVi tons of rubble from his
dump tr uck on the sidewalk in
fron t of City Hall , police reported.
After dropp ing the load Monday ni ght , William Giagnacova ,
40, left hiis truck on the sidewalk
while he went for a "cup of coffee," po lice said.
Giagnacova said he was protesting recent city action in
closing a dump to private truck;
ers. He -was charged with violating the state mental hygiene
law and taken to Mey er Memorial Ho-spital for observation ,
; police said.
City workers cleaned up the
debris. The truck was towed to
a police garage.

DALE SNYDER. 18. -who In
October pleaded guilty to unauthorized use of the car belonging to M. E. Trehus,
Spring Grove , appeared for sentencing. He was sentenced to a
maximum term with the Youth
Conservation Commission. Execution was stayed during good
behavior and he was placed in
custody of the sheriff until the
probation department releases
him. He has been out on $500
bond.
Mrs. Jane G a n t e n b e i n ,
Brownsville , was granted a divorce from Gail T. Gantenbein
on grounds of desertion. She
was granted custody of their
two children. Mrs. Gantenbein ,
represented by Robert E. Lee,
Caledonia , testified her husband had been gone more than
a year. Her sister , Mrs. Joan
Theobald , Brownsville , was a
witness.
Settlement of the case of
Becker Roofing Co., represented by L. L. Duxbury, against
Paul and Theoline Rauk , by
Roerkohl , Rippe & Lee, was
announced by the attorneys.

College Youths
Work Hard at
Building Church

Crew Missing

JUNEAU , Alaska ''API - Th«
wreckage of a freighter hat
been discovered in I he sto>rnv
swept Aleutian Islands , but
searchers have been unable to
find any of its 32 crewmen and
four lifeboats.
The 521-foot Libe-rian vessel
San Patrick , bound for Japan
with a load of grain , went
aground Thursday on a reef off
Ulak. Island L20 miles west of
Adak.
The 10 ,000-ton converted tanker, manned mostly b y - a crew
from Spain , left Vancouver ,
B.C. , Dec . 9 for Yokohama.
Three SOS distress calls were
sent from her Thursday night ,
sayiiig she was aground in a
storm with -waves 20 to 30 feet
high , blown by wind of rnorf
than 40 knot.s.
The Tetshuho Maru , a Japanese ore carrier , raced to the
scene, and the Navy tug Tawakoni from Adak joined the
search, but they found nothing.
An oil slick and pieces of lumber which might have come
from a ship were found two
days later.
Sunday the pilot of a Navy
search plane reported seeing
the "badly battered " wreckage.
A search for survivors cen«
tered in islands northwest of
Ulak. Lifeboats would have
drifted in that direction if they
were launched .

RIPLEY. Miss. CAP! - A
determimed bard of college students w orked hard today to put
up the walls and roof of a Negro
church in time for a Christmas
: service.
! The "Carpenters for Christmas." raiost of them from Oberlin College in Oberlin. Ohio.
started Sunday on their project
of rebu ilding the rural Antioch
Baptist church , destroyed by
Nothing about the plight of the
fire las t Oct. 30 after a civil ship was made public b y the
rights rally in the building.
Na\-y and Coast Guard unti l ' tha
Two of the white students Alaska agent for Lloyd"s of Lonworking, on the project spent the don ti pped the Anchorage Times
night ire an auto parked at the Monday.
church site — a lonely place
In
Washington , D.C..
a
bordered by a cotton patch and spokesman lor the Coast G-uard
a wooded area. They said they said the position of the vessel
were ta king no chances on any- given in its original distress
thing happening to their work.
message varied from a position
Student workers, aided by
JUDGE MURPHY aslied for several Negroes from the near- given by the ship 's agent in New
briefs on Attorney Duxbury 's by area., laid a concrete founda- York . He said that raised a
motion asking for jud gment in tion Mo nday a_n d began the task question of whether there really
an insurance case nethwith- of sett ing concrete blocks to was a ship in distress in the
Aleutians.
standing the jury verdict , or in support the framework.
He said bad weather delayed
the alternative , a new trial.
White residents of this north
Attorney Lee argued against Mississ ippi town , which is about an air search.
putting aside the jury 's finding j seven miles from the church
that George Sanness should be site, were somewhat resentful indication that the fire was set
paid a $2,000 life insurance pol- and p uzzled by the project. del iberately1," said Mayor Lowicy made out to him last spring There "have been no serious ra- rey Smith of Ripley. He said the
by Selrner. Sanness, who diedI cial t roubls here and civil townspeople did not understand
soon after , allegedly of monox-• rights workers have held their why the Aaitioch church , which
progra m in the area without was not a clearcut arson case,
ide poisoning .
wau selected for the Oberlin
Cyril Mighall and otkiers , Lai any major problems .
Crescent, defendants in a road1 "There has never been any project.
case brought by William Miller Sr. and others , moved to
strike from the calendar , claiming that under court rules, they
hadn 't received proper notice
of trial. The case was moved
onto the calendar when it was
called Oct. 26.
Action on the motion was
continued to Jan. 7 for the disposal by Judge Arnold Hatfield
Von Arx is attorney for the
plaintiffs and Milton A. Kludt .
La Crescent, Ernest O. Hanson
and William Skemp, La Crosse ,
for defendants.

t*.

Give a

& ^

*/* ML

TRIAL OF the $10 ,000 injury
suit brou ght by Rodney Kallis
on behalf of himself and son .
C o r d o n R.. against Henry
Wright , was continued when a
doctor witness filed an affidavit he couldn 't appear. The case
involved an alleged bite by a
dog.

Legislators Say
They 'd Back More
Liquor Licenses

Visiting legislators told tht?
City Council Monday ni ght they
would support a request foi
more on-sule li quor licenses in
the city , if asked .
Attending the council meeting
were Sen , Rofcer l.aufenburge r
;ind City Rep. Frank Tlieis.
Council President Harold Briesal h called il '¦ unfair " for a city
of the second class to lie limit ed to 15 licenses , as Winona
now is. Hep
Tbeis n o t e d
f x

t h a t , while

Llty

current Ly - licensed ( l e a l ¦*¦|
vU
'-* n
^*O
' Cj"
ers are satis- I C
fied wit h pres-

ent limit s , the cit y w ould In*
heMer off with :H) such permits .

Aldermen .said the mbit/ 'ary
limitation is an open incentiv e
to illegal sales of liquor hy taverns unable lo get a l icense .
Sen. I .Hiifenhurger asked (he
W
I.
council lo .support an anti-bil L
I
1
boiii'd bill in the next le gislativ e
I
1
I
4
1
session lie s.iid backing; must
1
J
lie ovenv helming to secure pas
)
1
>
4
sage. If the restriction Is pass
1
I
"Si uilh Vlrl Nam linn clearly
ed , over the predictabl e objec1
I
become a in a |or lest ing ground
tions of billboard lobbyists , H
for a rompiuralively new Comwill mean an extra payment ol
munist .strut eg) ," the publica- "communism would he enconr %'i. million in federal highway
aped to t'xerl similar efforts in
tion ^iiiys .
, said I.nufe nhiu ger
, oHit 'i' countries of Soul beast assistance
Tins strat egy was described
This monej is .sorely needed, be
as Honking subversion in the ' Ashi and eventually in other added
guise of "wars of liberation, " pmrls of the world.
Mayor R. K. Kllings said \w
whicli is llie way that the ComIlv Its "iinflinclilii K support " favors issuance of n specml
munists portray ibe war In of South Viet Nam . lh«' Army trout stamp by the Conservation
South Viet N am.
llel lls Its troops , the United Departm ent. He also said bunt
"If Ibe Communist strategy of SUitcs is d iM i iiinstriili H K "that ing se asons ;md re gulation s
subversion and guerrill a insur- ; vv( . do met (mend to stand uside should lie established hy (he de
gency were allowed lo succeed nn. d let Ireodom die In Southeast paitmenl lo conform w ith those
I
of Wisconsin.
I in Vj et Nairn ," the- Army *aid , I A HU or r inywliere else , "
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Regular Rales

Rabinovitz
Won t Be
Reappointed

Flood Work Bothers
Mink, City Council Told

Health was accepted . Holden ,
a council appointee, said he believes holding both positions
creates a conflict of interest.
• A letter will be written to
the Board of Education , requesting t hat storage space for voting
machines be made available.
First indications from school
maintenance personnel are that
space would not be available
at three of the city 's public elementary school buildings.
OTHER BUSINESS:
• Mrs . Alvin Beeman will be
• Referred to the engineering promoted
to assistant welfare
commitlee was a petition by
commissioner
, upon recommenWest 5th Street property owndation of Mrs. Lawrence Breitbituminous
surfacers for new
, commissioner. She will
ing west of Sioux Street . Aid. bach
replace Mrs. Margaret Courtier
Henry Park s said the street
Nowlan next month , at a startshould be widened from the
ing salary of $300 per month .
Milwaukee tracks to Harvester
Mrs
. Beeman is now a clerkAve. City Engineer James Baird
tvpist
in the office.
recommended
the requested
Two-hour
parking on 3rd
•
and
inclusion
temporary rep air
of the widening project in fu- Street , from Kansas to Liberty
Street, was authorized by pasture planning.
sage of an ordinance amends
resAid.
William
Holder
•
ment . Aid. Clarence Tribell . 3rd
ignation from the Board of
Ward, said he wasn 't consulted
and 'voted against adoption . Aid.
James Stoltman , chairman of
256 Deer Bagged
the parking and safety commitAt Camp Ri pley
HUMPHREY VISITS MOTHER . . . Vice Presidenttee , author of the motion , reminded Tribell the matter had
elect
Hubert Humphrey visited his inv-alid 84-year-old mothBRAINERD , Winn. (AP ) - been discussed at a previous
Christine, in a rest home in Huron , L.D., Sunday. A
er
,
hunters
deer
Bow and arrow
meeting. Adjacent residents had
Christmas gift and a poinsettia plant were delivered by Humwound up the Camp Ri p ley ref- requested action by his commitphrey
who stopped off between speeches in Sioux Falls , S.D.
uge season with a total of 256 tee , Stoltman said.
and Chicago. Humphrey also made a visit to the family
deer bagged .
• Aldermen and the City
drugstore, operated bv his brother Ralph. (AP Photofax)
A total of 11,166 bowmen reg- Planning Commission will meet
istrations were logged for the Monday at 7:30 p.m. to discuss
weekend hunts on the military implementation of the new city
I
CAPE KENNEDY , Fla . fAP) grounds. Last weekend , the final housing code. Roy Vose, sani- Blood Collect-ion
,
and
the
city
attary
inspector
lorer
26
satellite
outing, saw 116 register to hunt
At Fountain City;
— The Exp
also will attend.
soared into orbit Monday to on Saturday and 164 Sunday. torney
106 Pints at Mondovi
• Further information on a
measure space radiation and the Only one deer was taken each
proposed sewer tax will be furALMA. Wis. (Special) — The :
threat it poses to men and ma- day.
nished within a few days , Mayor
Last
year
when
hunting
on
the
Red
Cross bloodmobile will be
into
space.
ing
deep
chinery fly
R. K. Ellings said . The mayor
reservation was permitted every said methods of administration at the Fountain City auditorium '¦
windmill101-pound
The
day, 307 deer were taken .
used by other cities would be until 7 p.m. today to receive
nhaped satellite shot aloft from
exp lained in a forthcoming let- ! blood .
i
Cape Kennedy at 4 a.m. aboard
ter from the League of Minne- i
Delta
rocket
which
A
total
of
106
pints
was re- 1 WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
a t owering
I
sota Munici palities .
blazed brilliantly into the pre- ;
I • _A resolution of support for ceived Monday at Mondovi. Of j Hubert H. Humphrey, who will
dawn darkness.
anti-billboard bills , suggested by 135 registered, 29 were re- j coordinate federal civil rights
j
I
Aid. William Holden , will be jected for medical reasons.
efforts after he becomes vice
The flight-control center andra wn later , adopted and sent j The unit 'will be at Alma !
president
next month , says he
nounced an hou r later that I
to the Legislature. It will be i from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. "Wed- '
A
collision
Monday
at
9:34
nesday.
The
response
hopes
to
know
within 10 days
of
. incorporated into the general
young !
tracking information indicated <
a.m . at Mankato Avenue and : group of city legislative re- people over 18 will be
a
conwhether
the
job
will require
1
all three stages of the booster ; Sanborn Street caused more
quests . Included in this packet tributing factor to the success creation of a new supervisory
had fired with precision and ' than $300 damage to the two will be a requested amendment
of the collection here.
drilled the payload into space, j vehicles involved .
! allowing the Winon a school disPersons under 2 1 and unmar- i agency.
Humphrey said in an interLaunch director Robert Gray ] Winfred JL Senn , Minnesot a trict to change its fiscal year ried will require the consent of
«aid that "'everything seems to - City, was driving his car north I to begin Jul y 1 instead of April parent or guardian on a stand- view that he is conducting "a
i on Mankato Avenue , and Watson 1. The change , requested by the ! ard Red Cross form. Fifteen of very detailed study " of existing
be working just as expected.
P . Vaughn , Rollingstone, was board of education , would put the
Explorer 26 was aimed at a
these young people already have federal programs in an effort to
driving his pickup truck south .
looping course intended to take Both were approaching the in- local district in conformity with j signed to give blood at Alma.
see how best to "assure prompt
it 15,800 miles away from earth tersection with Sanborn Street the state Department of Edu, cation and make for easier budand direct action to thos e whose
before it swings back as close
i geting.
as 200 miles at the low point ol
civil rights have been denied ."
'
its orbit.
• The Winona Activity Group
CITY ACCIDENT BOX SCOR E
He meets today with Justice
was
granted permission to susBecause of the eccentric path
—To Date— j
Department
officials who have
pend
two
Winter
Carnival
ad
Bought , the sat ellite was to
:
I
1964
1963
I vertising banners across the 3rd
played a key rol e during the
make one global circuit every
Deaths
1
5 i and Center Street intersection.
seven hours .
past few years in government
Accidents ..
473
384
efforts to bar discrimination in
Officials said It would require
Injuries ....
187
118
such
areas as education and
several hours to determine acProperty
curate orbital figures.
voting.
Damage ..$104 ,041 $7fi ,135
The newest in a long line of j
Humphrey said he met MonExplorer satellites is to carry )
day
with
Sargent
Shriver ,
(
\
P)
WASHINGTON
—
Gen.
I
on work started by its predeces- i
Vaughn told police that he sigDwight D. Eisenhower says director of the Office of Ecoj
sors in probing basic scientific nalled for a left turn onto SanPresident Franklin D. Roose- nomic Opportunity , and earlier
mysteries of space.
born Street and did not see
ALMA. Wis. (Special) — In velt' s unconditional surrender with officials of the Department
experiments Senn 's car until it was about traffic court before Judge Gary
The Explorer
policy in World War II was a of Health , Education and Welwere designed to provide the two car lengths away , as he B. Schlosstein Monday, Allen
mistake that may have cost fare , and a number of sub-Cabimost extensive information yet made his turn. Senn maintained Stirn , rural Alma , pleaded not
net officials.
lives and prolonged the war.
on how high-energy radiation that he did not see Vaughn guilty to drunken driving.
Eisenhower
,
former
president
particles become trapped in the signal the turn.
Shriver 's office, whicli seeks
He will be tried by jury , ten- and commander of the Allied
earth' s magnetic fiel d to- form
Patrolman Willis H. Wogan tatively Jan. 22. He was repre- forces that defea ted the Ger- to implement what President
the Van Allen belt and the dan- found that the turn signals on
"war on
sented by Roger Hartman , Al- mans in the West , made his Johnson has called a
ger the belt poses to men and Vaughn ' s pickup did not work
" is closel y re lated to
poverty,
ma , district attorney-elect.
i comment in an interview with
machinery flying future flights after the accident. The truck is
civil rights , Humphrey said ,
Wilmer Oscar Peterson . Al- the Washington Post.
deep into space.
because "the elimination of povowned bv Miller Waste Mitts.
ma , represented by LaVern G.
erty will hel p greatly in relievThe
uneonditid
na!
surrender
More than $200 damage was Kostraer. Arcadia, pleaded guilslogan was first voiced by ing the social tensions that
The Rlack Forest is a moun- done to the right front end of
ty to operating a vehicle after Roosevelt at a news
tain district , or region , in south- Senn ' s car . and more t han $100
conference cause ci vil rights problems. "
revocation and was fined $10(1 in Casablanca , Morocco ,
Since President Johnson deswestern Germany, covered with to the right rear fender of the
Jan.
plus Sit costs . He was arrested 24 , 1943. at the end of a 10-day ignated him Dec. 16 to coorditruck.
forests of dark fir trees .
Aug. 29 but the case was post- conference with British Prime nate all administration proponed because of sickness.
DENNIS THE MENACE
grams in the civil rights field ,
i Minister Winston Churchill.
Forfeitures:
• The m a i n thing wrong with it . Humphrey has been working
Kenneth K. Berger , Cochrane Eisenhower said , was it seemed mainly with his own staff in reHI. 1 . $1)1 , illegal I' turn in bus- to be directed against the Ger- viewing existing programs .
The M innesota senator said he
iness area of Alma Dec. 7.
man people instead of t h e Gerwas "extremely pleased and
Robert D. Frank , La Crosse, man warlords.
40 m p h in a ifi-mile zone Dec , '"Germany was defeated after gratified" that Burke Marshall ,
t h e Rattle ol the Bulge , " Eisen- the r e t i r i n g assist ant attorney
si:i . rS"0.
hower said. "By ,I an. 18. 1(145, it general for civil rights , has
Larry .1. Kink , Pepin . $23 .
was all over and anyone with agreed to be a consultant. Humdriving on wrong side of road
p hrey called Marshall "the outsense knew it was over. "
Dec . HI.
standing expert in the country "
' "But llien there was this in the civil rights field.
statement that President RooseArcadia Businessmen v elt mad*> about
unconditional
surrender in lii4:i . This certainly
Name Two Officers
had some influen ce. The whole
A R C A D I A , Wis i S»m;tl i -- spring campaign should have
K.lwi n Howar d was H CC U M I lioeii abandoned , " Eisenhower
N K W YORK 'ffi - To handle
vkv presid ent o( the Arcadia said.
German
Chancellor
Adolf avalnn chin ft mail orders , a recHiisii iesMiirti ' s Associatio n Mon
Hit ler " used something from ord crew of 14 cU'i ks has been
d;i\ at Tally Ho r e s t a u r a n t .
t h e mout h of our own leader and put on H I the Imperial Theater ,
He succeeds W i l l i a m Rogers.
persuaded t in* Germans to fight home h-nse for t h e hit musica l
Mis
F.nie.si Sonsalla was re longer l h ; m
they might have. 1 "Fiddler on the Roof. "
elected sec retary
treasurer. have alw.iys believed that win
A spokesman for the Shi inert
How ;ml is owner of Howard ' s should h a v e ended fit)
or 9(1 days Theater c h a i n , which oper ates
( iani lilr Store in llie Massucrc ln'tore it did "
the house , report.s that I he show
sliop n ine . r e n t e r , and Mrs. Son
Asked why he li.nl not publicl y is prov ing to he Ihe hi fj gesl
salla
is owner of Bernice ' s stitled Ins views on the policy draw since establis hment
of the
¦ before ,
S (\ l c Shop
E isenliowrr rep lied :
chain St) years ago . Wit h 52 .IWVI
'"Nobo d y ev er asked me. "
No president was elected to
postal orders rt-cened during
¦
succeed l,el(o\ Wu y cliik Norn
the firs! month of its run, tic kets
illations will He made and voted
V S vice president Aaro Burr for "Fiddler " are now hcinu sold
upon at the next mee ting Dales presided ov er I he Senate wh ile through Jan. 1 , mtiii.
*lTfe CAttfcO MKTLB.TC*. AH0 YA GOttA& CAtfEFUL.
¦
of l lif annual .lamia i y clearance lie was under indictment for
m wflt OWE fioos wn fiOigoN/Vfi Y! '
sale will he decid <'<l later ,
runnier,
I .OSK i t e r W IN < HOWD S
M'.W "YORK i A P i
The N'ew
MARK TRAIL
By Ed Dodd
York Mt'ls lost six of t|, <> ir final
home i !.line- in Shea St adium
but that didn ' t m a t t e r , They set
a record for a Inst place ieam
by draw ing 1 , 7 :v.' .r><)7 fans. This
was an increase of r>.W, 48!l over
last y e a r when they pl-ayed in
llie I' olo t;rou nds now completely dctuol r licil fur » housing pro
Complaints that brush-clearing was panicking a Prairie
Island mink rancher 's animals
were heard Monday night by
the City Council .
In a letter by his attorney.
George Wos said extra-large
bulldozers and chain saws had
been used less than 300 feet
from his highly excitable herd.
The clearing operation is in
work
next
preparation for
spring on the city flood control
system which is to include
r a i s i n g of ^__
Prairie Island
—. ,
d i k e s from
LlTy
three to six
feet. A Bemid- /" l i ri/.;l
^
contractor j V.OUflC.II
ji
b e g a n work
two weeks ago.
Wos charged the contractor
ignored his protests and that
the "activities therefore are not
only negligent but intentional. "
In August , when easements for
flood control work were being
assembled , Wos bad refused to

MILWAUKEE <*) - The
White House has told Wisconsin
senators that David Rabinovitz
will not be reappointed federal
judge of western Wisconsin , the
Milwa ukee Journal said today.
The Journal said it was
learned that Sens. Gaylord Nelson and William Proxrnire, both
Democrats, were asked to submit their recommendation for
the judgeship.
Rabinovitz , former Sheboygan
attorney , was named to the post
by the late President John Kennedy but the Senate did not act
on the nomination. Rabinovitz.
now of Madison , was given an
interim appointment to the
judgeship by Presiden t Johnson
but his tenure ended with the
congressional recess.

sign, contending damage to his
sensitive herd would be extensive. Corps of Engineers officials had indicated that , while
the collision of interests seemed
unavoidable , they would try to
keep machinery as far away
as possible.
The city 's liability insurance
carriers have been notified,
City Attorney George M. Robertson Jr . said .

Explorer 26
Satellite Put
Into Orbit

Humphrey Will
Soon Decide
On Rights Job

Damage $300
In Collision

Ike Raps FDR
Unconditional
Alma Man Asks Surrender Plan

Trial on Charge

'Fiddler ' Bi g
Hit in New York

jlTl

Anoth er sad not e for the Mt'l.s
was I nci i lack „f tinting in losing five slrairht to Cincinn at i ,
They soircd hut tln ee runs in
the five closing panics against
Ihe Heii > l'he\ scored only seven runs in llien |;< si seven home
games .

GRAIN
MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) -Wheat
receipts Mon. 236; year ago 233;
trading basis 2 higher; prices,
2% higher; Cash spring wheat
basis, No 1 dark northern 11 to
17 protein 1.79s s-1.86 s g
No 1 hard Montana winter
1.70%-1.79%.
Minn . - S.D. No 1 hard winter 1.69%-1.75c.
No 1 hard amber durum ,
choice 1.73-1.75 ; discounts, amber 3-5 ; durum 7-10.
Corn No 2 yellow I.2IV4-I.22V4.
Oats No 2 white W*-GVk ; No
3 white 56 a4-64 V4 ; No 2 heavy
white 66V4-W/4 ; No 3 heavy
white 644-66%.
Barley , cars 169, year ago
112; good to choice 1.02-1.34; low
to intermediate 1.01-1.28 ; feed
94-1 .00.
Rye No 2 i.l»v 4 .i.23 y4 .
Flax No 1 3.22.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.82!<4.

PRODUCE
NEW YORK (A ?) — (USDA)
— Butter offerings increased".
Demand light.
Cheese s t e a d y . Prices unchanged.
Wholesale egg offerings adequate. Demand good today.
Wholesale egg offerings adequate. Demand good today.
Wholesale s e l l i n g prices ,
based on exchange and other
volume sales.
New York spot quotations follow: mixed colors : standards 31321-2, checks 25-26.
Whites : extra fancy heavy
weight 47 lbs rnin 37-39 ; fancy
medium 41 lbs average 32-33;
fancy heavy weight 47 lbs min
35-36',2 ; medium 40 lbs average
30-31; smalls 36 lbs average 2829; peewees 31 lbs average 2324.
Browns: extra fancy heavy
weight 47 lbs min 39-404 ; fancy
medium 41 lbs average 33-34;
fancy heavy wei ght 47 lbs min
35-364; smalls 36 lbs average
294-304 ; peewees 31 lbs average 23-24.
CHICAGO (AP ) - (USDA)Potatoes arrivals 47; total U.S.
shi pments 294 ; supplies moderate ; demand for russets slow ,
market dull; for round reds demand good , market firm to
slightly stronger; carlo! track
sales: Maine russets 7.O0 ; Wisconsin russets 5.50; Minnesota
North Dakota Red River Valley
I round reds 5.65-5.85.
1

CHICAGO (APT - (USDA>Live poultry : Wholesale buying
prices unchanged lo 14 higher ;
roasters 23-26; .special fed white
rock fryers 18-1!) ' 2 ; hea vy hens
18-184 ; few geese 21 1-a.
CHICAGO (AP ) - Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
steady ; wholesale buying prices
unchanged to :I J higher ; 93 score
A A 57 ::4 ; 92 A 57 :!.i; !>() B 5fi;l .i ;
Kfl C 56V cars 90 B 57' 2 ; 89 C

I 1 P. M. New York
Stock Prices

52^ Int'I Ppr 33
AH'd Ch
6R 5d
Als Chal 197 « Jns & L
l
'
91' <
Amrada 86 4 Kn ct
42»/4
Am Cn
42% Lrld
Mp Hon 125'i
Am M&F 18
55%
Am Mt
34Mi Mn MM
AT&T
66T» Mn & Ont 30V4
Am Tb
32 Mi Mn P&L 523,J
54% Mn Chm 85%
Ancda
Arch Dn 344 -Ion Dak 39%
40
to1* Mn Wd
Armc St
81'-i
54% Nt Dy
Armour
Av 56 Mi
Avco Cp 20^ N A,m
Beth Stl
34% Nr N Gs 60%
Bng Air
6974 Nor Pac 53
Brswk
8
No St Pw 39%
65V4
Ctr Tr
42% Nw Air
Ch. MSPP 30'/s Nw Bk. 46
64 :,i
C&NW
59u Penney
61%
Chrysler 62Va Pepsi
531j
Ct Svc
76 V* Phil Pet
78
Cm Ed
53\k Plsby
1794
Cn Cl
527 B Plrd
5fi%
Cn Can
50 «4 Pr Oil
32
Cnt Oil
75 4 RCA
CntI D
514 Rd Owl
27%
424
Deere
44 V< Rp Stl
Douglas
29
Rex Drug 574
Dow Chm 76% Rey Tob 39%
du Pont 2354 Sears Roe 1304
East Kod 138% Shell Oil 59%
Ford Mot 55% Sinclair
554
Gen Elec 92Vi Socony
904
Gen Fds 83
Sp Rand
14
Gen Mills 494 St Brnds 784
Gen Mot 97
St Oil Cal 69V<
Gen Tel
37% St Oil Ind 424
Gillette 30^8 St Oil NJ 89%
Goodrich 58% Swft & Co 56%
Goodyear 454 Texaco
884
Gould Bat 377B Texas Ins 91%
Gt No Ry 59
Un Pa
42%
Gryhnd
227 B U S Hub 62%
Gulf Oil
594 U S Steel 51
Homes'tk 53% Westg El 454
IB Mach 4154 Wlworth
27
Int Harv 764 Yg S & T 45

LIVESTOCK
SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL I*—(USDA1—Cattle 6,500; c»lv«s 2,000 ; choice steeri
fairly active arid strong; kings grading
good and below and all hellers mostly
steady; cows active, steady to strong;
bulls strong to JO higher; vealers and
slaughter calv»s steady; fetders scarce;
high choice T036 lb slaughter steer;.
24\00; most cfiolce 950-1 200 lbs 22. 7523.50; mixed high good and choice 22.2522.75; choica 850-1000 lb heifers 21.50 ;
mixed
good
and
choice
21.00-21.50;
good 1B.50-20.5O; utility
and commercial cows 12.2313.25; earner «nd cutter JO.00-12.00; utility and commercial
bulls U.50-18.00; cutter 14.00-16.00; Mob
choice vealers 29.00-30.00; most choice
26.00-28.00; choice slaughter calves 16.00-17 .00; good 13.00-15.00; standard and
good 600-750
lb feeder
steers
14,00,7.00.
Hogs 12,000; moderately acfiva; barrows
and
gilts
uneve-n;
averaging
steady; sows steady; feeder pigs strong
to 50 higher; 1-2 200-220 lb barrows and
gilts 17.00; most 1-2 200-230 lbs 16.5016.75 ;
mixed
1-3
190-240
lbs
16.2516.50; 240-260 lbs 15.75-16.25; medium 1
and 2 160-190 lbs 15 25-16.25; 1-3 270300 lb sows
13.75; 300-400 lbs 13.0013.50; 2-3 400-5CO lbs 12.50-13.00; choice
120- 160 lb (eedar pigs 14.OO-15.O0.
Sheep 2,500;
moderately active,
all
classes steady; quotations unchanged.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO If,- (USDA) -Hogs 6.50O;
butchers 25 to 50 off; 1-2 190-225 lb
17 .25-17.75; mixed 1-3 190-230 lbs 16.50
17.25;
230-250
lbs 15.75-1 6.50; 2-3 J50270 lbs IS.50- -16.00; 270-290 lbs 15.0015.50; 290-330 lbs 14.5O-15.0O ; 1-3 3OO350
lb sows 14.00-14.50; 350-400 lbs 13.50! 14.00 ; 400-450 lbs 13.00-13.50; 2-3 450-500
] lbs 12.50-13.25; 500-600 lbs 11.75 12.50.
Cattle 4,000; calves none; slaughter
I steers strong to 25 higher; load lots
high choice and prime 1 ,050-1,300 lbs
25.00-25.50 ; bulk choice
1 ,000-1,300 lbs
23.75-24.75; several loads mixed good
and choice 950-1,350 lbs 23.25-23.50; good
all weights 21.00-23.00; load high choice
and prime 1,0043 lb heifers 24.25; couple
loads mixed choice and prime 950- 1,000
lbs 24.00; choice BOO-1,050 lbs 23.00-23.75; good 20.50-22.5 0.
Sheep 700; slaughter lambs steady to
25 higher; slaughter ewes steady; choice
and prime 80- 105 lb wooled slaughter
lambs 21 .00-21 . 75; good aind choice 20.
00-21 CO; oood 19.00 20.00.
rull lo flood
I woolen slaughter ewes 5.50-6.50

Swift & Co.
Earnings Up
47 Percent

CHICAGO (AP ) - Swift A: Co.
Monday reported a 47 percent
increase in earnings for fiscal
year 1M4 , a record in sales tonnage and increased dollar sales.
Net incom e for the year ended Oct, 31 was $25,103,385, or
$4,18 a share. The 1963 fiscal
net income was $17,111,430, or

$2.85 a share.
Sales climbed to $2 ,610,05«,3fl5
from $2.522 , 141, 12S in 1963.
Earnings were equal to about 1
per cent of total sales .
The company increased dividend payments twice in the last
year. The quarterly rate in January was 40 cents a share. Forty-five cents was paid in April,
July and October , and a 50-cent
payout will be made Jan. 1, the
company said in a report.

Blue Chip
Stocks Gain,
Trade Active

NEW YORK (AP ) - Sharp
gains by selected blue chips
kept an irregular stock market
higher on average early this
afternoon . Trading was moderately active.
Responding to investment demand , DuPont rose more than
3 points , Eastman Kodak 2 or
better and Union Carbide nearly 2.
Many stock groups -were
ragged. Down irregularly -were
steels , motors and aerospace issues. Electronics were definitely lower.
Thanks to the sharp galas by
high quality issues, chemicals
advanced. Some of the office
equipment and photographic issues were higher. Oils moved
s l i g h t l y ahead on balance.
Drugs edged to the upside,
Many stocks were subject to
mild profit taking following four
straight sessions of advance.
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon was up .6
at :i24.2 with industrials up 1.2 ,
rails unchanged and utilitie-s up
.1.
The Dow Jones industrial
average at noon was up 2.63 at
872.37.
Prices were mixed in moderate trading on the American
Stock Exchange. Most changes
were fractional.
Corporate and U.S. government bonds s h o w e d little
change. Trading was light.
NEW YORK (AP )—Canadian
dollar .9307, unchanged.
¦
Forces r>f the U.S. invaded and
occup ied Mexico Ci ty in 1847.

/^SANTAS\
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Kggs steady: wholesale buying prices unchanged ; 70 per
cent or heller grade A whit es
3:14; mixed 33 V mediums :>H ;
standards 2fi ' < ; dir ties unquot! ed; checks 2,i'
-.
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WINONA MARKETS
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Complete your Christ mas
list this yea r with plenty of
cash. Sort out those no longer
needed but useful items
"
and sell them with o fast , cash
produc ing Want Ad.

Proedtert Mull Corporation
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Want Ads
Start Here

BIG GEORGE
-

\

Farm ImpUmtntt

48

Motercyelts, Bicycles

Ancher

1 lb. Soluhl e Powder

T rucks, Tract's, Trailers 108

TED MAIER DRUGS

CHKVROLET _ 1*S3 *A-ton plekue with
4-»paed trenimli ilori, new llcamu. Tal.
e-2014 or 3997.

Animal Health Center

Hay, Grain, F««d

tUND ADS UNCALLEO FOR-

SO

SIRO'S, »se

C*rd of Thanks

"
""
PUTNAM —
I with to thank my relatives and frlendi
(or their visits , cards, gUti and flowen
received during my rtcant hospltallia(Ion. Special thanks to the Ministers ol
SI. Martin ' s, Dr. H. Roemer and lr>«
nurses (or their splnndld care.
Mrs. Hertha Putnam

For satisfied
shiny coats
Dog Foods.
both nuggets

TREDER —
For the many gifts, cards , (lowers tnd
prayers I am truly grateful. I wish to
thank Rev. Risk* and Rev . Meyer for
their words of encouragement and
prayers; lo Ihe doctors, nurses, orderlies and other workers on second north
at Community Memorial Hospital I owe
-^__
' -< ~ - ' - "
~ ^j
o ' ' r i *f r » i fH'
^»w~
my recovery trom my recent Illness. I
also wish to thank those who have
brought food, gilts and visited me since
"H«'s |*j»t checking to toe if thay printed hit
my return home and sent birthday,
'letter to the editor '."
get-well and Christmas cards, A warm
thank you to those who helped at my
home during my absence and line* my Personals
37
7 Buiinaia Opportunities
ralurn. To all those many friends and
relatives I v/lsh a most blessed Christ- A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS to you ill
mat.
trom til of us »1 RUTH RESTAURANT,
Leonora Trader
We will be closed from 4 p.m. Chlrstmat Eve until
e.m. Monday Dec. 28.
Lost and Found
4 Join us again it* 136 I. 3rd St. on Monday for fine fooKl end friendly service.
LOS T—blac k frame qtesses In a brown
"I MADE IT MVSELF" , the hostess excase. Tel . 5189.
Two downtown buildings, suitable lor
claimed proudlv as she passed bar
Oarage, marine operation, etc. Main
beautilul Mosaic tray. Her seme ol acPersonal*
7 complishment vras complete as her building, 30x60', has overhead door
In front , folding doors to rear, clean
friends admired the Mosaic book ends,
ICE SKATES—men 's and ladles' figure
dry basement. Front recently remodash trays, coasters, frlyel she had also
eled for display purposes. Rear
skates, 16.95. BAMBENEK'S. «th 4
feshloned. Kit* are available for yourbuilding, 30x40' , has new roof, conMankato.
self or friends at the PAINT DEPOT,
crate floor end drain, 3 folding ga147 Center.
rage door j. All In excellent condition.
OFFICE
OFFICE PARTYI
PART*"!
Bring- your group to the WILLIAMS on
Apartment Site
Thurs. for lunch and ttiy the afternoon.
300' frontage on service road. Zoned
Tom U Jury will be here to greet you.
commercial, Reasonably priced at
We will tee th at you get home at a
J12730.
seemly
hour
because
we
c lose
tround 5: IB. Check In will) Ihm innkeeper, Ray Mvyer .
ttO' of level land on Service Road
on Hwy. 41. Ideal location for motel
MERRY CHRISTrXAAS to all of you and a
or service station.
New Vear that's bright and cheerful,
too. W. Bellinger, Tailor, te'/t W. 3rd.

1500 lb. payloal Completely
enclosed cargo compartment. New paint . Ready to
go to work. We've sold a
great many of these new;
this is the first used one ,

dogs with nice
feed Nutrena
Available in
aj id meal.

F. A. KRAUSE CO.

Commercial Buildings

Downrive r

TREAT rugs rlgtit, they'll be i delight
If denned with Blue Lustre. Rent electric shampooer, 11. R, D. Cone Co.
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? Man or woman your drinking creates
numerous problems. If you read tnd
want help, contact Alcoholics Annonymoua, Pioneer Group c/o Generil Delivery, Winona, Minn.

Ml Main St.

Tel. 2149

$1195

Wa AdvertlM Our Price* „^
^

"BREEZY ACRES'*
South on New Hwy. J 4-61
1

—

ArtltUs for SavU
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57 "Good heavens, J.B,, how much of a bonus did we pay

POOL TABLE-7 tt„ good condition, Tel .
4110.
JOHNSON ICE SKATES - m«n ' i figure
all* 11, Ilk* new, S 12 50; alao .301 Win ,
cheater cssei end ammunition. Tel. 7456.

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS. Children 's new
clorhes, Infants to -tin 6*. Ridiculously
low prices! Ray's Trading Post, 216 E.
3rd. Tef . 6333.
OIL BURNING furnace. |7J . 402
6th. Te l. 8-2453.

E.

OIVE HER Teflonware for Chrlitmas.
She 'll appreciate It 1he year around.
Full selection at BAMBENEK'S, 91h &
Mankato.

(gEORD^)
40 Years la Winona
Llncoln-Mereury-Fakon
Comet-Falrlane
Open Friday Evenings
and Saturday p.m.

this year?"

For real bonui results, sell or rent through Dally News Classified Ads Call 3311.

Furn., Rugi, Linoleum

64 Houses for Rent

98

OLD MASTERS LIQUID WOOD trans- TABLE LAMPS, $3,M; pole lamos, EIGHTH E. 720 - 3 rooms including 1
forms old drab mismatching pieces of
SS 9S; kitchen step itools 111.98. BORsmall bedrooms. Contact Henry/ Mures
furniture and woodwork Into beautiful
ZYKOWSKI FURNITURE, 3M Wlankaor Tel. (M192 for appointment .
mtxltrn wocO. PAIMT DEPOT, 1*7 Cenlo Av#. Optn tvenlnga.
ter St.
USED FURNIT URE-3-PC. sectional, 115; Houses for Sale
99
CHEST OF DRAWERS for sale. Tel.
occasional ch^lr, Ki combination china
and desk , 110; mahogany kneehole desk
7953.
with matching chair and polished glass E. BRING your expert along. Lat' i talk
desk top, like new, $59.
on the construction of this 3-bHrdroom,
BURN MOBIL FUEl OIL aivd anfoV the
BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE,
1-floor home. 2 years old. Located west
comfort of automatic personal care.
In city limits, ", block to bus. ARTS
Keep full lervlce — complete burner
302 Mankato Ave. Open evenings.
AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut
care, Budget planned and guaranteed
1U.95 POLE LAMP
prlci. Order today from JOSWICK'S
St. . Tel . 8-4365.
Pollsned brass finish
EAST ENID COAL t OIL CO., 901 E.
wirh walnut trim.
•th. Tel . 3389.
THREE- OR FOUR-bedroom house, cork
Last mlnvte special . . . J9.95
and carpeted, bullt-lns, new furnace,
GE BLOND console TV, Jl" screen; reBURKE'S, 3rd & Franklin
gas water heater, central air conditionfrigerator, freezer across top. Both In
ing, 2-car garage, screened patio. I
excellent condition. Tel. 9138 after 5:30.
lot for sale. Tel. 6059.
DAVENPOH.T for sale. 5tt H. Broadway.

CHEVROLlT-ltSe, automitk trinirnis.
slon, radle, I new tint. Ooed condition,
Tel. l-30»* after (.

~~

Good Thing* to Eat

65

LARSE selection of apples $1.95 bu. and
up. Christmas candy and nuts , mixed
fruit baskets. Winona Potato Market,
118 Market.
APPLES—cheaper by the basket , handpicked. Firesides, Prairie Spy, Haralson, Redwells. Pickwick Orchard. Tel.
B-7666.

I. DUPLEX on West King, between Stete
College and College of St. Teresa. 3
bedrooms down, 2 bedrooms up. Oil
burning furnace for lower floor heat.
ABTS AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 139
Walnut St. Tel. 8-436.5.

4-WHEELDRIVE
PICKUP
1962 CHEVROLET
% TON
6-cylinder engine, 4-speed
transmission, lock out hubs,
power winch ( front mounted) , aluminum canopy over
box, heavy duty rear bumper, radio, West Coast mirrors, five perfect mud and
snow tires.

IF YOU WANT to buy, sell e»r tredi
be aura to see Shank, HOMEMAKER'S
EXCHANGE, 552 E. 3rd.

W ALZ

T 962 Studebaker
Daytona Coupe

VI, radio, heitlr, 4-speed transmission, low mllnae, 1 owner, carefully
driven, red hot performer, |uit llx»
tha price .

w. att). Tei. *m.

'6\ TORD 6
Econoline Von

109

RAMBLER—1960 4-door, t-cyllrtdir, ittftdard, economical transportation. Mint
tell to meet school expenses. Til. 7l\t.

W l ARI EXPERTS kt out field. Truck
todlH built, repalrad, painted, lett«r«d,

NUTRENA
DOG FOOD

MS, 31. 43, 44, M, 64, eJ.

WINONA DAILY MEWS U

107 Used Cart

TELL SANTA i new luggage ce rrler will
¦ure coma In handy next year and he
can find all klnda at ROBB BROS. Motorcycle Shop, 173 I. 4fh.

VITA TREAT

NOTt C t '
Thli newspaper will b* rispomlbl*
fer only tnt Inccrrtct Insertion of
any cltailtled •dverllsement published In ihe want Ad itcflon. Chick
your ad end call J32I II • cerreo(Ion must be made.

FourAmericans
Still Held in
Chinese Jails

Taenia;, December 22, 1M

STRICT LY BUSINESS

tt* ttit new 1? lb model XL 12.
HO /MEUT E CHAIN SA.WS
AUrO ILECTR IC SERVICB
!nd 1 Johnson
Tel 5455

$1095

| N> STROM'S
I

CH RYILE R - PLYMOUTH
Open Friday Nlghti

See This

Outstanding
Used Car
Today
1959 BUICK
Le Sabre

4-door sedan, radio, automatic transmission, heater,
whitewall tires, tinted glass,
bronze in color. Real sharp.

$995

WALZ

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday Nights

¦
1963 CHEVROLET ""
Bet Air
4-door, radio heater , a u t o m a t i c
transmission , tutone finish , driven
18,234 miles, exV cellent condition
throughout. S p ecially priced.

HONG KONG CAP) - Four
BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Household Article*
67
Money to Loan
40
Americans will spend Christmas
Open Friday Nights
Day in their Chinese prison celLs
KEEP your carpets beautiful despite con- IBOB
•-»
stant footsteps of a busy family. Get
GE UPRIGHT Vacuum cleaners. Factory
as they spend any other day. On
$1895
Blue Lustre. Renf electric »hs-,>pOier,
tpeclal, 129.95. SCHNEIDER SALES,
Used Car.
109
Jl. H. Choafe 8. Co.
Christmas night they will get
TRUSSES-A.BDOMINAL BELTS
3930 6th St., Goodview.
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
Tel. 2349 CHEVROLET-W9 Impale Sport Coupe.
y. C^*.VPLAIN NOTE-AUTO-FURNITURB
their only reminder of the Yule¦
PLAIN OR TREATED sand for slippery Musical Merchandise
70 '
170 E, 3rd
Tel. 2915
1960 PONT IAC
GOLTZ
PHARMACY Hr». » a.m.
120 Centex St
V-Bi automatic
transmission,
power
tide — small Christmas pudwalks or automobile balast. ROBD
$.
to 5 p.m.. Sat. 9 e.m. to noon
itetrlng and brakes, ermine v hite, very
'
J74 B. 3rd
Til. 254?
BROS STORE, 576 ' E. 4th. Tel. 4007.
mmmmmmvmclean,
«<mm
NATIONAL &UITAR , chrome plated, vp 'n''m
dings.
low mlle-agc. SI295. Lewiston
Catalina
with case. $200 new, will sacrifice for
Real Estate - Loans
Auto Co., Lewiston, Minn,
Their families were allowed Builntts Servleei
ICE SKATE Exchange, new and u»ed.
$75. Excellent condition. 452 W. 4th.
14
Skates sharpened. KOLTER Bicycle
,
Life Insurance
by the Communist Chinese to
Holiday Specials CHEVROLET - 195? Impale convertible, 4-door , radio , heat- _
Shop, 502 Mankato. Tel. 566S.
ELECTRIC GUITARS, accordions, saxo341 with Powergl ide. Tel. 77«.
a
u
t
o
r
n
a
t
i
c
\
er,
include the puddings in regular A CHRISTMAS GIFT that will keep FRANK WEST AGENCY
j
phones, trumpets, cornets, clarinets,
home attractive ill year long
A. Three-bedroom brick,
JUST ARRIVED our last shipment beITS Lafayette St.
Tel, J240
/
transmission , solid \
trombones. Very reasonable. All guarmonthly packages from home. your
112,506
near Lincoln School
PLYfAOUTH-1955. good condition. Tel.
. . . carpeting from the looms of
fore Christmas of the fabulous G.E.
(Next to Telephone Office)
,
FounTel.
8687-3086.
A
Welsch
anteed.
¦white finish , sold \ /
8-3364.
The packages, shipped through Firth, Berven and Roxbury. Attractive
electric carving knife, perfect olft for
tain City, Wis.
B. Apartment House.
patterns end fchadlt available at WIhim or her. B «. B ELECTRIC CO.,
new
and serviced \ I
Dogs,
the Red Cross, also include cig- NONA
Pete,
Supplies
$14,900
42
Cenrtal
location
RUO CLEANING SERVICE,
155 E. 3rd.
by
your
Pontiac
We
Service
and
Stock
lie
W.
3rd.
Tal,
3722.
y
arettes, vitamin pills and letC. New three-bedroom, conWHITE GERMA N Shepherd puppies, fe- OK USED FURNITURE STORE
dealer. Specially
ters.
Needles
for
All
temporary
good,
$10, males $15. Harlan KroneDressmaking, Sowing
16 males
priced.
273 E. Ird St.
outlying location
tl 1,300
buich, Altura, Minn. Tel. 7528.
RECORD PLAYERS
We Buy
We Sell
These Americans have been
Looking
for
the
right
car?
Furniture—Antiques—
"Tooli
Three-bedroom,
fireplace,
D.
CHRISTMAS PUPPIES - Scottlas. PooHardr's Music Store
$1295
Jailed on vague charges of esand other Items.
family room, In Wlncrest . 114,900
dlei, Wlrehalrs, Pekingese, Cockers,
Ladies, Be Modern!
lis- E. 3rd St,
Our lot is loaded with
Tel. *37rj i.
Pugai Bostons, B*agles; Bassets. Pine
pionage. Three of the four have
Good
west
location,
threeE.
your clothes made just
Crest Kennels, Rochester. Tel. ATlei
Fine buys like these!
been given little hope of ever Have
bedrooms, two ceramic
Radios, Television
71
2-SW,
for you. Dressmaking of any
baths. Pine paneled
spending Christmas in their type or costumes, and alterChristmas
Specials
M5,t52
amusement
room
FOR CHRISTMAS: B transistor rSMllot,
CHIHUAHUA, Toy Mendiesleri, «15M0;
homes again.
$9.«. BAMBENEK'S, 9th t. Mankato.
ftolden Retriever/ Lab puppies, Jio1959 BU1CK
We can save you money on
atlons. For appointment
P. Downtown duplex, lew down
75 W . 2nd
Tel. 8-271L
115.
Harleywood
Kennels,
Houston.
Tel.
For all attempts by the U.S.
that
new
gun
for
Christmas.
payment
$1,500
La Sabre
ZENITH COLORED TV. many sets on
T«l. 7125
W4-3495. (In Money Creek)
Open
Mon.
Evenings
&
Friday
government and relatives to 176 W. 5th
our floor ready for delivery now or af
Judy
4-door sedan, power steerH. Collegevlew, three-bedroom,
NEUMANN'S
Christmas time. Coma and see ttiem.
obtain their release have so far
room,
two baths, family
Horsis, Cattle. Stock
ing, power brakes, radio,
FRANK LILI A & SONS, 7al E. 8th
43
Bargain Store
knotty pine kitchen with
been rejected by the Chinese,
Open avenlnas.
heater , automatic transmis- Mobil* Home*, Trailer* 111
bullt-ins
IJ4.900
2nd
121
E.
Plumbing,
Roofing
21
REGISTERED
PUREBRED
For Hugh F. Redmond Jr., 45,
Hereford
sion . Real sharp.
bull, 2 years old. Nick Schmlt, Rt. 2,
Refrigerators
72 I. Assume Gl loan, pay down only
^
of Yonkers, N.Y., a former busiHUNTERS, VACATIONERS - HejMwJ
Wabasha, (Hwy. K 5 miles from W«
$400 on this three~
ELECTRIC
ROTO
ROOTER
travel trailers for
pickup
Campers
and
basha).
nessman in China who is servbedroom rambler
117,500
For clogged sewari and drains
KELVINATOR & GIBSON
1958 PLYMOUTH
CHRISTMAS
renf or sale. LEAHY'S, Buffalo City.
ing a life term , this will be the Tel| 9509 or M34 I year guarantee QUALITY DUROC boars, weight 275-300
REFRIGERATORS, all sizes In stock.
Tel. Cochrane 248-2532.
half, three bedK.
Story
and
a
,
V-S,
automatic
transmission
TREES
WINONA FIRE & POWER CO.. 54 E.
lbs Irvln Schtrbrlng, Minnesota City.
14th Christmas in a Chinese CALL SYL KUKOWSKI
rooms, oil heat and garage,
2nd . Tel. 5065. (Across from the new
radio, heater, Real buy at
Tel. Rolllngstone 689-2555.
Goodview
$10,900
Auction Safe*
Communist prison.
parking lot.)
Hoping
Wreaths
<fr
PLANNING A NEW kitchen or remodel#
SHORTHORN
feeder
calves
,
5.
Frey
AFTER HOURS CALL:
ing an older one. Include e KltchenAld
Rf. I, Winona, (2 miles S. of
•ft Boughs
ALVIN KOHNE R
Sewing Machines
73
W. L. (Wlb) Helzer S-21H
For John T. Downey, 34, of bullf-ln dishwasher under the counter Bros,,
Rolllngstone).
AUCTION EER, City and state license**
Leo KOI I 4581
get a convertible-portable dishwashnew Britain , Conn., and Richard or
and bonded. 25J Liberty St. (Corner
Laura Flsk 2118
HUFF & BELLEVIEW USED
FREE ARM Viking automatic
er and build It in later. There Is a
HAMPSHIRE spring boar.
Bob Selover 7857
E, Sth and Liberty ). Tel . 4980.
Fecteau, 37, of Lynn , Mass., model available) fer every kitchen, ev- PUREBRED
portable, like new. WINONA SEWING
Irvln McGowan, Rt. I, Wabasha , Minn.
CO., S51 Huff St. Tel. <>Ul.
former Army civilian employes, ery requirement.
INON
A
UTO
A U C T I O N S I M Household. Livestock ex
DAILY NEWS
PIGS—U, t weeks old, weaned
general. LYIE L. BOBO, Rt. .1, Housit will be the 13th Christmas FRANK O'LA UGHLIN FEEDER
W
RAMBLER /-\ 'boDce"'
Specials
af
the
Store
74
castrated.
Glenn
Lehman,
•nd
Rt.
2,
ton, Minn. Tel. Hokah B?i-5103. LiPLUMBI NG >. HEATING
behind bars.
Alma, Wis
MAIL
censed & Bonded.
107 E. 3rd
Tel. 3703
51" 1965 Console TV Sets,
Downey is serving a life term
VHOLSTEIN FEEDER steers and open
Tel
•169.95. No trade needed.
ffl49
SU BSCRIPTIONS
Minnesota
heifers. Franklin Dowlasch, Alma, Wis
and Fecteau a 20-year sentence.
1 Only Phllco Stereo Console,
1 Q^
Jerry 's Plumbing
Tel. 685-4939,
J159.95 . Floor model.
Tel. 0394
St.
"With only seven years left , Fec- 137 E. 4th
1
30
Center
I
^
Open
Mon.
&
Fri.
Eve.
Land & Auction Sales
Sea our selection ot portable f"V
May Be Paid At
Everett J. Kohner
SOWS—purebred Westix, to farrow In
Sets .and Phonograph s
teau Is the only one likely to see
3rd
&
Mankato
Tel.
8-3649
COMPLETE PLUMBING
Jan.
John
Kamrowskl,
Fountain ' City,
111 Walnut, Tel. 8-3710 aftar houri fII4
Hydronlc Heating System
the Unite d States again unless
TED MAIER DRUGS TAKE MONTHS TO P\Y
Wis. (Oechsvllle).
NO MONEY DOWN
SANITARY
DEC. Z«—Sat ., 1 p m. Vi milt SW. ¦«»
Peking has a change of heart.
j
SPOTTED POLAND CHINA boars, pureOownsvllle on County Trunk '7".
PLUMBI
NG
i
.
HEATING
The other American is the 168 E. 3rd St.
FIRESTONE STORE
bred. Lowell Babcock , Utlca, WMnn. Tel.
E.M.O. Ranch, "Swede Mclvar , owne< "i
Tel. 2737
"TRUST"
5
Truckloads
of
Inc.
L
i
n
c
oln
A
g
ency,
200 W. 3rd
St, Charles 932-3437 .
Johnson J, Murray, auctioneers) GilteMost Rev. James E. Walsh, a
v/ny Credit, Inc., clerk.
Real Estate—Insuranct
Roman Catholic bishop of Cum- Held Wantad—Femal*
NEW TOYS
Is A
26 PUREBRED Duroc boars, also Landrace
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Sale start* at 1 :0O o'clock
105 HEAD OF HEREFOKDS AND ANGUS
H Umrford / cows : 50 Hereford calves , (bulls nntl hoifor.s ) ; 4
yearling Hereford .steers; 1 Hcfiistercd rolled. Hereford
bull with Kej> . Papers . This bull was purchased in Haymond , S. D,, at 2 weeks old lor ."Jl . llW, He is now n 7- (
year-old bull , a Hood herd sire—allows the best ol breedin g
and excellent disposition , 6 Block AntfUM cows. If you
need excellent breeding stock this is a fine herd of
Hereford and Angus cattle that would make good <t-II and
P.P . A . pro ject stock. T.fi . 4»nd Ih ucellosi.s tested hy I)i' .
Ftcgj stcr , rVIenomoiiie,
Wis. Owner will cure for cattle
for 411 hours free of charge .
FEED - 5,000 bales of choice nlfntfn hay
MISCELLANEOUS - Tox Wik cattle oiler ; John :
Deere corn sbeller,
TERMS: Under $15.00 cash , over that nmount ",
down , bala nco in fl «qua) monthl y installinciits , .V,i mldcd,
E M O , RANCH , W. O. "RWBDE" MolVER . OWNER
For A Top Dollar Auction •— See lis Before You Sij in ! I '
Clerked l)y Giitewny Credit Inc.
II , li Soyer , Hep.
.lolui.son A Mtirrny , Auctioneers
\
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DICK TRACY

By Choittr Gould
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By Mori Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

THE FLINTSTONES

By Hanna-Barbara

By Don Sherwood

DAN FLAGG

BLONDIE

By Chic Young

LI'L ABNER
STEVE CANYON

By Al Capp

By Milton Canniff

APARTMENT 3 G

By A fax Kotzky
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to you, our friends and customers. We hope
our holiday s T e< Wlt happy times. Let us serve
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® nce a8am m °y we *°y "Thonks " fo those
office groups and parties who have alread y
he,<l ,nair Cnr stma Parties here. It was a
*
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pleasure to serve you.
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Our BAR and DINING ROOM will be CLOSED

REX MORGAN, M. D.

By Dal CurtU
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to allow our Employees to enj oy the Holidays
with their families.
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NANCY

SUPPER CLUB

Sizzling
* STEAKS

By Ernie Bushmiller

Fountain City, Wis.

t
i Baked HAM

*

*

WINES - BEER Mixed DRINKS

*

Genuine
WALLEYE PIKE
MARY WORTH

succulent
* SEAFOODS

*

U.S. Choice
PRIME RIBS

Plump Roast
CHICKEN

LOBSTER
TAILS

By Saundtrs and Ernst
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If you 're planning a gala New Year 's Eve Celebration here
at the Golden Frog, pleas* make your Reservations earl y
(to get the time you want for your parly), YrVII be having
a ball -here with Hats—Horns—Noisemakers—etc. There 'll
be Fun for a III
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Yes, we will be serving Food New Year 's Day, too—5 p.m.
to Midnight We will not be serving spaghett i and Meat
Balls New Year 's Eve , Plan now to join u» for your New
Year 's celebrating I
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